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500 Angry Students 'Sing'





dred Fisk students stood up and
sang their school hymn here April
26, .1111Kewning out F'erriss Bailey.
white Nashville trustee, when he
stood up to speak.
; Mr. Bailey, who is serving as
; interim committee chairman, un-
til new president, Dr. Stephen
Wright, tikkes office did not ais-,
derstand the Beton of the studenta.
He tried to speak again after the
students had sung one verse and
sat down. The students stood up
again and drowned out his re-
marks with song.
He made no further effort to
CAMPUS OBSERVERS said
the student body was angered
by three things, for which they
blamed Bailey:
1. He had refused to recon-
sider the discharge of Dr. Rob-
ert Rempfer, associate professor
of mathematics and his wife,
Dr. Gertrude Rempfer, associ-
ate professor of physics.
2. He had ignored the sugges-
tion of Dr, Nelson Fuson, chair-
man of the department of phy-
sics, that the Rempfers be re-
tained, causing Dr. Fuson to re-
sign his administrative duties
at the University.
3. tie is a member of the Da-
vidson County (Tenn.) School
board which unanimously adopt-
ed the policy of continued seg-
regation of public schools,
despite the Supreme Court de-
cision.
FOLLOWING the demonstration,
Dr. John hope Franklin, alumni
trustee and chairman of the his-
tory department, Brooklyn Col-
lege, chided the students for their
"rudeness" to his fellow trustee,
Mr. Bailey.
SPRINKLING OF APPLAUSE
His remarks were greeted with
a sprinkling of applause.
The Rempfers, who are white,
had been notified that their con-
tract would not be renewed after
June, after they had attempted to
enroll their children in school
See PROTEST, Ptge 2
Plan To Attend Prayer Pilgrimage
a-e
BACK PRAYER PILGRIM.
AGE—Members of the Minis.
ters and Citizens League for
Human Rights and the Inter-
denominational alliance of
Memphis gave whole-hearted
support to the Prayer Pilgrim-
age for Freedom to Washing-
ton, D. C. Monday during a
meeting at Mt. Olive C. M. F..
Cathedral. The pilgrimage is
designed to impress Congress
with the necessity te pass the
pending Civil Rights legisla.
lion. At least 50,000 persons
are expected to attend. Shown
are some of the Memphians
who plan to participate. First
row, left to right, are: Rev.
W. I,. Varnado, Rev. H. C.
Walker, Rev. S. A. Owen, Rev.
H. Ralph Jackson, Rev. D
Warner Browning, Rev. H. C.
Bunton, Rev. H. ilobinson,
80. R. W. Williamson, and
Rev. L. M. MchleaL Second
row: Rev. W. L. Love, Rev.
H. McDonald Nelson, Rev,
Lloyd Patrick, Rev, F. T.
Sanders, Rev. T. M. Davis,
Rev. J. C. Miller and Rev. H.
H. Jones. Third Row: H. F.
Patton, A. C. Johnson, G. C.
Brown, Rev. A. I,. McCargo
and Rev. H. C. Nabrit.
Hit GOP 100 Days Of
'Absentee Government'
Vice President and the Secretary subtitle of the article which re-
of State were all out of the court- views the first 100 days of the
try at once. Lut it really didn't
matter — you could hardly tell
the difference. '
"'Even when they're in t h e Digest concludes, "is an image
store,' " the Digest quotes 0 n e of an irritable, ailing and nervous
Democrat as saying, " 'nobody's President who doesn't concentrate Hospital Vets
1l 
minding it; we still have absen- on his work, takes many oppor-
"The 100 Day Vacation", is thc is nettled by the criticism he is
tee government.' " tunities to get away from his desk, Weekly Guests
getting, who is uninformed and 
Of Chicksisolated by a "palace guard" that
feeds him only one page memos,
f 
Colored patients of the Veter-' '
The May issue of the Democratic Digest, mailed to , the differences between the Dem-
subscribers last week, reports that during the first 100 ocratic and Republican Parties."In such areas as Housing, Feder-
days of the Eisenhower second term the Administration al Aid to Education Minimum
has given the county "Absentee Government." Wage Extensions, Postal Rates,
"At one point during Ike's 'second' 100 days" the "teller for Economically Depress-
ed Areas, Small Business a n cl
Digest says, "the President, the  Consumer Prices, there is crucial
.iebate which has brought into fo-
cus the essential differences be-
tween the Republican and Demo-
cratic philosophies.
What If Your Home
Eisenhower A dm inistr a-
tion. "Eroerging from the first 100
days of the second term," the
ew xpressway oute. rtAeisoCiV V:/laiii-chtihe.buoilthsuerpvedrusrinign
In w o is 13 ans Administration hospital onI his party and has already lost Crump are now weekly guests ofaround the world much of the the Memphis Chicks Baseball
t
What does a man do when he wakes up and finds to 
t ie a eNeaetpi ton is 
Capitalperhaps 
natvneconicr e  
than 
his home in the middle of a new Expressway route or in they realize — the absence of drive
the center of an Urban Renewal project? 
f and purpose at 1600 Pennsylvania
Scores of Meniphis citizens are going to be faced
with this problem in the very near future.
The Expressways and Urban Re'
A'. L. niontrsom
jewel developments are being
shaped on the drawing boards.
They mean progress for Memphis
but they also mean some growing
pains such as forced sales of
homes and property.
Avenue. its wards !go out without a hover-
In another story, the Digest dis- jog attentive eye to keep watch
cussed the struggles going on in over them.
Congress "that distinctly define
This hovering, attentive eye la
the Hardwig Peres Lodge of B.nat
B'rith, which has been approved
• by the VA in Washington with the
honor and responsibility of seeing
after the veteran patients when




the cities with an Approved Work-
Fortunately, Memphis is one of L
aw School
able Program which makes most
persons who must relocate eligi- WASHINGTON — Howard uni-
r it dedicated its new I a w
ble to receive aid under specia:
federal programs.
HOUSING EXPERT
These welcome words for those
who are to be directly affected,
came last week from a well -
known former Memphis housing
expert, Al Thompson, racial rela-
tions officer, Federal Hoosing Ad-
ministrator.
Mr. Thompson, whose service
See ROME. Page 2
school built at a cost of $1,400,000.
The school can accommodate 200
students with its classrooms and
library. One of its features is a
moot courtroom seating 250 spec-
tators, court officers, juniors, and
attorneys.
Dr. George M. Johnson is dean
of the school which numbers 100
students, and there are six full
See HOWARD U. Page
club.
In dealing with a governmental
agency; nothing is done in halfway
measures, however, even down to
a% entertaining tnerapuette base-
ball game. The VA does not let
The B'nai B'rith is the only
Memphis organization to take the
patients from the premises.
Joe Newman, chairman of the
organization's VA Volunteer Serv-
ice committee, made arrange-
ments with the managers of the
baseball club and Charles Silot-
wog, committee co-chairman,
made arrangements for transpor-
tation with several Negro funeral
homes.
So now, once a week when the
Chicks are at home, patients who
are baseball fans are enjoying the





The Ministers and Citizens
League for Human Rights, head-
ed by Rev. H. C. Bunton and the
Interdenominational Ministerial
Alliance, led by Rev. S. A. Owen
mapped plans Monday during .a
joint meeting at Mt. Olive CME
Cathedral for a large Memphis
delegation to attend the Prayer
Pilgirmage for Freedom in Wash-
ington. D. C. on May 17.
Each church congregation in
Memphis is urged to send its pas-
tor or a representative to the nil-
grimage. The Masons, Elks, other
fraternal groups labor unions and
civic organizations are requested
to participate in this important
event, Rev. Bunton said.
Transportation by railroad, but
and airline will be available. Rev.
H. Ralph Jackson, minister of St.
Andrews ANfE church, and chair-
man of the Memphis delegation is
attempting to have a delegation of
at least 1,000 from Memphis.
LARGE DELEGATIONS
Al! groups Interested in parti-
cipating should contact their lead-
er or Rev. Jackson, of 246 East
Calhoun. phone JA 6-3848 for more
information.
During the meeting. Rev. Owen
told the audience that he had been
advised there would be delega-
tions In Washington from Jackson-
ville, Fla., Atlanta, .Ga., Mont-
gomery, Ala., Birmingham, Ala.,
Mobile, Ala. and other southern
cities, all of noteworthy size.
Letters have already been put
in the mail to '
tails on the pilgrimage. Other ,
groups are being contacted he
representatives of the League and
the Alliance for full cooperation.
REUTHER SPEAKS
In a dramatic and moving state-
ment issued from the Washing-
ton offices of the United Auto
Workers, Walter Reuther, Vice
President of the AFL-CIO and
William Oliver, Co-Director of
IJAW's Fair Employment Prac-
tices and anti-discriniination de-
partrnent. called for unity In the
fight for Civil Rights and for all
unions in the UAW to support the
May 17th Prayer Pilgrimage for
Freedom.
"We must. . .reappraise our
basic democratic sense of values,"
the statement said in part. It laud-
ed the Supreme Court Decision
of 1954 and noted that "terror"
and violence have been substituted
for implementation of the high
courts decree.,
HOTEL RESERVED
The statement said that Wash-
ington's Hotel 2400 was being
reserved for United Auto delega-
tions. It insisted that all local
unions send delegations to Wash-
See MAP, Page 2
Outlaws Bias
At Golf Course
Negroes will have full use of
the Miami Springs public golf
course on May 10 unless the city
of Miami starts action to over-
throw an integration order by Fed-
eral Judge Emmet C, Choate.
Judge Choate last week ruled
the present policy of admitting
Negroes to the course only on
Mondays to be unconstitutional.
"It's like anything else," Choate
commented. "You just can't die-
tinguish between taxpayers—there
can't be any discrimination at all.
Whether some of us like it or not,
that's the way it is," ,
I till,
Home Stoned; Residents In
Area Fearful Of Clashes
urrLE cEnnic ATKINS, 3,
stands by the hole in the win-
dow, holding two stones, one
of which struck the window
and showered glass into the
adjoining room, some landing
By MOSES J. NEWSON
A stone hurled through the darkness of last Friday
night to shatter the small picture window in a modest
home at 1663 Webb, and it might have meant big troubles
on the make.
There's more to this than the belief of Mrs. Celia At-
kins, 47-year-old widow, and her children, that it wan 'the
work of white boys, and the an-
nouncement by Asst. Police Chief people make it sound like.
Bruns McCarroll that police re- Webb at. runs off S. Parkway
coved information it was Negro E. between Gabay and Victor with
boys. Person at the south end. Put into
Any way you look at it, the de-
velopment points to one thing —
teenage clashes between Negro
and white.
WHAT RESIDENTS THINK
Calling it teenage gang warfare
may yet be a too-strong term.
But that's what some of the area
residents are saying. And that's
what some of the statements from
in Cedric's bed. Members of
the family said white teen-
agers threw the stones. The
family pushed the tabi•
against the window to bold the
a larger boundary, it is in an
area boxed off by S. Parkway E..
Mississippi blvd., Person ave., and
S. Third.
Down in the Webb at. area there
are a lot of Negro homes and
a lot of white homes.
BEIGE 1955 CHEVROLET
I About 8:50 last Friday night two
'Vet's Mom Of Year'
5.
•••••6
VETERANS' C H 0 I C It as
"Mother of the Year" is Mrs.
Louise V. West, wife of Dr.
George We.st. She was the
unanimous choice of paraple.
etc patients at Kennedy Veter-
ans hospital. An honorary
Volunteer Gray Lady of the
American Red Cross, she suc-
ceeds Mrs. Ida Townsend el
917 N. Second st. Beth will
receive a silver loving cup
from Dr. C. C. Woods, man-
ager of Veterans Administra-
tion hospital, at religious ser•
vices, 9:15 a. m. Moth er's
Day, at Kennedy. Chaplain
Lee A. Thigpen will deliver the
message.
1
paper up Is an effort to keep
out the cold wind Friday night
when the temperature dipped •
to a chilly es degreea. (Newton.
Photo) •
• •
stones were hurled by someone ou
the street who then sped away te
a green and beige 1955 Chevro•
let. One stone landed on the floor.
the other smashed a picture win-
dow, went on across the living
room to strike the heater, caus-
ing it to go out.
Three-year-old Ronald Woodson,
a grandson of Mrs Atkins, had
been sitting on the living room
couch and had just moved away.
Cedric Atkins, also 3 was is
bed in the room next to the living
room and glass landed in the bed,
but fortunately he was not hit.
SAW THE CAR
Mrs. Atkins and a grown daugh-
ter, Mrs. Frances Woodson, moth-
er of two of the seven children
who were at home, ran to the
door in time to see the car pull-
ing away. They say they could
not tell whether the occupants
were white or Negro.
But they say this Is not the
first time the green and beige
1956 Chevrolet has been sees
riding through the area and at
all other times the passengers
and driver, four in all, have bees
white.
That is why they said t ha
stones were thrown by white
teenagers.
Mrs. Atkins called Police a n
Asst. Police Chief Bruns McCar•
roll later said police had received
information the teenagers h a d
been Negroes.
COVERED HOLE WITH PAPER
A story on the damage was "es-
timated" at $7 in a newspaper
account of the incident. Mrs. At-
kins said she had not sought as
See GANG, Page 2
Gifts To YWCA
Campaign Lags
The $400,000 YWCA building ent•
passion fund campaign was lag-
ging as of last Saturday. .
Gifts from business firms were
below the expected level. Tim
far only $120,702 has been collect-
ed, or about 30 percent of t ha
goal, in the gifts division. •
Leading in the division are the
following donors: Memphis clear
ing House association, 88,000; Mit.
vernal Life Insurance company,
$3,000 and the National Burial
Insurance co., $3,000.
Underway currently is a solici-
tation of executives and key men
of firms. Cards have been pre-
pared and are now being distri-
buted among various workers in
the advance gifts and women's
division.
The funds will be used to build
a new branch for the Negro war
I munity and a new swimming OSfor the white YWCA.
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Odd Facia About U. S. ••
IN A
NUTSHELL
Eastland Wins A Round
WASHINGTON—The Senate .Ju- conditions under which the bill
miry Committee stalled civil can be "laid aside," week after
ghts legislation last week, when week at the group's regular Mon-
te committee, headed by Senator day meetings. These conditions
tines 0. 'Eastland (Dem., Miss.) give Southern opponents of civil
zreed to make the civil rights rights legislation a weapon to de-
ll its "pending business." The lay the bill.
immittee also agreed to a set of
Indict Four In Dope Ring
gout- seen whose arrest broke Fourth; Charlie Israel Jr., 28, of
'trope" ring in Memphis 958 Clack FL; Eskore L. Rayner,
igtbeirn indicted by the Federal 30, of 1332 North Stonewall; and
Sind fury. Their cases will be William C. Hunt, 28, of the Queen
ingert,this week. They include Anne Hotel. They are being held
Ri7-41.• Rainey, 33 ,of 227 South in jail pending trial.
. Altell Have Plenty Time To Thirtk
BraxtertridcGray, 27, of 745 others last October and November
peed was given 20 years in pris- in the Mississippi-Walker area of
last week on his guilty plea to the city. The years will be served
iarges of rape and intent to rape. after he finishes an unexpired 10-
he Aelf-styled "preacher" w a a year sentence at the Penal Farm
3nVIVed for raping three Negro for burglary.
vinitts and trying to assault two
Well, It Just MAY
M. Hattie Miller, rear of 138 "Think it will rain today?" She
Watkins, has a top view of the replied: "This is May. It may and
irrell May weather this ''black- may not."
errat Winter." She was asked, ,
Widow Gets A Helping Hand
Theg Negro division In the City
eanlIftil Commission highlighted
s Plkase of the Clean-up, Fix-UP,
lean:up campaign last week with
ssnual house painting. Volun-
sinters took over the paint.
the house of Mrs. Dottie Ed-
•er.
arlpf, a widow, of 661 Eads, at the debris,
o'clpck last Thursday night. Pub-
Church Stands Up For Justice
enfts embly of the SouthernRAM, Ala. — The 97th
restYlitritn Church has voted to
rge its member churches to take
n activart in carrying out the
lie Works Commissioner Henry
Loeb also asked Memphians to ob-
serve "Government Day" of the
clean-up campaign by putting all
litter and trash in containers by
their garbage pails. Sanitation
trucks covered the city to remove
Supreme Court's desegregation
ruling. The action was one of the
strongest stands yet taken by a
Southern church group in support
of racial desegregation.
F. rest City & Madison Briefs
'114 and NFA chapters of
irlcolig•lligh sponsored their joint
nnullit&other and Daughter-Fa-
ler ene-tion Banquet last week
Drealit3 in best bib and tucker,
sly,iern of the chapters, their
are faculty members, and
ue _ . ed banquet fare, along
it 54V.ry interesting program
Thelltietne of the evening. "To-
ay's Youth — Tomorrow's Lead-
was discussed in an address
ye-PMW. Walker Fleming, princi-
al of Palestine school. Other par-
cipants were Misses Johnny Ty-
in, Judy Scott, Francis Jones,
eraldiwe Crawford, Georgia Webb
Miss !IPA), Willie Mae Byndon
I
lorne
(Continued from page 1)
rea now covers eight southeast-
rn states and Puerto Rico, was
Memphis in connection with the
roblems associated with reloca-
ons brought on by such things
s Urban Renewal and Express-
While in Memphis he was in
onferences with Mayor Orgill,
/alter Simmons, director of the
femphis Housing Authority; J. E.
:erwin, local FHA director; offi-
ers of the real estate board, num-
rous builders, Chamber of Com-
nerce officers, IA. George W. Lee,!
Maceo Walker, Attys. B. L.
looks and A. W. Willis and C.
!. Sawyer. He also met with man-
gers of the various public hous-
rig projects.
-VITALLY INTERESTED'
Mr. Thompson said he found
Ir. Kerwin "vitally interested in
ming all the FHA resources in
wiping with the program" of pro-
'Wing immediate relief to fami-
les which are displaced.
One of the aids FHA offers, Mr.
Thompson explained, comes under
he Section 221 Program. Under
his section a dislocated person
•an buy a home up to $9,000 with
ust $200 as the initial payment,
ncluding closing costs, on a long
In addition to the Expressways,
V e Urban Renewal projects
ire in the works for Memphis now.
Large scale maps showing the Ex-
pressway routes are on display on
the second floor of the Public




(NFA sweetheart) and the NBA
Ensemble
Pvt. Corwin Pleasant of Cm-
cinnati, Ohio, who was here vis-
iting Miss Shirley Carter, thrilled
the audience with his renditions
on the trumpet. Edward Sykes re-
ceived an award for selling the
largest number of tickets in a
recent fund raising campaign. Is-
aac Crumbly, NFA president,
served as master of ceremonies.
Miss Lucille McCall, Mrs. Elna
Shannon, B. C. Williams and Hoov-
er Williams, advsors, C. T. Cobb,
principal.
The M. I. College club will meet
with Mrs. Rosa L. Wright, 597 Mis
eissippi blvd. Sunday evening May
12, at 4 p.m. The scholarship corn
millet will be asked to make its
report and all members are urged
attend the monthly session
Mrs. Sarah 0. Brown is presi
dent; Mrs. Lois Mae Emery is sec
retary, and L. H. Boyce is huei
ness manager.
One-half of the porle•trian dsath
the U.S. occur from 6 p.m. to
• • •
The Minnie Eason U.S I. Club
held its Twelfth Annual Oratorical
contest at Madison Light Baptist
church recently First place win-
ner was Andrea Raynor of Stew-
art school, Mrs W. N. Moorehead, M
sponsor; second place, Gloria El-
lis, DeRossitt school, Mrs. Wes-
ley Stewart, sponsor; third place,
Vera Mae Turner, Eldridge But-
ler school, Mrs Isaac Wilbun, spon-
sor
Attendance awards went to
Stewart school, DeRossitt school
and Brickeys school. Prizes were
awarded by Dr. C. J. Bond. with
Mrs. C. E. Allen serving as mis-
tress of ceremonies. Music was
furnished by DeRossitt school chor-
us, under the direction of Mrs. F.
M. Scott and Mrs. Joy M. Al-
dridge.
(Continued from page 1)
estimation of the cost of repair-
ing the window yet "because I
don't have auy money to get it
fixed."
They tried to cover the hole in
the window with newspaper to
keep out the chilly wind. The tem-
perature dropped to 48 Friday
night.
SHAPE OF THINGS
In talking to them and others
in the neighborhood, a picture of
what is happening there began to
take shape.
In the first place, anyone in
the vicinity will agree, "this is a
tough area" and that they have leader of the Montgomery bus
boycott.
and Negro teenagers. Dr, King did
"heard" of clashes between white
Nobody seems to know Ii campus issues,
they got started and nobody con-
tacted was willing to call a n y H
names.
LAST SUMMER
Out of the various statements
this much appeared sure:
Last summer some of the Ne-
gro boys, and they reportedly trav-
el its "gangs" of up to 20, beat
one or more white boys who had
been playing at South Side park
and S. Parkway E. and Orleans.
There were some other run-ins
and a couple of boys are suppos-
ed to have been pretty severely
beaten.
Things died through t h e
fall and winter and now seem
to be picking up again.
CONFEDERATE FLAGS
There are rumors about while
youths riding around the neigh-
borhood in a gray coupe display-
ing Confederate flags and t o y
pistols, about white boys threat-
ening to "do damage from Mar-
jorie to Latham", and about other
white boys threatening a "war"




(('ontinued from page 1)
time associate professors and one.
instructor. The new school is re-
garded as a particular achieve-
ment because it was less than
three years ago that the Ameri-
can Bar Association recommended
its closing because of lack of
proper facilities.
The school is noted for its out-
standing graduates and teachers,
more than 75 percent of whom
worked on the research in the
school segregation cases or either
argued directly.
Among them are Thurgood Mar-
shall, James E. Nabritt, secre-
tary of the university: George E.
C. Hayes and W. Robert Ming,
newly elected chairman of the
American Veterans Committee.
Sen, Wayne Morse of Oregon
was the principal speaker at.the
Dedication Day.
The latter turned out to be true.
A barber on Ely told the De-
H e pi
fender Saturday morning: obby JhOW
CAR DENTED
about three Saturday nights ago,
"Two white boys came in here D rows Goodthis week and asked me if I had
seen 15 or 20 colored boys. They
said when the Negro boys come. 
into their areas they didn't bother 
At Oventhem but that some Negro boys
had stoned their car putting a, The Humanities department atdent in it.
Owen epllege sponsored its second"They said, 'When we find them I annual Humanities Hobby showthere is going to be a war.'
"I asked them why not call
the police and they answered.
'We're going to take care of
them ourselves.' "
munity were exhibited, including'JUST MILLING AROUND'
of school-age Negro boys are not
going to school and or not work-
Negro residents say that a lot 
rare coins, painting,s, needlecraft,
leathercraft and other hobbies
Some of the hobby show exhibi-
ing, just milling around being
"tough." They say the teenagers
are not alone, that some older Memphis Academy of Art, Mrs. •men are mixed in with them Lena Taylor, Royal Flagg, Rev
' 
Roy Davis, Ronald Foster, Gene PTA Holdsgangs or not, people are afraid to
Whether they are organized as. OY
Rev. Calvin Mims, Mrssay anything about them. A teen-
age youth who had been listening
to a reporter ask questions about
the "ganes", refused to show hisi
to the barbershop on Ely because
he didn't "want them guys get-
ting any ideas about me."
Area residents fear "big trou-
bles may be on the make" un-
less something is done to check
the teenage activities this sum-
mer.
(Continued from page 1)
nearest Fisk University.
The school happened to be Pearl,
which is attended by colored chil-
dren.
DEMAND DISMISSAL •
They later became plaintiffs In
the successful NAACP suit to in-
tegrate Nashville public schools.
WHITE SOUTHERN members
of the Fisk trustee board became
outraged and demanded their dis-
missal.
Curiously enough, the day be-
fore the demonstration, t h e stu-
dents had listened to a stirring ad-
dress by Dr. Martin Luther King,
Sunday afternoon in the college
gymnasium.
Arts, crafts and collections of
students and friends of the corn-
DR. M. L. KING OF MONT-
GOMERY, Ala—praises Lqu
LaTour, noted DramatistL.
Lecturer and Founder of La
Cheeries Inc. for her unself-
ish work among Shutins the
Aged and Youth. Ile also high-
ly commends the philanthrop-
ic contribution of the well-
known Norcross Card Manu-
facturers who had just pre-
sented 1,000 cards to LaChee-
ries to be distributed to shut-
ins of all races and creeds.
Admits Britain
Klan Wave Hoax
By ALLEN R DODD, JR.
LONDON — (INS) — The reputed leader of the
British Ku Klux KIA said Saturday, "there is no Klan in
Britain" and claimed he made up the whole thing as a
gigantic hoax "to make the Communists look ridiculous."
Shaw told Internaiional News Service:
"We had planned to get pals in
various parts of the country to
send letters supporting the Klan
in order to make the Communist
Daily Worker raise a big outcry
and print denunciations. Then we
were going to admit that the whole
thing, was. a hoax to make the
ant rItunists look ridiculous,"
Despite a police investigation
and solemn statements in t h e
House of Commons, Shaw said he
and his associates had never
forwarded any British applications
for membership to the U. S., as
reported. lie said they had print-
• • •
Mrs. R. B. Bland, an accom-
plished musician and instructor at
Eldridge Butler school, presented
her music pupils in recital recent-
ly at Madison Light church.
Participants were: Laverne
Flowers Janice Pitts Sylvia Cobb
Vernella Norris, Fannie Lofton,
Mildred Walker, and Miss Seberia
Williams. Guest participants were
Gloria Clark Mary Jeffers Met,
cedier Turner, and Iris Clark. Vir.
gie Bland served as mistress of
ceremonies.
• . •
The members of St. Andrew's
Presbyterian church sponsored a
very interesting health program re-
cently. The program consisted of
devotion conducted by Mrs. F. N.
• Jamison; a panel discussion:
"Personal Hygiene" discussed by
Mrs. J. E. Burke, "Food and No
trition as related to Health" by
Mrs. Etna Shannon, "Community
Sanitation" by Miss Geraldine Wil-
liams, and "Social Factors in
Mental Hygiene" by Charles Lati.
mar. Mrs. M. 0. Livingston served
as co-ordinator. Music was fur-
nished by St. Andrew's choir, Mrs.
F. M. Jeffers, directress. Mrs. R.
J. Christmas, chairman.
• • •
Mrs. C. F. Banks has just re-
turned from Jackson, Miss., where
she attended the organization of
• the National Hoene Demonstration
Agents Association. Mrs. Barks
was elected recording secrets y.
Mrs. C. E. Allen, principal of
Eldridge Butler school, was sur-
prised recently on her natal day
- by her sixth grade class with
- birthday party. The children pre-
- pared and served dainty sand-
wiches. punch, ice cream, and
cake The honoree received many
s lovely tokens and lots of good
wislurs.
op
(Continued from page 11
Ington to the Lincoln Memorial,
which has been chosen as the
place for the noon-time ceremor).
res. The Pilgrimage will be ad-
dressed by Rev. Dr. Martin Lu-
ther King, A. Philip Randolph,
Vice-President. AFL-CIO, a n d
Roy Wilkins, Executive Secretary
NAACP. Miss Mahalia Jackson
has said that she will be "just
delighted" to accept the invita-
tion to sing on that occasion. Al-
though the plans include singing
and Prayers, there has not been
a final draft of plans,
The Pilgrimage is expected to
be one of the greatest Negro spon-
sored interracial demonstrations
for civil rights the nation has
ever seen.
More unity in the pilgrimage is
Imposed by the recent move by
Senator McClellan, which placed
for unity and the need for it is
even greater.
On May 17, when the Supreme
Court's decision will be observed
and the blocking of Civil Rights
legislation protested, it will not
the clergy, but by people of all
be done by Negroes alone, nor by
life.
tors were Miss Louise Weeks,
Bethlehem Center; students of F
Miss Weeks', the Y.W.-W Ives,
Catherine Lax, Mrs. Velma Shum-
pert, William Campbell, Lome
Palk, Kenneth Beaudoin, James
Shields, Josephus Toney, Mrs,. Lot.
tie Pierce, Mrs. Ruby SteWart.
Mrs Alonzie Crawford, Roosevelt
Boyd, Mrs. Anne Marla Lackley,
Mrs. Mary Jones, Madam Mc-
Cleare and Louise Watkins.
Mrs. Dorothy T. Graham is head






Florida School PTA held its an-
nual tea Sunday, April 28 in the
school auditorium with a program I
of music and fashions being pre-
sented by the students,
Prizes were awarded to t h e
teachers of the first, second and I
third grades for raising the larg-
est amounts of money and having
the most unique tea table.
Mrs. Ruth Weed won the spe-
as "The Stamp Act."
George Germaine was Colonial
secretary. To him fell the job of
superintending the conduct of the
British forces during the war. lie
is said to have been influential
in the bribery of Benedict Arnold.
As to Friday Columbus sailed
from Palos on Friday August, 3,
14112 and discovered America Fri-
day, Oct. 12, 1492.
George Washington was born
Friday, Feb. 22, 1732.
The "Stars and Stripes" were
first hoisted as a National flag.
Frida,v, Aug. 3, 1777.
Cornwallis surrendered Friday,
1781 ending the Revolu-
i1s1'said that the first by the
Cktic ederates in the Civil war was
The Second Quarterly Confer- 
offensive by the Union army MI
Friday April 21, 1832 and the first
Friday, May 24. 1861.
The Battle of Gettysburg (turn-
business session. April 19, at 7:30
ence for the year 1956-57, was held, 1-3, 1863. The 3rd was 
Friday.
ing point of the war) was on July
apt.mS.t. 
with the 
ApMrEesicdhinugrchEwldiethr President Lincoln was 
assassi-
The session was largely attend- Groups 
Friday, April 14, 1865.
Dr. P. W. DeLyle presiding.
and roll call which were success- 
 Makeed with reports of all departments
ful. 
service Sunday April 21 be -
at 5 a.m. at which time the 
Plans Forgall with Easter Sun-Rise Serv-
ice
sermon was delivered by our pas- D •
tor, Dr. Ralph Jackson, who
also administered the Communion.
Breakfast was served in the low-
er Sanctuary prepared by the St. The Shelby County Dairy Foods
Aand rperwosgrGaumildh.yTthhee Sjundtoary eShcuhr000ll Promotion committee met in the





ty laIllaamt .9 :w30aaa.dme.. ducers Association office at 1497
Union ave. to discuss plans for
livered by our Dr. DeLyles. promoting dairy products during
o30urp.pma.staor,PaDgrea 
dH. 
irecth- 'tdhuectNsation-wide June Dairy Month
ed only four special Klan letter- 
edAtby7:
cast of 75 or more and a 60-voice According to H. H. Hinton,
Promotion Campaign of dairy pro-
Jackson, was presented with a
letters to newspapers. 
choir. Mrs. Leonia Jamison WAS j chairman, representatives of theheads and had used them to send,




During Commons debate this was pianist.
Laborite member A. F. The entire day was spent in The Shelby County Farm Bu-
Brockway charged that the Klan sacred services. reau, Shelby County 
Agricultural
was organizing a campaign Reported by Mrs. Mary Gray. Agent and Home Demonstration
against British Jews, Negroes and 
. .
Catholics. Home Secretary R. A. T
Butler assured the House the po-
lice were 'keeping an eye on the
Klan's imported activities.
enn. State
the London Daily Herald, quoted
The official Laborite newspaper s potl ights
•
the 42-year-old Shaw as saying'
full strength next Monday. Be
"The Klan will reveal itself in its ch
prepared for a shock."
But Shaw told INS that in a tel-
evision appearance he is to make
Monday he intends to reveal that
the British "Klan" is only a fab-
rication a joke.
Shaw is a mild-mannered father
of three children. The Daily Her-
ald claimed he is the Klan's
"Kleagle" in Britain arid the num-
ber one secret agent of the Amer-
ican Klan's imperial wizard.
Shaw said that until Friday
night e•ger his wife knew nothing
of the anti-Communist ruse. "I'll
probably get mg neck wrung after
I disclose the truth on the TV
appearance Monday," he laughed.
Shaw said he formerly lived in
Northern Ireland, Canada a n d
Roles Played
4 Named George
By EDGAR T. STEWART
Four men named George play-
ed a big part in bringing on and
conducting the Revolutionary War.
First George III was King of
England (top man) George Wash-
ington was commander of t h e
American armies (top man).
George Grenville was chancel-
lor of the Excheqner. He had the
job of raising money for the king





By MABEL B. CROOKS
NASHVILLE — Tennessee State
university's student affiliate chap-
ter of the American Chemical So-
ciety celebrated Chemistry Prog-
ress Week with an exhibit, public
lecture, "High School Night," and
a banquet session last week.
High School Night was "o p e n
house" for more than 100 second-
ary school students of Nashville
and Davidson County who inspect-
ed the chemistry laboratories, saw
chem movies, and enjoyed a so-
cial hour. Dr. Kenneth Hodges,
technical superintendent of t h e
cellophane plant of E. I. duPont
de Nemours St Company, Inc., was
speaker for the public lecture; and
Herschel Stewart, production mi.oir Concert amount of money and Mrs. Ad- regard for the American way of su-perintendent of Victor Chemicalcial prize for raising the largest 
the U. S. He said he has "a high•
Slated May 9
life. •
lie said he was "not an ex-
tremist" but that he has always
hated Communism.The Second Annual Spring con- eluded the announcement of the
All my life," he said, "I havecert by the Owen College choir, -Citizen of the Year" award pre- "
I• I -en upsetting the Communists,"Moments Musical," will be pre- 1 vented to Mrs. Rubye D. Spight
speaking against them and print-sented in the college auditorium f outstanding' the
TF;iirsday evening, May 9, at 7:30 munity. Frank Lewis, sr • Melrose ing, leaflets condemning Commit- Bond of Brownsville, Tenn., chair-
p.m. Mrs. Dorothy T. Graham is teacher apd YMCA worker, made nism''' man; John Swain, St, Myers, Fla.,
directress. He said his fellow employes in vice chairman; Marian Watson,the presentation.
a factory even had ostracized him Halls, Tenn., secretary-treasurer.The program will include sacred Recipients of honorary mention
for his Pei-Communist campaign.. Miss Rubye M. Prigmore of theand secular selections and is open for the award were Sirs. I d a
1 chemistry faculty is advisor.to the public without admission. Falls, Mrs. Ramelle Y. Karnes',
Misses Marie Watkins and Emma Mrs. Margaret Turner, Mrs. Lil-
Jean Kerr are accompanists. . lian Stew-art and Mrs. Sadye Jen- motheChoir members are: •
Helen Pugh, Dorothy Dockery,
Maths,e Brown, Corinne Ratliffe,
Dorothy Anderson, Ellen Bridge-
forth, Joan Lackey, and Johnnie
Spivey, sopranos, Ernestine
Brown, Flossie Campbell, Shirleen
McDermott, Jean Bridgeforth,
Barbara Carter, Sadie Pugh, Nor-
ma Gatlin, and Ruby Miser, altos;
Jimmy Ballard, Anthony Gray,
John Lipford, tenors, and Dover
Crawford, Marvell Woods, Eugene
Pugh and James Nolen, basses
Two-thirds of the population of
Scotland lives within one-tenth of
the total area of the country.
die Goss for the largest amount
raised on the winning floor.
Other highlights of the tea in.
'flings, all of whom received cor-
sages.
CHAIRMEN LISTED
Mrs. Ann L. Hall, successful tel
chairman for the fifth year. ex-
pressed appreciation to the chair-
men of each grade, parents and
teachers for their fine coopera-
tion.Mrs. Lucy Browning and Miss
Martha Anderson, Mrs, Ruby Ga-
dison and Mrs. M Blanchard,
Mrs. Ruth Weed and Mrs. Aline
Lowe, Mrs. Estelle Eggleston and
Miss Ada Ateman, Mrs. Memory
Bishop, food: Mrs. Leona Jami-
son, program: Mrs. Mattie Hunt,
prizes; Mrs. Jessie Lockhart.
Works, both of Nashville, spoke at
the banquet.
An educational trip to t h e
American Museum of Atomic En-
ergy at Oak Ridge, Tenn., by the
society ushered in the week's cele-
bration. Society officers are Joyce
r, Son Ark. Principal
Die In Blast ter-denominational Ministerial Al-EL DORADO, Ark., — The In-' trance last week sponsored an
PARAGOULD, Ark. — (INS — A
dynamite explosion beneath a bed
killed a woman and her five-year-
old son in Paragould Tuesday and
police sought her estranged hus
band.
The blast killed Mrs. Edna Sex-
ton, 36, and Charles Bittinger, her
son by a previous marriage. An-
other child, Nancy Bittinger, 13,









honoring Harmon H. Hill Sr., re-
tired principal of Fairview
elementary school.
airy Month
Agents, the Memphis Dairy Coun-
cil, the Dairy Exchange, Mid-
South Mills, Ice Cream Manufac-
turers, Shelby County Health De-
partment, the Dairy Foods Indus-
try, Memphis Chamber of Com-
merce and the US. Department
of Agriculture's Food Distribution
Division.
All agencies represented enthusi-
astically pledged to assist and sup-
port this promotional program and
additional committee Meetings will
be held to work out some of the
• •
chairman announced the appoint-
ment of a publicity committee
composed of Robert Gilliam, ag-
ricultural director of the Memphis
Chamber of Commerce; Leonard
Kerr, Shelby County Agricultural
Agent; Leo W. Smith of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's Food
Distribution Division, and Mrs. Vi-
ola McCain, specialist in consum-
er information and food market-
ing, Agricultural Extension Serv-
ice, University of Tennessee.
This group was assigned the re-
sponsibility of contacting newspa-
pers, radio and television stations
and trade publications and other
Informational media to encourage
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3 ROOMS
Brand New Furniture Just
$29800
Terms as low as
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by I. 4/ex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Douglass Juniors Takle A Problem
Recent reports on the illegiti- abominable course of conduct.
-gram ,held by the class in t h e
school's auditorium dealing with
teenagers' ,drinking of intoxicants
and unrestrained passion.
The program included a well -
prepared skit and a kind of round-
table discussion around the set,.
ject: "Will You Be Here Next
Year?" The participants in t h e
skit showed what usually happens
Macy rate among our girls of ten-
der age in this city have, as
should, stirred deep concer ii
among responsible mothers of leen
age daughters.
It is a distinct pleasure to re- job.
port that something tangitle is hq- The otEre tact that the leader-
ing done in at least one hiah ship of the class-'Ind the mem
school here to help eugb the prob. hers themselves undertook such a
lem. The niovement is being spoil- project, (and I understand t h e
sered by the members of the Jun- program presepted last Thursday
for High school class of Douglass was not the first), reflects OW
High school, with the encourage- highly significant fact: The Doug-
ment of teachers at the school lass Junior class is conscious of,
and Principal J,- D. Springer. the problem. wont to avoid piddle'
Last Thursday I attended a pro- censure, and that a noteworthy
percentage of them Went to cons-
plete their high school and college
education and become worthy cit-
izens of the community.
This type of activity may he
described as practical and pro-
gressive. Our young people shook'
be taught to face up to the vital
issues of the day. Certainly juve-
nile delinquency is one which
on the night of the Junior-Senior helps to thwart the overall prog-
Prom, when too many of o U r ress of the Negro. English, his;
youngst6s, regardless of race vi-I tory, . mathematics are imjhortant
olate the rules of good conduct but if the person who masters
On the one band the players them is immoral his value to him.
portrayed the well-behaved coo- self and community is greatly less-
ples who refrain from drinking coed.
beer and liquor and return to their We are sincerely proud Of the
hotnes after the Prom at a decent: Douglass junior Class responsible
hour. On the other hand, there for the project and the faculty
approval. It is hoped that the good
being done will spread city-wide.
We are quite sure such a program
is needed here to counter degred-
consumation of sex. The projec- ing influences in certain neighbor-
lion of the humiliation anri em-5 hoods.
barrassment which followed later The pessimist might view the
was impressively done. Douglass project as just a drop
I think a significant percentage in the bucket. nue arswer is let's
of the young folk got the point ,of
the skit: You will not be at Doug-
lass next year if you permit your-
self to be led or drift into an
was the portrayal of beer and li-
quor drinking couples, with one
pair permitting their intoxicant
drugged minds to sweep them into
a es rionor
For Faulkner
Isadore Robinson, chairman of
the Progressive department of the
Chicago Tuskegee club, disclosed
this week that his group has com-
pleted plans to present a testi-
monial in honor of Daniel J.
Faulkner, retired president and
board chairman of the Chicago
Tuskegee club, Friday, May 10,
7:30 p.m. at the Club House, 4909
So. Parkway.
Faulkner, who is founder and
president of the Chicago Insurance
Brokers assn., and vice president
of the Cosmopolitan Chamber of
Commerce, led the Tuskegeeans
Into the purchase of its club home
In 1945 and paid off all indebted-
ness on the property before retir-
ing as President in 1948. Faulkner
conducts the "your Insurance"
column in the Chicago Weekly De-
There was some natural humor in
the skit which made it all the
more acceptable
The participants on the panel
dealing with the subject did a nice'
have more good drops in t h e
bucket. Soon we'll devc enougn





branches of the NAACP in the
South have found adoptive parents
In the North. The units, in Alaba-
ma, Louisiana and Texas, have
been adopted by northern NAACP
branches.
The adoptions are part of a spe-
,cial campaign launched by the
Association as a phase of its 1957
membership and fund raising'
drive. Northern branches which
adopt a banned southern unit
agree to raise the funds which
would have been secured by the
adopted branch had it been allow-
ed to continue functioning.
During 1956, the NAACP was
banned by court order from fur-
ther activities in Alabama, Louis-
iana and Texas. The cases are
being appealed.
Miss Lucille Black, NAACP
membership secretary who is in
charge of the adopt-a-branch cam-
paign, said this week that there
are a total of 198 NAACP branches
in the three states. The northern
branches first were urged to be-
come adoptive parents in Febru-
Among the southern units which Cotton-Makers Jubileeary, she noted.
already have been adopted are
*those in New Orleans and Red Schedule For The WeekRiver Parish, La.; Tuscaloosa, •
Montgomery, Anniston and Tug-
TuskegeeClub kegee, Ala.; Texas City, Austin,Amarillo and Fort Worth, Tex.
Northern branches which have
undertaken the adoptions include ,
those in Anchorage, Alaska;
Berkeley and Los 'Angeles, Calif.;
Chicago; Flint and Port Huron, ,
Mich.; Berkshire County, Mass.;
St. Paul, Minn.; Omaha, Neb,;
Kansas City and St.- Louis, Mo.;
Buffalo, N. Y.; Akron and Colum-
bus, Ohio.; Erie and Pittsburgh,
Pa.: Madison, Wis.; and Yakima,
Wash.
.10,811
STAFF OF NEW DRUG
STORE—This is the capable
and dependable staff of Cen-
tral Pharmacy No. 2. drug. The
drug store, located at 1014
Mks. Blvd., is the old Como
Drug store. Left to right are:
Dr. George w. Irvine, Mrs.
Bernice Smith, Miss Betty
Jean Hamilton, and Dr. W. L.
Pippins. Dr. Irving has been
a pharmacist since 1946. He
graduated from the Wayne
School of Pharmacy. He has
been employed in his field In
Mlialgan and Texas. For two
years be worked for the South
Memphis Drug co. Mrs. Smith,
a clerk in the store, is a stu-
dent at Henderson Business
college. Miss Hamilton Is a
graduate of Melrose high and
has had one year of study at
LeMosne college. A clerk, she
has been employed at Central
Pharmacy for five years. Dr.
KIDDIE KING AND QUEEN
of the annual kiddie fashion
show sponsored by the Orange
Mound Civic club are Henry
C. Bridgcforth Jr., son of Mrs.
Bernice Itridgeforth. of 1901
Carver, and 011Clil M. Allen,
dauiliter of Mrs. Mary E. Jet-
fries, of 674 West at. The show
was held last Monday night at
the Beulah Baptist church.
Mrs. Josephine Winbush was
chairman, Miss Willette Sprin-
ger, was co•chairman.
Pippins, well-known in Mern•
phis, graduated from Howard
University School of Phar-
macy. He has served in his
field in Washington. D. C., and
Louisville, Ky. He Is married
and the father of three chil•
ren. The family resides at 733
Walker. Dr. Witherspoon said:
"This staff is ready to give
you first class service."
High School, is acting as chairman
of the event.
He stated that Faulkner will be
presented a citation )for his out-
standing contributions, not only to
the cause of the Club and School
but also for his noteworthy con-
tributions to the civic, business
and educational life of his com-
munity.
The Testimonial Committee in-
cludes William Steward, jr., Cath-,
erine Evans, McKinley Brister,
Mary E. Carter, Tommye Jordan,
fender. 'William A. English, jr., James A.
Albert Pratt, jr., a member of Street, Mary Jones Brister, John
theTuskegee Class of 1951 and one E. Davis, W. W. Warren, Valen-
of the school's great gridiron stars tine White, Frank Wade and Juan-
who hailed from Chicago's Dunbar Its Williams.
IN CHAPEL — Dr. S. M. Na-
brit, second from left, presi-
dent of Texas Southern uni
versity, spoke recently on
"Science in A Liberal Arts
College" in Knoxville college's
chapel service. His platform
hosts, from left, are Dr. James
A. Colston, Knoxville's presi-
deal; Dr. William McArthur,
The Memphis Cotton-Makers Ju-
bilee for 1957 will run from May
12-28 with the theme, "We, Too
Sing America."
Ladies of the Court Soiree, tea--
Wring "Miss Jubilect" and fash-
ions on the lawn of Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie Currie, 1750 S. Parkway
E., is the first program on May
12, 4 to 6 p.m.
Official opening Of the jubilee
will be Monday, ..lay 13, wnen
the Mid-Way and Wallace Bros.
Shows strike up a week of fun
at the Beale Street auditorium
That night at 7:30 p.m. at the
Abe Scharff YMCA branch, the
coronation ceremonies for the
junior king and queen will be
held. ,
JUNIOR COURT
rhe king is Daniel Brown, 13,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Brown, of 1617 Eldridge, a junior
deacon at St. John Baptist church
and a student at Leath school.
The queen is Miss Mercedier Tur-
ner, a student at Lincoln High
school In Forrest City, Ark.
Other members of the junior
court are:•
Cordell White, of - Magnolia
stbool, prince; Geraldine Gray, of
LaRose school, crown princess;
head of the Science Division,
both biology majors under
Dr. Nabrit at Morehouse col-
lege, and Dr. Lee L. Camp-
bell dean of instruction.
Rose Ann Cooper, Hamilton
school, princess; Glenda Faye
Cunningham, Washington-Douglas
elementary school, Jackson, Tenn.
Frances McCornell, Hyde Park
school; Carmelite Oxford, Porter
Junior high; Percy Leon Ward, of
Magnolia school, and Charlene
Henry, of Manassas.
The Junior Court's Future Roy-
alty members are tftieen Derriah
Cole, of the Foote Homes Kinder-
garten; King Carl Cooper, ot Inc
Lester school kindergarten; Prin-
cess Faye Rochelle Elder and Di-
ane Shipp both of LaRose school.
Mrs. Calverta Ishmael is chair-
man of the junior king and queen
selection Committee.
WEEK'S SCHEDULE
Tuesday, May 14, at 8 p.m., the
Zozo club's mammoth city-wide
talent scout program; Wednesday,
May 15 the coronation parade
forms at the Foote of Beale at
Riverside drive and moves off at
8:30 p.m, for Martin stadium
where King Richard Cole and
queen Dorothy Ann Smith will be
crowned at 7:30, just before the
royal ball game.
At 1030 p.m. Wednesday night
the coronation ball is scheduled
for Beale Street auditorium.
The Royal tour of the city be-
gins at 10:30 a.m. Thursday, May
16.
Thursday night at 9 p.m. the
Zozo ball will be held at the Beale
Street auditorium. At the same
time, 9-11, the King's reception
will be underway.
Friday. May 17 is the big parade
day with the children's parade be-
ginning at 10. It forms at Fourth
and Butler at 9 a.m.
Then at 8 p. m. Friday, t h e
Grand jubilee masquerade ball at
the Beale Street auditorium, start-
ing at 9:30 p.m. Friday night.
3 Injured In
Mine Explosion
CAMP BRANCH, Ky. — (INS)
— Three men were seriously burn-
ed today by an explosion in the
Banks Okay Coal company mine
at Camp Branch.
The mines were heavily dam-
aged by the blast and mine in-
spector Arlie Webb of Hazard,
Ky., began an investigation.
The injured were Alonzo Hol-
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In a recent release from the
University of Tennessee College
of Agriculture and Home Econom-
ics, a survey report was given on
"What City families spend for
food." This survey covered the
years 1948 to 55 and showed a
$6.50 increase in spending. The in-
crease was accbunted for through
higher prices, larger fa indite:,
more expensive foods at home and
more food eaten away from home.
The average amount spent for
food per family was $25.50 in 1948
$26 was spent for food per family
and $32 in 1956. Of this $32 only
$26 was swot for food eaten ai
home. Meats, poultry and fish ac-
count $8.60, milk and milk pro-
ducts account $3.80 and eggs ac•
count for I.
You note that these are lo Ii
protein foods and they claisQ their
rightful share of the money. Pro-
teins are absolutely essential. Be-
cause you would literally starve le
death while eating if you didn't in-
clude proteins, in your diet. Chil-
dren especially need protests to
keep them growing. Smart home-
makers always include a protein
food in each meal.
Sometimes there is a real need
to cut down on the overall money
spent for food. This can be done
by using the more economical cuts
of meats and by serving delicious
dishes using leftovers. Our prob-
lem is to make less tender meats
more tender. Long, slow cooking
by moist heat, such as braising,
or by cooking in liquid is the an-
swer. In addition, there are other
means by which less tender meat
can be made more tender, such as
pounding, searing, and marinating
or soaking in an acid, seasoned
liquid, before cooking.
This stew can easily make use
WELCOME BACK HOME














"THE HOUSE THAT SERVICE BUILT"
BIRDIE'S BEAUTY SHOPS
179 BEALE 493 LINDEN
of less tender meat and some
think it is best When cooked a
d a y ahead. It is good anytime
and is a one-dish meal.
• GASTON BEEF STEW
Cut into small pieces:
1-2 lb. salt pork
Cut into pieces suitable for stew
ing:
2 lbs. beef
Saute the pork in a large skillet
over a slow fire. Brown the beef
in the hot drippings over a quick
fire. Sprinkle it with:
Seasoned flour
Combine and heat until boiling:
1 1-2 cloves chopped garlic
1 large chopped onion
1 bouillon cube dissolved in 1 cop
hot water
It or. canned tomato sauce
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., May 11, 1957
12 peppercorns
3 whole cloves
1-4 cup chopped Parzle=, „̀,....„,:--es
1-2 bay leaf
Place the meat in a harly 81t1
pan. Pour the above ingredie
over it. Simmer it closely cow
for about 4 hours. After
add: —
1-2 cup sherry or add white WS!




II pared quartered carrots
1 stalk chopped celery
Add these segetables for the lasI
IS minutes of cooking.
Serves 6
Loses Finger Tip
Lucille Williams, 35. lost the
tip of her left index finger Satur-
day in an accident at the place
where she works.
She was operating a feedipg
machine at the A & A Wire com-
pany, 718 E. (Ilat, when her finger
was caught in the machine.







the day when you ... relax. You're




de Luse. Yes, relax de luxe; ii f ••••••
• bob.... oda. C••••‘. rtloy Bourbon de Luse. . 6...4
THE LUXURY BOURBON
Comee that wonderful moment of
KENTUCKY'S BEST—YET COSTS NO MOREttilimmi 
4
BOURBON DE LUXE COMPANY, LOUISVILLE, Ott'
DISTRIBUTE() BY: NATIONAI 01ST NIERS PRODUCTS CORP.
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY-86 PROOF
+egg
•••••
I PLAYED IT SMART
Don't get me wrong—I wasn't smart
to drive so fast. But I was very smart
the day I took out this low-cost SU-
PREME LIBERTY LIFE HOSPITAL POL-
ICY. This Policy provides fon
...Payments directly to me.
...And after the first week.
...They paid me even
though I had another
hospital policy.
...And a host of other
benefits.
You can be smart two
ways: Slow down and
fill in the attached cou-
pon and mail it today.:
r
HOSPITAL
SUPREME LIBERTY LIFE INS. CO.
3501 South Parkway
I Chicago 13, III.
I Noma 
SUPREME LIBERTY LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY I Addross
A National Institution
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SprOghting Sunday's agenda at
the New Tyler AME church tll
be the Annual Mothers' Day Tea.
The .appointed hour for its be-
ginning is 4 p.m. An excellent
extra will be the well-planned pro-
gram. The tea will be under the
auspices of the young people of
the church.
Other services will be regular
Rev. H. W. Henning is the min-
ister.
BETILEHEM BAPTIST
Suiday marked the culmination
of revival services at the Bethle-
hem Baptist church. Fourteen
candlOates were baptised. Rev.
.1. B.-.Hooker of Barlett, Tenn.
was the evangelist. The pastor,
Rev. J. R. Bibbs, presided at the
baptigni.
A special sermon will be deliv-
ered on Nfonthers' Day. The public
is invited to worship with this
congenial congregation.
BEULAH BAPTIST
The Beulah Baptist member-
ship worshipped with the Mt. Mo-
riah Baptist church in its obser-
vation of Ushers' Day, Sunday.
Rev. W. C. Holmes of Beulah
Baptist church was. principal
speaker. Beulah Baptist's ushers
and choirs served. Rev. R. W.
Norsworthy was host pastor.
Chrrstian Home Week is now
in progress at Beulah Baptist
church. The celebratlon which em-
phasiSes family worship is featur-
-
0dIrluornIng I heard a minis-
ter 104ing the fact that each area
of hit. church was air.conditioned.
According to his way of thinking
the -ociy reason for people com-
ing .to this particular church was
that. they would be able to sit up
in an air-conditioned building.
Th4 7 During the time he was speak-
** ing . 1 was reminded of a hook I
intuit read some ago entitled, "Jesus
ler a* C a. in e Preaching." In this
Dreni boob, the author went on to
tem say that the basis of Jesus' suc-
are cess as an ambassador of G o d
ueS rested in the fact that first of
itk all kie was a preacher. I wonder
'Mel today if many of the men of the
'Y's / cloth have not forgotten the draw-
.-Wa ing :iiitwer of preaching and have
r-Prg gone off on tangents trying to get
al of people to come to church.
In this day and time with all of
the , tensions, anxieties and con-
flicts through which men s a there
Wiss is tilt one thing that will bring
peaCe to their troubled minds and
souls - preaching.
GOOD PREACHLNG
Gciod preaching will make men
forget the heat in the church. Good
preerclung will soothe men as no
airitondition unit will ever do. 1
woader today if in our never ceas-
rnstal inalesire to make religion corn.,,,,
-ein fortoble to people if we are notroblem leafing, out the basic facts of re-
ing an outstanding panel discus-
sion this Thursday. Topic to b,
discussed is "Dedicating The
Home To God and His Church."
Some of the panel members are
Mrs. Loretta Kateo of "Fatnil)
Service, Charles Ryan, B. T. Lew
is and Mrs. Winme L. Hill .rs.
Nancy Glvanes will make the in-
troduction. The summary will be
given by Prof. J. D. Springer,
pdincipal of Douglas High School.
Special tribute will be paid to
the oldest Mother and largest
family in attendance Sunday. A
Mothers' Day message has bee
planned.
COLUMBUS BAPTIST
Columbus began its revival Si
day. It will last for 10 days. Re,
Edward McNealy of Buffalo, New
York will conduct the service.
Services at the house of wor-
ship Sunday, will be regular.
Rev. A. E. Campbell is the pas-
tor.
EASTERN STAR BAPTIST
A Mothers' Day program will be
presented at the Eastern Star Bap-
tist church, Sunday, at 11 a.m. A
variety of entertainment will be
featured. Thg sermon for the Day
will be "Behold Their Mother."
Cornmanion will be administered
immediately following
Baptising at 8 p.m. will climax
a seven night revival. Rev. L. D.
McGhee conducted the revival
service.
face to face with the fact that
the real goals in life 'ire n o t
achieved in the midst of luxury.
Many of the men who have made
the biggest messes of life have
been those who have had nothing
but luxury and ease about them
while on the other hand many of
the men who have made the no-
blest contributions us life have
been those who have had o n e
mountain to climb after another.
No, my friends, we must not lull
ourselves to sleep under the il-
usion that luxury and ease are
going to make us great. Time and
time again the Bible cries out
against those who are at ease 10
Zion.
DO A JOB WELL
We must now merely concern
ourselves with being at ease; we
must tackle those apparently im-
possible jobs of life and stand by
them until the job is completed.
Paul admonished his hearers that
after they have done all, there
was still a job to be done - the
job of standing. Today we must
concern ourselves with the job of
undertaking the jobs that daily
present themselves to us a n d
stand by them until the jobs are
completed. I am fully mindful that
somotimes it will mean heartaches,
climbing up the rough side of the
mountain and what have you, but
all of this will only be realized
when we get out in the heat of
the day and do a job well!
CME Wives
Hear Report
The CNIE Ministers Wives club
held the April meeting with Mrs.
E. Atkins, of 1355 Hyde Park. Mrs.
Eula Mae Cunningham, worship
leader, led the devotion and Mrs.
J. C. Martin. president, presided.
Mrs. E. L. Strong made a re-
ming i ; ized through nothing but hard la port on the delivery of Easter bas-
leiP'ng bor are now being sought through kets to retarded children a is d
'Wing
ies
, an easy way out. plans were discussed for the an-
w" Every student who now antici- nual picnic which will be the third
One c Friday in June. ,palm going to college has h i
rhomm Mrs. Lucy M. Browning spar-han4s stretched out waiting for,
he Sec a 'hand out.' Many ayoungi sored an interesting program aft-
his se mart who should be looking er the business session.
'an tin) some kind of a worthy vocation Mrs. Blanche Taylor Slaughter,
ust S2t to adequately take care of his daughter of Mrs. W. H. Taylor.
ncludir joined the club.family is somewhere looking for
In a" a girl to marry who will support The May session will his held
e him, On and on down tha line I with Mrs. Mary Boyd, of 591 Beale
ore in t could go supporting this trend of are.
Large 1 thinkinC In far too many cases
'he 5P( onething — finding an easy was Prelate AOres5" people Ire concerned with onlyWorks out.
term P I definitely do not feel that th,
church should be part and pars, World Meet.I weekly giving him an allowance
In 
1
little or no time when I i f e 
once wanted a new radio operator
who was about to be discharged ,
om With Gun
ruined today because parents are
places certain responsibilities upon n England by the Army because he had lost Man arm but was still the best radio
0 
. them they are jarred to a sud- operator in his unit.
den awakening: that no one is NORFOLK, VA.-(ANP)-The 
When he became army chief of
going to give him an allowance Rt. Rev. D. Lawrence Williams, 
staff, Mr. Eisenhower added, he
The I to help him do these things that overseer for Maryland and pastor changed the regulations so that
handicapped persons could remainwith M he ihould h a v e been trained of the Mother Church of God in
siasippi through hard work to do when he Christ, was one of nine ministers in the service as long as they
who attended the meeting of the could perform their jobs
Advisory Committee of the World The President accepted the
Conference of Pentecostal Church. Goodwill Award of 1957 for Mrs.
es at the Assembly of God Bible Eisenhower, who was honored for
the interest she has taken in
StIrnewhere down the line men
must be brought face to face with
the suffering, heartaches, cares
and worries associated with sal-
vation. Somewhere men must be
made to know that going to heav-
en is 'no flower bed of ease'.
have no issue with those who
have air-conditioned churches but l
I Platen to say that salvation is
not .going to be realized through
the 'easy things of life.
Oie of the things that disturb
men most in today's world is the
fact, that on every corner you find
people who are trying to find an
easy way out. Many of the insti-
tutions that years ago were real-
Washington To Be
Mecca 01 50,000
NEW YORK — Reverend Mar-
tin Luther King Jr., at a press
conference here, described the ob-
jectives and plans for the May 17
Prayer Pilgrimage for Freedom
of which he is co-chairman along
with Roy Wilkins of the NAACP
and A. Philip Randolph of the
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Por-
ters. -
These aims, as stated by Rev.
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Mary-
land and the New England states.
Asked what bearing a strong
civil rights statement from Presi-
dent Eisenhower in the immediate
future would have on the Pilgrim-
age, Rev. King asserted that the
demonstration is not aimed at the
President but is broader in scope
since it is "an appeal to the con-
science of the nation on these ma-
King. are "to demonstrate unity
freedom and justice, to provide a
of Negroes in the struggle for Order Jury
means for people in the north to
act in common on a great issue
with the southern freedom fight- Trial Forers, to protest the crippling of
the NAACP in the south, to pro-
test violence directed against 
those in the south who stand for 
17 
I n Tenn.equality and freedom and to press
for civil rights legislation before
Congress which stands a chance
for the first time since Recon-
struction days of being enacted."
He added that the, "ease with
which t h e Dixiecrats bottled up
civil rights legislation adds great
urgency to the Pilgrimage."
REV. ABERNATHY
Regarding southern participa-
tion in the Pilgrimage, Rev. King
announced that a southern head-
quarters has been opened in Mont-
gomery by Rev. Ralph Abernathy,
who along with himself was a
leader of the year-long bus pro-
tection action.
Active mobilization is taking
place in Atlanta, Birmingham,
Tallahassee, Baton Rouge and
New Orleant as well as in other '
cities.
In other sections of the coun-
try seven headquarters have been
opened. Rev. King quoted a West
Coast organizer of the Pilgrimage
as stating that 3,000 persons are
coming to Washington May 17
from California. Over 50,000 per-
sons from all sections of the coun-
try are expected to converge on
Washington for the Pilgrimage in
chartered buses, trains and plane4,
car pools and individually.
Rev. King said he expects par-
ticularly large deputations from
Virginia and North Carolina -
the southern states closest to




ANNUAL PTA DAY A N D
OPEN HOUSE at Ford Road
school drew a large crowd on
last Sunday afternoon. High-
lights of day were a fashion
show and a science exhibit
by the elementary grade stu-
dents. Two of the many ad-
vice and nature study ex-
hiblts are seen at left. T h •
display in top picture exhibit-
ed the different parts of the
tree and one in lower pic-
ture was designed to explain
19
the different features of some
of the better known birds. The
science display included such
exhibits as one showing, the
development of a butterfly and
an another explaining the
movements of the sun that
result in day and night. Some
of the young fourth graders
who took part in the fashion
show couple off here. From
left are George Grayer and
Fannie Scott Britton, Pres-
ton Crowder and Maggie Ann
r--- Fractures. Skull
Reed, Willie Barrett and De-
lores Marie Strickland, Mrs.
Ardenia Goocb is president of
the PTA at Ford Road school.
The fashion show included va•
rim,* types of wear. Teachers
supervising students in the
show were Mrs. Pinkie Hous-
ton, party wear; Mrs. Flori-
da Fields, school wear; Mrs.
Edna Goodrich, dress wear;
Mrs. D. Deanne, sportswear,
and Mrs. Hence, morning
wear.
jor issues we confront."
He denied that President Eisen-
hower's April 23 message to in-
terracial religious leaders in Nash-
ville could be considered a strong
statement and asserted that it was
merely a message of greeting usu-
ally sent to gatherings of this type.
Meanwhile NAACP has been in-
formed that the Lincoln Memorial
In Washington will be avaliable for
the Prayer Pilgrimage for Free-
dom, Roy Wilkins, NAACP execu-
tive secretary, said.
Wilkins is co-chairman of the
Pilgrimage with A. Philip Ran-
dolph, president of the Brother-
hood of Sleeping Car Porters, and
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., presi-
dent, Southern Leaders Confer-
ence,
DENY REQUEST
Use of the Memorial for this
purpose was requested last month
by Clarence Mitchell, director of
the Association's Washington bu-
reau. After a month's delay, the
National Park Service at first turn-
ed down the request on the ground
that an assembly of 50,000 persons
at the Memorial would depLive
thousands of tourists of the free
access to the shrine. E. T. Scoyen,
acting director of the National
Park Service, suggested that the
meeting be held at the Sylvan
Eddie Jackaon, 21, of 38511 S.
Prairie ave., suffered a possible
fractured skull when he fell
against a door at 35th and Indiana
early Sunday. He was taken to
County hospital.
Lake Geneva in Switzerland is






,0 West 40th Street
Now York 18, N. Y.
or
Your Local Branch
Theater on the Washington Moun-
ment grounds.
Upon further representation by
Mitchell who pointed out the sym-
bolic significance of holding the
meeting at the Lincoln Memorial,
the earlier denial was rescinded.
The meeting will be from noon un-
til 3 p.m. on the third anniver-
sary of the United states su-
preme Court decision banning ra-
cial segregation in public educa-
tion.
The Pilgrimage was called fol-
lowing a conference of 77 leaders
of church, civic, labor: and frat-
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62 N. FRONT ST.
(Nest to King Cotton Hotel)
PHONE JA 5-9826
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. - (INS) -
U. S. District Judge Robert L.
Taylor ruled that jury trials must
be held for the 17 defendants
charged with interfering with in-'
tegration at Clinton high school
last December.
The federal judge, hearing
oral arguments in Knoxville,
overuled defense motions for
dismissial of the charges and
contentions that the court lacked
jurisdiction.
At the same time, Judge Taylor
ordered both the government
and the defense to submit written
briefs on whether the defendants
should be granted separate trials
each. He withheld decision until,
seeing both respective positions.
The defense had filed a motion
for a separate trial for every de-
fendant, which the government op- I
Poses.
No date has been set yet for
the controversial trial. The 17 per-
sons, including White Citizen Coun-
cil leader John Kasper, are charg-
ed specifically with criminal con-
tempt of court. This is in refer-
ence to the permanent injunction ,
issued last fall by Judge Taylor l
prohibiting interference w i t hl
peaceful integration of the Clinton
High school.
Defense Attorney Robert Dobbs
of Memphis, insisted on trials at
least separate from Kasper's, say-
ing
"John Kasper already stands
convicted in this court. We main-
tain that our clients are not in
any way identified with him.
know of no one short of the Pres-
ident of the U. S. who has re-
ceived more publicity than John
Kasper. . ."
Kasper was convicted and sen-
tenced to one year in prison last
September for violating the injunc-
tion. The case is being appealed
to the U. S. Court of Appeals in
Cincinnati. Kasper was arrested a
second time in December, togeth-
er with 1t; others, accused of stir-









of such action. Many a child 1,
was younger..
As nice as air - conditioned
churches are, and they arc good
things to have, We ThUSt not lull
ourselves to sleep under an il-
lusion that by just going to church
every Sunday and sitting up in
an :iir-Anditiored church in sum-
mer and a warm church in win-
ter .that we are heaven - hound.
Not:tine could be further from the
trill Somewhere n'the midst ef
IR ;pf this 'wiry we must come
•
college at Kenley, England last
week.
Bishop Williams was the only
Negro at the meeting The group
met to map plans for the 1956
confedence of the denomination
which will be held in the Coliseum
Areas, Toront.„ Canada. Sept 14.-
21, 1956. The theme adopted for
WASHINGTON -(INS I-Presi-
dent Eisenhower remarked Mon-
day that the Army "has a lot of
crazy regulations."
He made the comment in chat-
ting With Mrs. Genevieve Farris of
St. Petersburg, Fla., the National
Goodwill Worker of 1957. She is a
27-year-old mother who is learning
to support herself despite partially
paralyzed arms and legs.
The President recalled that he
the conference is "The Purpose
of God in the Pentecostal Move-
ment For This Hour
Speakers will appear on the con-
ference program from many sec,
trms of the world. but they will
Ij listed in future releases.
Boy, 3, Ki▪ lls '
CANTON, Ill. - (INS) - Deputy
sheriffs said yesterday that a
three-year-old boy shot sod killed
his mother while the child was
playing "cowboy" with a .22
caliber pistol.
Mrs Evelyn Brown. 22, was sit-
ting in the front seat of an auto-
mobile Monday when her son,
Randy, picked up the gun and fired
from the rear seat The bullet hit
Mrs. Brown in the head The shoot.
ing occurred eight miles south of
Canton
The driver of the car, Eugene
J Marlow, told deputy sheriffs he
had used the gun for target shoot.
and had left 'tin the rear
CASH FOOD STORES
"EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE, ALL AROUND TH
TOWN...THE STORES THAT GIVE YOU
UAUTY STAMPS, WILL KEEP THE
PRICES DOWN!"
Yes Madame,
The small fry have begun to
be secretive and shy the la st
few days. Dad is their very spe-
cial pal. Soon the secret will
come out and what a wonderful
surprise-what ever it be for a
darling mother on "Mother's
Day."
Jack Sprat would like to
help make the Mother's Day
breakfast a very special o n e.
It can be simple and easy
and so wonderful if yOu use this
menu for our Mother's Day
Breakfast.







Iti cups Jack Sprat Flour




3 egg yolks, well beaten
3 egg whites, beaten stiff
6 tablespoon melted butter
Sift dry ingredients together.
Beat egg yolks, add milk and
melted butter. Combine and stir
quickly. Fold in whites and add
more milk If necessary to make
batter thin enough to pour.
Omit sugar for very crisp waf-
fles, makes S waffles.
Small fry follow the rules for
cooking. Heat waffle iron. Do
not grease. Put in one table-
spoon of batter in each com-
partment near center, cover,
and leave closed until well puff-
ed and delicately brown. Lift
from iron with fork.
Serve while hot with butter
and maple syrup, etc.
Happy Mother's Day to all
Mothers,
Jana Porter JANA C. PORTER
Talent opportunity awaits you on the BIG STAR RADIO SHOW.
Your Big Star Food Stores of Memphis and the Mid South
each week bring this excellent opportunity to talented boys
and girls of the Mid South Area to show the calibre of
their performance to the vast audience which comprises the
listenership of 50,000 Watt WDIA. There Is no doubt about
it. . .from these young stars of today will come the big
names of the enertaintuent world of tomorrow. The young
soloist who *latish before the Big Star Radio show micro-
4.2
phone can well be the person who will star on Broadway
tomorrow.
Pictured above are a group who gave a splendid perform
ance on a recent Big Star Show. Pictured from left to right.
Carla Thomas, Clementine Cole, Shirley I, n v e, Bernice
Smith, Thelma Davis, Luvenia McIntyre, Jeanette Wallace.


























































































26th Ward Club Addsi
New Members At Meet
'The 26th Ward Civic club Met Among the new members added
at the residence of Mrs. M. C. were Harold Jamison.
Durham, 1039 S. 4th st., Wednes- The members enjoyed dainty re.
day evening April 24 with the pres- freshments and at the close of the
ident, Prof. E. L. Washburn pre- meeting, Mrs. Exum extended
siding. thanks and appreciation to the
Devotion was condleted by the hostess for the club and the de-
chaplain, Mrs. Mars E Adams. lightful eveniis.!
After the approval of the minutes On Saturday afternoon it WAS
of the last meeting and the agen- reported that the 26th ward won
da for the evening, we listened to the first prize in the City Beauti-
reports of the standing commit- ful Cleanup, Paintup, Fixup Pa-
tees. All reports were interesting rade. Miss Leverne Kneeland sem,
and very encouraging. Several new ed as our queen.
members were added to the club. Mrs. Viola Kneeland, reporter.
Prizes Pour
m. In Out At
Klondike
SO
The faculty and students of Klon-
dike school could have rightfully
termed last week Prize Winning
Week because, for them, it was
CORA SANES
just that
Their splendid participation dm.
Mg the year in activities related
to helping beautify Memphis caus-
ed the City Beautiful Commission
to award them the E. H. Crump
Memorial Trophy which they pre-
viously won in 1949 and 1954. The
Bronze City Beautiful Trophy was
presented them for the interesting





PITTSBURGH — (INS) — Mr.
and Mrs. William Adams are
sleeping in the living room of their
Pittsburgh district home because
a raccoon won't let them in the
bedroom.
The animal, which Mrs. Adams
adopted as a pet last February,
became a mother Friday and is
raising her brood, believed to to-
tal four, in a bedroom dresser.
"We can't get in to see "Adams
explained, "because 'nicey,' that's
the raccoon spits and rages every.
time we get near."
He said he is resigned to having
the bedroom used as a nursery
because his wife intends to keep
the young ones as pets, too
S.
In the pictorial art contest, also
sponsored by the City Beautiful,
HERBERT GREEN
Klondike won two prizes. In the
primary division Faith McClinton
wen third prize of $5 and In the
junior high division Herbert Green
took second prize, $7.50.
ESSAY CONTEST
In the essay contest of the Worn.
en's Temperance Union, Cora
Sanes wrote the best essay in the
junior high division on "Why I
Believe in Total Abstinence". Her
prize is a $25 Savings bond Last
year the same honor was hers for
writing on the same subject.
Then the Memphis ire Depart-










48 S. Parkway, West
WARREN WILLIAMS
ing cup for the outstanding p0'
ter drawn by Warren 'Williams
during Fire Prevention Week.
Now, if you hear anyone from
Klondike crowing a bit, you'll re-
alie he had several good reasons.




I A four•engined American 
air-
liner made a successful forced
landing in Chicago Sunday
while 24 passengers slept, un-
aware of the danger.
The DC-7 en route from Los
Angeles to Cleveland and Bos-
ton, developed engine trouble
and was ordered down at Chi-
cago's Midway airport. Pas-
sengers transferred to a stand-
I by plane and were again under
I way within 20 minutes.
I lallI1111111111191111111111111M1119911111111111111111111111111111
YOU MAY WIN A
RCA Air Conditioner
here if you register each week
until the contest closes
WEONA No. 15 830 Poplar
LEMOYNE COLLEGE field Its
annual Honors Convocation at
Second Congregational church
Monday morning and students
who have excelled in academ-
ic work were honored. Many
received scholarships and oth-
er study awards. The annual
program Is sponsored by Kap-
pa Beta chapter of Alpha Kap-
pa Mu National Honor socie-
ty and the LeMoyne chapter
of Beta Kappa Chi Scientific
society. Among guests at the
convocation was a Missions




Approximately 3,100 bi - racial
school districts in the South re-
main segregated as the U. S. Su-
preme Court decision calling for
public school integration nears its
third anniversary.
The Southern School News, a
non-partisan, non-political educa-
tional publication, reported that
685 school districts in nine states
have begun or completed the de-
segregation process.
Since the May 17, 1954, court
ruling, the publication says that
325,000 Negro children and 1,850,-
000 white Children — most of them





May flRCA Air Conditioner
WEONA No. 124
515 Crump Blvd.
REGISTER HERE FOR THE BIG CONTEST
You May Win A
RCA 'Air Conditioner
Register Every Week Until
Contest Closes.
in the border states — are now
in "integrated situations," some
2,400,000 Negro children and more
than 7,00,000 white childrtn re-
main in segregated school dis-
tricts.
It was pointed out that legisla-
tures in 11 states have adopted
more than 13 pieces of pro-seg-
regation legislation. Howeser, lit-
tle use has been needed thus far
from the "pupil placement" acts
which seven states have passed.
The Southern School News noted
that three state legislatures —
Florida, South Carolina and Tex-
as — were in session with a








Dance the "Jitterbug, Mambo, Tap





hers of the Congregational
Christian church from some
mid-Western states, who have
been visiting some of the
Home Missions projects of the
denomination. H i gh scholar-
ship certificates were present.
ed the students by Dean Er-
heavy volume of pro segregation
' legislation on their calendars. Ala-
bama's legislature, which meets
later this month, is expected to
receive some 100 measures of this
If acid foods spill on vour por-
celain enamel, wipe off immed-
iately with a paper towel, then
wash with warm water to which
has been added chlorine dry
bleach, one-fourth cup per gal.
Ion. Rinse and dry.
nature.
The giant redwood, of north
California may reach a height
of 300 feet.
nest Ilooper and Rev. John
Mickle, chairman of the schol-
arship awards, was in charge
awards presentations Upper
left, Benpamin Ward Jr.,
center, junior with a 2.74
average, receives the ShaM-
berg's Black and White Stores
award from J. II. Lumpkin,
district manager, az Raymond
Toscani), personnel director,
looks on. Lower left, Miss
Nancy Carter, right secretary
of the Protestant and Religious
Council at Southwestern uni-
versity, presents the council's
annual scholarship to Miss
Evelyn Myrna Bond, junior
with a 2.44 average. Adding
congratulations is Richard
Dortch, council treasurer.
Upper right are winners of
four•year.scholarships given
by LeMoyne college. Front left
are Miss Thelma Townsend,
freshman; Miss Geraldine
McCray, freshman; James
Bishop, junior; Miss Mary
Jones, sophomore; William
Jamersen, junior; Miss Glo-
ria Wade, sophomore, and
Vearnealure Patterson, a so-
phomore. Lower right are
winners of general awards.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 5
Sat., May 11, 1157
From left are Cleveland Sta-
ples, sophomore, Leitiorte
award; Mist Frances Thomas,
freshman, Thrift Shop award:
Benjamin W a r 4. freshman,
Stores award; Fickle! Owens,
shainberg's Black and White
junior, Goodman award; 9litts
Doris Jackson, junior, Thrift
Shop award; Arthur McDaniel,
sophomore, Minnesota Congre-
gational Church award; Mrs.
Celia Williams, junior, Cott-
gregational Christian church
award, and Ronald Anderson,
freshman, Thrift Shop award.
(isiewson Photos)
outheastern Club Women
JACKSON. Miss. — ANI'
The 19th biennial convention of
the Southeastern Federation of ,
Colored Women's Clubs, Inc. will
be held in Tuskegee Institute, Ala.,
August 4-6. The Alabama State,
Federation under the leadership
of Mrs. Mabel L. Neely of Bir-
mingham will be host to the re-
gional assemblage.
The Southeastern is one of the
five regions comprising the Na-
tional Association of Colored Wom-
en which has headquarters in
Washington, D. C. The eight
states which make up the South-
eastern Region are Alabama, Flori-
da. Georgia, Mississippi, North
Cerolina, South Carolina, Tennes-
see, and Virginia.
In a recent memorandum to
state presidents, Mrs. M. J. Lyells,
Jackson, Miss., president of the
Southeastern Region stated that
the convention theme: "The South-
eastern and the New South," would
be developed through speakers,
workshops and other program
techniques.
Three traditional features which
will be retained this year are a
citizens' mass meeting to be held
at a local church August 4: a Pa-
rade of States which is a money
raising activity, and an exhibit
of Arts and Crafts at which prizes
will be awarded for outstanding
works.
Mrs. Katie Mack Carter of Tus-
kegee Institute will be general
convention chairman.
Presidents of the other seven
states in the Region are Mrs,
Myrtle M. Davis, Miami, Fla.;
Mrs. Eddie Raye Stinson, Griffin,
Ga.; Mrs. A. M. Lovelace, Jack-
son, Miss.; Mrs. Rose D. Aggrey,
Salisbury, N. C.;
WEONAIE INPUT
MAY 9th Thru JUNE 8th
20 WONDERFUL RCA WHIRLPOOL ONE-TON AIR CONDITIONERS







COOL COMFORT draft-free cool air
DRY COMFORT removes muggy moisture
CLEAN COMFORT filters the air
The
FIVE WEEKLY DRAWINGS
FOUR UNITSTO BE GIVEN AWAY
EACH WEEK
EACH WEEK A SEPERATE
CONTEST
REGISTER -- NOW AND THRU JUNE 8th AT YOUR FAVORITE
WEONA OR BY RYT FOOD STORE
rules for a chance to win are simple. just register
any time you visit a WeOna or By Ryt Food Store. There's
nothing to buy —'nothing to write — JUST REGISTER
— AS OFTEN AS YOU LIKE!
First drawing will be held Wednesday. May 22nd, and
each Wednesday thereafter. Four lucky winners each
week!
BE COOL AND COMFORTABLE THIS SUMMER -- COURTESY OF
WEONA & BY RYT FOOD STORES
WEONA SUPER MARKET No. 58
Free Delivery
Home Of Quality Meats






column is operated ONLY AS A
service for you and as a means
of permitting honest people to get
acquainted. Or better yet to help
teal people find friends in all
parts cli the World to whom they
may correspond as pen pals. lf
the intere— ect, . .
friendship grows into admiration
Or even love and marriages of
good people result, I am very hap-
py to have aided the cause THAT
CAME to you free of charge.
Please do not send money. This
column is operateld without Cost
to anyone including you.
Another thing, if you have some-
thing to sell, or wish to offer some
other readers a chance to invest
In something DO NOT WRITE
me. This is very important please.
DO NOT waste your time and
mine writing about some inven-
tion you may have and wish peo-
ple M invest in. Such letteis will
not be published. IN ADDITION
YOU may be heading for trouble
by trying to take advantage of
this column and its many thou-
sands of readers.
• • •
Dead Mme. Chante: I am a
Woman 48 years old, 5 feet, 3 inch-
es tall weight 180 pounds. I would
like to correspond with gentlemen
between the ages of 49 to 60. I
promise to answer all letters and
exchange photos. Ellee Sewell,
4536 Champlain, apt. 2. Chicago
,
•
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
Very lonely honest hard-workin
g
woman. I am looking for a nice
husband who wants an hones
t
woman. I don't. drink or smoke
.
I am 34 years old, 5 feet, 8 
inches
tall, weight 197 lbs. I would 
like
to hear from a man 
between 48
and 73. Will ale v..er all 
Isusrs met
exchange photos. Please write 
me.
Willie Mae Smith, General 
Deliv-
ery, Tunica, Miss.
Dear time. Chante: I am 
a
young woman, age 22. I 
would
like to correspond with 
female and
male, 22 to 35. I will 
answer all
letters. Would like to 
correspond
with true friends. Tanya 
Denise
Tuggle, 476 McGram Detro
it 10,
Mich. • • •
Dear Mme. Chute: I h
ave been
reading your paper for 
quite some
time and have seen 
you bring
comolatien m so many 
weary
and lonely people. So I 
decided to
give you a chance to 
help me. I
am 37 Years of age. 
dark brown
skin, 6 feet tall, weig
ht 185 lbs.
I would like to 
hear from any-
one who desires to 
write, male
or female all over the 
world. Waen
you write me, I will 
explair. why
I am here. Pleas( 
send photo. I
will do likewise. Lewis 
C. Ross,
Block-B-I, Cook County 
Jail, 2600
South California Ave., 
Chicago,
.. • s
Dear Mme. Chante: I 
am a
single young man and I 
desire to
have some female pen 
pals. I am
five feet ten, 160 lbs
., average




Hurst, mo YMCA, 
Wilmington,
N. C. . •
Dear Mme. Chante: 
It's my
.desire to correspond 
with a de-
sirable yours'. I
ages of 20 and 30, who
 is interest-
ed in an interesting 
life. She must
be neat in appea
rance. Race or
creed doesn't matter. 
I am 37,
medium light brown. 5 
feet 6, 137
lbs. If interested, 
please write and
send photo. Will send 
photo in my





Dear Mme. Chante: I 
would
like you to help me 
find a nice
gentleman between the ag
es of
32-35, over 5 feet 9, w
ho goes to
church, likes music, can 
dance
and is interested in 
marriage. He
'must like children. I 
have two
very manly boys. I am 
28 years
old, weight 135 lbs. 5 
feet, 7 inch.
is tall. He has to be a 
good work-
ing man and wants 
the nicest
things in life to make 
our fam-
ily happy. I will 
answer all let-
ters with photos and 
will also
enclose photo in my 
reply. Miss
Lillian Cooper. 382 C. S. 
Welling-
ton St., Memphis, Ten
n.
Dear Mine. cumem 
I am a
reader of your lovelorn 
corner
every week and I would like You
to print my letter in your 
corner.
am a divorced woman 
of 45.
who would like to hear from 
some-
one who wants to get marr
ied to
a nice woman. Men betwe
en the
ages of 49 and 55 1 am 5 feet, 
4
inches tall. weight 155 lbs. I a
m
a very devout church goer. 
So if
anyone is interested in a nice
woman Meas. me^ sr,
lines. Miss Lucille Jefferson. P. 0.
Box 242. Fulton. Kentucky.
• • •
Dear Mme (-barite: T think
you're doing wonderful work. help-
ing °conk to find one another. I
would like to enrre•pond with a
UM who's serious. A real Chris-
 leads a quiet life with no bad hala-
1 its. Will answer all letters. Louise
Walton Gibson, 128 E. 29th St.,
Chicago, Ill,
tian clean cut, nmdrinking habits
inc mads a quiet life, tie must
:ges of 65 and 70. No others need
Apply. I am i. widow 51 years old,
.rown skin, considered nice look-
.ng, weight 170, 'height 5 beet, 5
inches tall gm a Christian who
• • •
_Dear Mine. chaste: I received
your name and address from a
friend end I am interested in cor-
responding with male pen pals in
America. I would be very thank-
ful if you will publish my name
in your column. My height is 5
feet, 6 inches tall, weight 130 lbs.
I am a nurse Et years old with .1
dark complexion. I will answer
all letters. Thanks in advance.
May God bless you and keep you.
Sylvia Garrick, 17 Dearsery Ter-
race, Vinyard Town, P. 0.. Ja-





Organized Labor And The Negro
George Meany Outlines In Detail AFL - CIO Policy On Race
1111111111111111111'11110111111111I111 
a generator," he continued.
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
George Meany, president of the AFL-CIO, said Wed-
Portrait of A Labor Leader
nesday that he would ask the heads of 140 member unions
of the federation to pledge their cooperation in launching
a broad program tp halt discrimination 'within the labor
movement.
The proposals will be outlined
at a special meeting at headquar-
ters in Washington on May 23 fol-
lowing a meeting of the Executive
Council on May 20-22. •
The chief of the 15 million mem-
ber organization of combined la-
bor, in an exclusive interview for
the Defender, frankly admitted
there was a serious problem of
Mas in trade unionism, but he
said, "we intend to deal with it
forthrightly and to keep wcrking al
it until it is solved."
EXPLAINS CAREY ACT
He flatly denied reports that
James B. Carey, chairman of the
AFLCIO Civil Rights committee,
had resigned because of failure of
the committee to get Local 38 of
the Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers in Cleveland to act on
ending its color bar on member.
ship.
He blamed Carey's dissatisfac-
tion on a personality dispute with
committee members.
Because of this internal feuding,
Meany said the department had
not functioned at all for the past
six months, but he hoped to have
it reactivated and moving ahead
on its job as soon as the May 23
conference is over.
Meany revealed that he had
asked David J. McDonald, presi-
dent of the United Steelworkers,
to take over the chairmanship. He
was waiting for him to recomr
from a streptococcus throat infec-
tion for his reply. McDonald could
not be reached for comment at
his Pittsburgh office.
WEAVER ASSIGNED
Boris Shiskin will remain on as
director with Theodore Brown as
assistant director. Shiskin has been
suffering from poor health; but
Meany said he had great confi-
dence in his ability and felt he
could do an adequate job.
Meany said le had delegated
George L. P. Weaver, the execu-
tive secretary of the committee,
to assist the AFL-C10 representa-
tive at the International Labor Or-
ganization meeting in June in
Switzerland and then he will go to
Singapore on an assignment for
the State Department.
His plans after this are uncer-
tain. Weaver may take a perman-
ent job in the foreign service for
the State Department as a labor
attache.
Last week, in an unusual pro-
cedure, Meetly summoned the of-
ficers of Local 38 to Washington
for a meeting in his office, be-
cause he said he wanted to handle
this case personally. The local has
been in a five year fight because
of. its stubbron refusal to let down
its color bars.
LAST RESORT
Asked if this same line would
be followed in dealing with other
cases of racial discrimination,
Meany said this would only be
used as a last resort, that the civ-
il rights department would ,so in
to make on the spot investigations
and recommendations as the con-
stitution provide for.
A close watch will be kept on
Local 38 to see that it does not
duck behind the subterfuge of sub-
jecting Negro applicants for mem-
bership to examinations out of
their field in an attempt to dis-
qualify them.
Meany said he wanted to give
the individual locals every oppor-
tunity to set their own houses in
order before using the coestitu-
tional machinery of having the
parent bodies to lift their char-
ters.
He discussed the situation in the
South where there have been
widespread threats by union lead-
ers to walk out and form their
ovniVaskration if they were forced
to integrate.
"They make these threats, but
they don't take the fatal step,"
Litany declared. He said that last
year, his office was flooded with
letters of protest from Southern
union members over the AFL-CIO
stand backing the Supreme Court
on school integration.
WORKED IN SOUTH
Meany sent some of Ma most
trusted deputies into the South to
talk to leaders of the rebellion.
They convinced the Southerners
that by joining the White Citizen!
Councils they were linking hands
with the enemies who were out to
destroy them with the right to
work laws through secret agree-
ments with reactionary manage-
ment.
Once they saw the logic of this
George Meany heads the big-
gest and most powerful labor
organisation in the world. When
the American Federation of La-
bor and the Congress of In-
dustrial Organizations combin-
ed la 1955, over 15 million
American workers came to-
gether in one federation.
Mosey became president by
virtue of basing headed the 10
million member AFL, but even
more so by his own fitness for
the Job.
About five feet nine, he is of
square stocky build with a mas-
sive head atop a strong neck
'thrust into his broad shoulders.
A perpetual cigar smoker, he
looks at you directly with hls
steel blue eyes while talking. His
conservatism is evidenced In
old fashion high laced shoes and solid as his frame. Th
e 62 year
plain solid color suits, old labor leader is a 
devout Ro-
He is the exact opposite tit man Catholic who 
betimes in
the blustering, burly, shouting practicing one'g religion in 
every
type you might imagine him to day life. This, plus his 
patience,
be. He is blunt without being are cushions of reserve 
to fall
brusque. He gestures, but he back on in a job that c
ould eas•
doesn't pound the table. He was ily bring on ulcers and 
high
born on 125th at. in Harlem and blood pressure.
he speaks with a distinct New Meany has the hard 
task of
York Eastside accent in a modu- ' constantly applying the weld-
lated voice. er's rod to an intricate piece of
His reputation for honesty, in. ' machinery in which the sharply
' *With and dedication are as differing parts a
re often on the
GEORGE MEANY
verge of flying apart.
The disparity of personalities,
of tempers, of moods and meth-
ods is as difficult to blend as
oil and water, but Meany is
determined that they will mix
for the good of the whole.
At a time when labor is un-
der the most blistering fire since
the perilous and bloody days of
the inception of trade unionism,
George Meaney is a refreshing
symbol of decency in the 'IT
exposure of corruption.
Neither the belligerent defi-
ance of Dave Beck, nor the
scathing thrusts of management
having a field day at the ex-
pense of labor will stampede
Meany from setting the House
in order and shoring mip the
foundations. In a turbulent sea,
he is the ship calmly breasting
the waves.
Observers optimistically pre-
dict that labor may be sober and
chastened by the current airing
of racketeering but that it will
come out all Melt. Meany has
' already moved to take a direct
hand in the disclosure of wide-
spread discrimination. When la-
bor comes out of this crisis, It




argument, Meany said, the rebels race or any other yardstick, bu
t the things I knew 25 years ago
have dwindled down to a bare he said he WAS going to see 
that wouldn't work today," Meany
minimum and White Citizenship there are more Negroes in to
p said.
Council membership rolls have staff positions. •'' 
"The emphasis now is on spec-
fallen off, he said. 
Ialized skills. An electrician who
Some Negroes, Meany claims "If we used this mathematical 
qualifiesNO FORMULA wiring, might
prefer their own separate locals system of giving people represen- 
not know a thing about threading
because this entitles them to rep-
resentation as delegates to conven-
tions and gives them voting power
which they would have less
chance of if they were absorbed
into the white units.
The Federation president was
asked why there were not mure
Negroes in policy making spots
at the top level in the organiza-
tion.
He pointed out that A. Philip
Randolph, president of the Broth-
erhood of Sleeping Car Porters and
a vice-president of the AFL-CIC
was the lone Negro on the execu-
tive council since the death of
Willard M. Townsend, and thus,
the one Negro with a voice in the
policy making.
Meany replied that he doet not
believe in basing representation
on mathematical computing by
tation, theme might be some times
when Negroes wouldn't be includ- •
ed at all if you based it on this,"
he said.
One of the important pieces of
business which the council will
have to do when it meets on May
20 is to fill the vacancy on the 29
member council which Townsend's
death left. By agreement, Meany
said, the CIO will name the per-
son.
He said he had no idea whom it
might be, whether it would be an-
other Negro or not. While most of
the council is composed of union
presidents, it is not a written rule
that the person must be the head
of a union.
"The day has passed for the all-
around carpenter, electrician,
plumber, and other trades. I'm in
the building trades myself, but
BOSS co A RAISE—. NE.2E
a L. WEI41 %.41•4itc




"This is what has happened so
often with Negro workers. They
have had to :earn their work
haphazardly in non-union jobs, ra-
ther than through the apprentice
training program. Consequently,
this • is held against them when
they apply for union membership,
and they can't pass written tests.
"The real heart of the matter
is in opening the doors for Negroes
in apprenticeship training cours-
es. The apprentice, too, of course
is non-union until he finishes his
training, but this is where he
learns a trade in a scientific way.
This is the toughest part of our
job to open this area.
"I intend to go into this program
thoroughly with the heads of' thc
140 unions when we meet on May
23. It's a slow job and I don't know
all the answers, but we are trying.
"We are also working with the
Committee on Government Con-
tracts in this phase. Another one
let more Negro boys ICIKIW about Apprenticeshipof our problems is to find ways to
this apprenticeship training pro- T
raining Biasgram and to encourage them to 
• • •
take up the courses, Meany said.
WLSCONS1N DECISION
could have settled the matter on
the spot by laying down their,
firm policy of open door member,:
ship to the offending local. As it
was, the court ruled in the local's
favor; but the international was
going to move in anyway.
The AFL-CIO president said he
was studying a recent survey'
Made by the National Urban Lea-
gue 9n discrimination in labor un- .
ions. He admitted that the five
general findings which the report
sets forth were true.
These are I. Some unions de
•
not accept Negroes as full mem-
bers. 2. Some unions reluctantly
accept transfer cards of Negro
members. 3. Some unions have
separate locals. 4. Some unions
limit Negro workers in job assigns s
ments. 5. In some unions, apPitehVe
ticeship opportunities for Negroes
are severely restricted.
The survey was made in 33, •





To many people thir is the
loveliest season of the year. Truly
it is a time of joyous expectation
for farmer, gardner, orchardist.
Fields and gardens await the work
of man in co-operation with the
ever-renewing creative poser of
God that they may again bring
much good in everyone, if some.
one will just take the time to 
. •
find it out,
quires not only that properly qual-
ified persons be assured equality
of opportunity in employment"
without reference to race, creed
color or national origin but. that,.
all persons be similarly afforded





LOS ANGELES — After 11
years' service with the Los Angeles
Post Office, Supervisor Leslie E.••
Scott of Dockweiler Post office at
1219 W. Jefferson, has retired.
arately because you do not like
forth rich harvests for the feed- look forward to it. You have the same things. Now, for a
ing of the people, and once again made a wise decision by start- change you have decided tu try
g your own place, I and reach some agreement on
sure you will be happy, the subject. Of course you can .
• • • find some location that will of.
A. A. We have decided to take fer fishing for him, and, rest
a vacation together this year. do and relaxation for yourself. 
Takesmug.you think we can reach some kind your time, consult various tray.
of agreement as to where it will el bureaus they have many smug. 
gestions to offer free of charge. -
ANS. It seems that you have Look forward to enjoying sour. -
been taking your vacations sem selves this year . . . together. "
glorify the Creator with the beau-
ty and wealth cf well-tended fields,
gardens and orchards
In all the earth no one eel.
deuces greater frith than the
farmer who goes into his fields
at this season of the year to till
and plant them expectantly.
Even though the previous year
may have had adverse condi-
tions, he maintains his staunch
faith and joyous spirit.
Seedtime is joy time, and faith
is not silent when the heart is
full of good expectation. So we
should greet each day with the
same amount of FAITH, and
spirit, even tho' we may not be
farmers and the like, we plant
a different kind of seed, which
will either produce good crop or
bad.
• • •
Dear Prof. Herman: It has been
some time since we have met
face to face, hut I do remember
your advice to me, to write you
when I felt the need. Now I come
to you with a heavy heart. Can I
call upon you again' R. J.
.ANS. If you will write to me
giving full information, name,
address, etc:, I shall be happy
to ge an appointment for
Moe•
• • •
K. S. I joined a lonely hearts
club some time ago, but nothing
has come from it. Do you think
I will ever meet the type of com-
panion I desire?
ANS. If your expectations are
not too high, you may meet
someone soon that will be kind
and friendly. sometimes we
make the mistake of expecting
too much from the other per-
son, hence we travel alone. This
is not xi-memory if we will but
stop and think that no one is
perfect, and that there is so
• • •
ANXIOUS. 'We are to be mar-
ried soon, will everything turn out
allright?
ANS. Your Lucky Stars and
Guiding Planet indicate much
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' Finally, Meany said that des- Banned In N.Y. .•
pite a recent decision by the Wis-
consin Supreme Court holding that ciaAL1 rsicIrTrninNaiionYr(n apprentice-
-.
-.a brick layer's union was not re- ship training programs in New
quired to admit Negroes to mem- York State jointly sponsored by
bership, the two who had applied trade unions and managemeht 0waerey. going to be admitted any- groups Is forbidden by a law
passed by the Legislature and
He said a lawyer for the two signed by Gov. Averell Harriman..
advised them not to confer with In signing the bill, which
heads of the international brick-. amends the State Labor Act, Gov,
layers union, but insisted on taking Harriman said on April 19, "It is
the case to court my judgement that an effective
This, Meany said, was an ill program to eliminate unlawfel
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ur Opinions
ome Local Doctors Draw Criticism
There is rising criticism of some Negro
in Memphis. Some of the local prac-
itiMrs are being viewed with growing
oncern about the matter of their civic in-
erest.
The current drives to raise money for
mproving the facilities and services of the
Memphis Negro branches of the YMCA and
the YWCA are cases in point. Campaign
workers are coming back to drive head-
quarters with reports on the indifferent
and sometimes even resentful attitudes of
SOME local Negro doctors when they were
sked to make contributions to those wor-
thy causes.
Wheather or not these reports are true,
they have served to direct public interest
toward a review of just what has been and
what is the contribution of Negro doctors,
as a group, to the civic aspirations and en-
deavors of the community at large and to
he Negro segment in particular.
It cannot be forgotten that Negroes in
he medical profession constitute some of
the st-trained members of the group. It
can 11; be forgotten that their profession
exacts high standards of performance con-
stantly. It cannot be forgotten that most
Negro doctors obtain their medical degrees
and professional positions through intense
personal effort and sacrifice. It cannot be
forgotten that the Negro doctor practic-
es his exacting profession against tough
and tremendous odds.
But it also cannot be forgotten that the
Negro doctor, like other members of the
community, owes something to general pro-
gress and betterment over and beyond the
confines of his professional activities. The
Hippocratic Oath which medical practition-
ers take binds them to all-out, nnqualified
relieving of human suffering and to the
maintainance of human life. And even the
most indifferent doctor must understand
that a community's life is not confined to
the well-being of merely the physical phase
of existence. There are the mental and
moral phases which have such a bearing
on the physical well-being. The good doctor
keeps all three in mind in serving his pat-
ients, and in supporting the high standards
of his profession.
The hope is voiced here that indifferent
local Negro doctors will take and maintain
an active interest in community projects
designed to promote the well-being of all.
Southern Presbyterians Vs. Race Bias
In one of the strongest racial declara-
tions to come from any predominantly
Southern church, the Southern Presbyteri-
ans decried the treatment of members of the
Koinonia Farm of Americus, Ga., and advo-
lcated ,adherence to the Supreme Court de-
segregation decision.
With only 10 minutes debate, the church
Commissioners adopted a 4,000-word re-
port from its Committee on Christian Re-
Rations' which blasted devious means, such
as literacy tests, the use of poll tax, con-
cealing information as to time and place
of registration, economic pressure and
threat of reprisal to keep Negroes from
Voting.
In an obvious reference to the White
Citlr.s Councils and the Ku Klux Klan
organzations, the assembly termed it un-
thinkable that a Christian should join him-
self to klan or Council whose purpose is to
gain its point by intimidation, reprisal and
violence or that he should lift no voice of
protest against those who appeal to pre-
5udice and spread fear.
The statement, in part, declared that
'within the bounds of our own assembly,
here seems to exist a striking example of
he violation of the right to worship. Mem-
rs of the Koinonia community near Ame-,•
The People Speak
grees On Teen Item
Dee- Editor: After reading your
rtit the Weekly Defender, I
ust agree that these teenage
'Rings must stop. I am speaking
s a minister who has done wort.
t the county jail and tried to eer-
y the word of Christ to inmates
ere.
Too many teenagers are roam-
nig the streets like packs of hun-
ry beasts, many of them just
ricus, Ga., state that their communal life
is not primarily a social or agricultural ex-
periment but an experience in worship.
They have professed their allegiance to this
nation, they have denied affiliation in any
subversive party, they have violated no
laws, and have made a significant contribu-
tion to farming techniques in this area."
Yet, because their experiment knows no
barrier of color, the statement said "they
are treated as enemies of society." Their
property has been strafed, dynamited and
burned; their children maligned, their lives
jeopardized. Even worse, many "respecta-
ble" citizens of the area have joined in an
economic boycott designed to destroy their
financial stability and drive them to ruin.
While this may sound like a voice crying
in the wilderneas, the echo may well find a
responsive chord in the hearts of the li-
berals of the Soufh who heretofore have
had no support from any quarters in Dixie.
The Southern Presbyterians deserve great
credit for the courage and wisdom display-
ed in an atmosphere that lends itself to
racial antagonism and violence. If the other
churches would follow this healthy example
the ramparts of racial segregation would
soon collapse.
looking for a Negro to harm—just
any Negro.
When I was a youngster. I was
spanked for the things which I
did were wrong, and in those days
youngsters knew right from wrong
Parents should know where their
children are at all times, but
many of them nowadays do not
know or care. Too often, present
day parents stress the desire for
their children to have fun at all
cost and not to be brought up in
the manner in which they were
If children were punished ac-
cording to the crimes they com-
mit there would be less crime
among them.
I have seen police officers at-
tempt to talk to youngsters a i d
heard them yell back: "Don't put
your hands on me, I'm a teen-
ager." With the attitude of par-
ents what it is and the court's
taking a similar lax position, it
is no wonder teenagers are kill-
BOOK REVUE
T THE RIGHTEOUS SPEAK
ravel Memories of A Minister
Y Rev. CLEMONCE SABOURIN
ublished by Pageant Press, Inc.
New York City
.1T-he Rev. Clemonce Sabourin,
istor of Mt. Zion Lutheran
hut" 421 W. 145th st., Man-
attan, New York City, N. Y. add
rector of the School On The
ill, at the same address, has
ritten a book based on his ex-
eriences, observations and reflee-
ions during a motor trip South






20 West 40th Street
ow York 18, N. Y.
or
Your Local Branch
The trip was made primarily to
visit his birthplace, New Orleans,
La., and to see if time had
wrought any changes in the cus-
toms and life of the people there.
Obviously, he saw none. T h e
things he tells about are things
that every Southern-born Negro,
whether light, brown, black or
yellow, knows by heart.
"Let The Righteous Speak" has
an intriguing beauty and charm.
The charm comes from the anxi-
ety to see what shall he the next
heart-rendering experience of the
minister and how he will cope with
I it.
RETAINS BALANCE
The beauty lies in the calm, csol
philosphical and even humorous
manner in which does this. Even
ministers Can lose their equlibri-
um and temper under extreme
provocation, but the rtev. Sabour-
in retained his at all times. 
This
he did particularly in Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi and in his
own state.
Of course, the minister was born
and educated In the South, but.
after all, there's a limit to which
one can suffer without exploding.
For example in one town little
Clemmie wanted to ride in the
front bus seat, near the driver,
hut he Was told he couldn't sit
there. Shortly, a 'white boy board-
ed the but with his mother, and
climbed into the seat. "Look Aunt
Rapp," he said to his aunt "that
y NAT D. WILLIAMS
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
LOOK AND LIVE
Wonder how many •Mentphis
and Shelby County Negroes have
bothered to take a look at the Bar-
tholomew Plan? Wonder how
many have looked at those Ex-
pressway maps which have been
on display downtown?
The questions were asked by
way of suggestion. The suggestion
is that it's high time that colored
folk who fancy themselves as fit
for consideration as first-class
citizens ought to possess more
complete and exact knowledge
about what is going on in the com-
munity.
Now, that Bartholomew P4an,
and that Expressway project, are
of surpassing importance to ev-
erybody in Memphis, regardless
of race, creed, or previous con-
dition of servitude.
That Bartholomew Plan has a
direct bearing on how, where, sect
tinder what conditions Negroes in
Memphis are going to live for this
end the next generation. The least
God's chillun can do about it is to
learn something of its provisions.
True, they may not have the pow-
er to change ono comma in it.
But at least they can learn
enough about it to know what kind
of axe is being used to behead
'em. They can at least look at.
And then close their eyes.
VITALI.Y IMPORTANT
The Expressways project is
bound to have a heavy bearing on
the shape of things to come for
Memphis and Shelby County Ne-
groes Property values, home buy-
ing and ownership, schools, work-
ing places, public and private
transportation . these are
I am beginning this article with
this question, What Makes a Man
Great? Greatness is the desire of
all normal individuals regardless
to what their ambition may he.
Greatness is relative according to
choice and determination.
While I was in grammar school,
I heard this saying. "Some men
are born great and others have
greatness thrust upon them." 1
don't agree with either conclus-
ion. One cannot inherit neither
can one be made great unless he
has within himself — of himself
— the stuff of which greatness is
made plus the ability to organize
it and the power to make it mani.
feat to others.
The creation of man was given
the powers of fellowship and of
service. The use of these two pow-
ers are roads to greatness. Fel-
lowship is a feeling of united in-
terest with a willingness to com-
mune fully. Before there can be
fellowship there must be an es-
tablished recognition and feeling
that all who in the fellowshin ore
the gateway to service. Inhabits-
tions make fellowship impossible.
Service is respectful or kindly
assistance given another in which
the person served may not be a
party to it.
Fellowship is a mental sphere
in which one is placed which
makes another "CO" or equal with
boy sat there."
WANTED TO PLAY BALL
Then, there was the time that
Clemmie wanted to play ball In
the public park with the other
boys, but that too, was exclusive-
ly for "white" boys.
Things like that moved the min-
ister to report to a friend who re-
marked "Things are improving,"
"YYes, but 20 years from now
Clemmie will have lost the ca-
pacity to enjoy these simple child.
hood delights. Twenty years from
now. he may be lying on some
Godforsaken battlefield, coughing
out his life dying for the very
people who would not permit him
to live like a human being."
The most poignant chapters in
the book, however, revolved
around a dialogue between the
minister and a nondescript in-
dividual in a colored motel on
the outskirts of Birmingham, dur-
ing the return trip home. The per-
son, belied his appearance. He
sensed the minister as being a
man of standing, and like all
conversation., in the South, the
topic eventually ran to the race
question.
'MINISTERS CAN'T HELP
things that matter, too, along with
racial progress and civil rights.
Every Negro ought to know some-
thing about tee direction the Ex-
pressway is slated to take. Pos.
session of that basic fact might
have a direct bearing on whether
or net that extra room should be
added to the homesteaO, or
whether a now car should be
bought just now.
It has long been the "Shaeowti"
notion that the Negro's greatest
drawback is not skin color nor
hair texture, nor facial features.
Those are triple threats, of course,
anywhere one afflicted with the
Negroid variety may go. But
they a r e relatively unimportant
threats.
THE REAL 'TRIPLE THREAT'
The real handicaps and most
pernicious threats to the Negro's
forward, progress are contained in
another triple threat combination.
This really important triple threat
to. "your folks" is: (1) Lack of
knowledge . . colored folk don't
know enough about anything hut
being cullud: (2) Lack of inoney
. . . God's chilltin are still too
willing to let the other‘guys take
all the world and leave them Je-
sus; (3) Lack of character .
'your folks'' still don't know that
the main ingredient of character is
not "goodness," but strength . . .
meaning the wherewithal to do
what's necessary when it's neces-
sary.
And the first step in meeting that
last triple threat combination ie
simply that of forming the habit
of "look and lit e" . . the habit
of using every means of knowing
what's going on in areas that real.
ly matter.
you. Service is physical evidence
of the recognition of equality.
Service is both mental and physi-
cal.
HOW AND WHY COUNTS
There is nothing wrong with get-
ting. It's how and why you get
that makes the difference. The
whole duty of man is to seek to
receive and learn to impart. The
greatest joy also the greatest re-
wards do not come with getting.
They come with giving.
I heard my pastor (Rev. A. M.
Williams) say something a few
Sundays hack which is verv ap-
propriate here. He said, "T h e
history of all civilization is the hi-
ography of the great men who
lived in that civilization. This be-
ing true It is also tree that the
biographer exacted a dear price
for doing the writing.
Greateess like rare jewels
comes high. Like their jewels,
greatness comes high because it
is rare. The price of greatness is
high because there are so many
disappointments, so much effort,
so much hurt and so much giv-
ing along the road.
Some consider being the only
person is a sign of greatness. Not
so — only those who get their
"first" with the most are record.
ed as great. The only greatness
is the greatness which comes
through sacrificial services.
It was this man's opinion of how
and when the problem would lite
solved. No, I wouldn't be the leg-
islators, the voters, 'social organi-
zations or the courts. It would
have to be people themselves.
They would have to have a change
of heart.
The book Is dedicated to his
wife with this notation:
"Perhaps in heaven, darling,
there will be no need to speak
of race." We suggest—strongly
suggest you read this t3ok.
ing up Negroes just as they please:
The U.S. is sending a task force
to the Middle East for a show of
power to stop the Arabs and Israel
from picking on Jordan. Well we
need a task force right here in
the city to put a stop to teenage
killings.
Perhaps if one of these killers Average rainfall in Nevada
had been punished for his or her is said to be less than one
first offense, the greater crime foot per year and it is the only
would not have followed. In ad- state that has so low a figure of
vocatIng punishment for crime, statewide precipitation.
I am not referring to any one
race, but to all who violate the
laws, and I pray that soon Chica-
go will be a safe place in which




That Could Be True
A Short Story
!Ars. Jones was a large woman "Was I bothering you when I for it down the hall. He could
with a large purse that had every- turned that corner?" asked the run, run, run, run! The woman
thing in it but hammer and nails. woman, was sitting on the day-bed. After
It hung from a long strap slung "No'm." awhile she said, "I were young
across her shoulder. About eleven "But you put yourself in contact once and I wanted things I siould
welock one Chicago night she was with me," said the woman. "If not get." There was another long
walking alone, when a boy ran up you think that that contact is not pause. The boy's mouth opened.
behind her and tried to snatch going to last awhile, you got an- Then the woman said, "Um-hum!
her purse. The strap broke with other thougt coming. When I get You thought I was going to say,
the tug the boy gave it. But the through with you, sir, you are but I didn't snatch people's pocket-
boy's weight, and the weight of going to remember Mn'. Luella books. Well, I wasn't going to say
the purse combined caused him Bates Washington Jones." that." Pause, Silence. "I have
to lose his balance so that he fell Sweat popped out on the boy's done things, too, which I would
flat on his back on the, sidewalk, face and he began to struggle as not tell you, son — neither tell
and his legs flew up. The large Mrs. Jones dragged him up the God, if i., didn't already know.
woman simply turned around and street. When she got to her door. So you set down while I fix us
kicked him right square in his she dragged the troy inside, down something to eat."
blue jeans. Then the reached a hall, and into a large kitchen- In another corner of the room
down, snatched the boy up by his ette room at the rear of the house, behind a screen was a gas plate
shirt front, and stook him until She switched on the light and left and an icebox. Mrs. Jones got up
his teeth rattled, the door open. The boy could hear and went behind the screen. The
"Pick up my pocketbook, boy, other roomers laughing and talk- woman did not watch the boy to
and give it here." ing in the large house, so he see if he was going to run now,
She still held him. But she bent knew he and the woman were not nor did she watch her purse on
the daybed. But the boy took care
to sit on the far side of the room
where he thought she could easily
see him out of the corner of her
eye, if she wanted to. He did not
want to be mistrusted now. "Do
you need somebody to go to the
store," asked the boy, "maybe
to get some milk or something?"
"Don't believe I do," said the
woman. She heated some lirna
beans and ham she had in the
icebox, made cocoa, and set the
table. The woman did not ask
the boy where he lived, or about
his folks, or anything else that
would embarrass him. Instead,
when they had finished eating she
woman. "Here I am trying to get 
pot up and said, "Here, son, take
home to cook me a bite to eat this ten dollars and buy 
yourself
ome blue suede shoes. And next
Maybe you ain't been to your sup- 
time, do not make the mistake
and you snatch my pocketbook!
of latchiog onto my pocketbook,
per either, late as it he. T believe no nobody a  else's—because shoes
you're hungry—or been hungry—
to try to snatch pocketbook." 
come by in a devilish way will
burn your feet. I got to get my
"I wanted a pair of blue suede rest now. She led him down the
hall to the front door and opened
down enough to permit him to alone. The woman still had him
pick lip her purse. Then she said, by the neck in the middle of her
"Ain't you ashamed of yourself?" room.
Firmly gripped by his shirt She said, "What is your name?"
front, the boy said, "Yes'm." "Roger," answered the boy.
The woman said, "What did you "Then, Roger, you go to that
want to do it for?" sink and wash your face," said
The boy said, "I didn't aim to." the wontian, whereupon she turned
"You a lie!" she said. . him loose—at last. Roger looked
By that time two or three people at the door—looked at the woman
passed, stopped, and some stood —looked at the door—and went to
watching. "If I turn you loose, the sink. "Let the water run until
will your nir id thim'" 
said the 
buy.d the:woman. it gets warm," she said. "Here's a
clean towel."
"Then I won't turn you loose." "You gonna take me to jail',"
said the woman. She did not re. asked the boy, betiding over the
lease him. sink.
"I'm very sorry, lady, I'm son- "Not with that face, I would
ry," whispered the boy, not take you nowhere," said the
"Um-hum! And your fece is
dirty," said the woman. "Ain't
you got limbo& home to tell you
to wash your face"
"No'm," said the boy.
"Then it will get washed this
evening," said the large woman
starting up the street, dragging
the frightened boy behind her. He
looked as if he were 14 or 15, frail "Well, you didn't have to snatch it.
and willow-wild, in tennis shoes my pocketbook to get some suede 
"Goodnight! Behave yourself,
please, boy," she said, looking out
and blue jeans, shoes," said Mrs. Luella Bates
The woman said, "You aught to Washington Jones. "You could of 
into the street as he left.
The boy wanted to say 50tne-
w W.
hbuentogryy?7 
very-long pause. After he had 
dried. I would teach you right asked me." With water dripping thing nice to Mrs. Luella Bates
from wrong. Least I can do right from his face, the boy looked at Washington Jones as she stood
now is ash your face. .Are 'you er. There west a long pause A there on the stools Rut he bare.
"No'm," said the being-drag- his face, the boy turned around, ly managed to muritsir, "Thank
Red boy "I just went you to turn wondering what next. The door You," before she shut the door. He
me loose." was open. Ile could make a dash never Saw her again.
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
The late Lucius Harper, one of
of the best raconteurs of his gen-
eration, was fond of quoting that
familiar wisecrack, "prayer is a
fine thing at a prayer meeting.
hut it ain't worth a damn at a
bear meeting "
This heathen proverb came le
mind last week as I discovered
that a few of our leaders Feem to
have some misgivings shout the
nature of the Pryer Pilgrimage
which the honly trinity of civil
rights, Randolph, Wilkins a n d
King, have called to Washington
on May 17, the anniversary date
of the Supreme Court edict on lira
crow education.
Some leaders, it seems, want a
bear meeting in Washington, one
that directly challenges Congress
to act now on civil rights and one
that will not beat around the bush
nor confuse the people.
Still others at the other end of
the stick firmly believe that a
prayer meeting would be even
more effective in getting the same
results.
It is interesting to note that
one of the most powerful religious
leaders in the nation, Dr. J. H.
Jackson, president of the National
Baptist Convention, U.S.A., Inc.,
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SO WHAT?
"This cocktail hen really makes the
head ... It's so tight you can't swallow."
drinks 90
Pilgrimage.
This is significant because he
is the spiritual leader of five mil-
lion Baptist bretheni and that is
a whole lot, to coin a phrase, of
brotheren.
It is even more significant when
you consider that Dr. Jackson is
\\'t 
launching a nation-wide "Urge
Congress Movement" to support
the civil rights program presented
to the Congress by President
Eisenhower.
to your
The good Reverend has initiated
a series of mass meetings across
the country, sparked by many
Baptist churchmen and lay leaders,
to urge the citizenry to write and
wire their Congressmen on behalf
of civil rights.
In talking with Dr. Jackson, he
explained that he is not so much
opposed to the Prayer Pilgrimage
for May 17 as he is concerned
with the fact that members of
Congress should get direct pres-
sure from their constitutencies,
the kind of pressure to whirls they
traditionally respond.
lie also wants action now be-
cause he fears the Southerners
plan to delay the measures to
death and every day lost in in-
action is a day gained by the
Dixieerat opposition.
It is also interesting to note that
the Rev. Martin Luther King, who
is believed to be the chief archi-
tect of the Prayer Pilgrimage, is
a leading Baptist who bag been
mentioned as a possible candidate
to succeed the Rev. Jackson in
the presidency of the National
Baptist Convention, USA, Inc.
The fact is, however, that Dr.
King has categorically disclaimed
any interest in becoming the next
president of the organization.
Be that as it may, one cannot
help but marvel that the two most
important movements launched
in recent weeks, which have as
their chief objective, I believe,
greater civil rights for second-
class citizens, are being spear-
headed by two prominent, nation-
ally-known Baptist churchmen.
The NAACP group and all the
other professional lay operators
in the civil rights field seem to
be standing in the wings of the
stage, like spearbearers in a grand
opera, ready to trot out as soon
as the diva drops dead in a final
burst of song.
All this Incidentally, may be a
calculated operation carefully
thought out by our eminent brain-
trusters in New York along with
the learned archangel from Mont-
gomery.
One thing is clear beyond any
rational doubt, the Negro church-
m of today are riding in the
saddle of temporal affairs in a
manner that we have never beheld
before.
Personally, I am very gratified
with all these developments. First,
both the Prayer Pilgrimage and
the Urge Congress Movement are
bound to bring some pressure upon
the men and women in the Con-
gress who hold our fate and our
future in their hands.
Secondly, the rise in power of
the Negro churchmen in the civil
rights field is a most welcome
development.
For far too many years too many
of our people have labored under
the illusion that politics was sin-
ful and that it was somehow un-
Christian to raise hell about con-
ditions here on earth.
Now the religious leadership it-
self has begun to consider the im-
plications of that phrase spoken
so often, "heaven on earth."
If Lucius Harper were with us
today, I suspect that he would be
inclined to revise his generaliza-
tion regarding the appropriateness
of prayer in undane operations.
He would discover with delight.
I am sure, that prayer is fine for
a prayer meeting and equally fit'
ting for a bear meeting. I can see
him laughing about it now.
Seek Relatives Of 75-Yr.-Old Miss. Matron
The pastor and members of
Greater Harvest Baptist church
are anxious to locate the relatives
of Mrs. Emma Anderson, 75, for-
merly of Yazoo City, Miss.
According to the churchmen,
Mrs. Anderson was found wander-
ing about the streets in the city
last August by police who brought
her to the church. Since that time
the church members have been
taking care of her and trying to
find her relatives.
They now feel they cannot keep
her any longer, but are reluctant
to have her enter an old folks
home if she has any family,
Mrs. Anderson, who is about 5
feet, 5 inches tall, weighs IRO
poundg. She is unable to furnish
any accurate information about
her family or how she managed to
get to Chicago in the first place.
Officials of the church say she
has a son, Willie W. Dell, and
a daughter whose name she does
not even recall. She also is vague
about the name of her son. Mrs. Anderson is asked to contact
Anyone knowing anything about Rev. Louis Boddie, pastor of
Set Courses For
Through cooperation of Sheriff
Joseph D. Lohmann, the Chica-
go chapter, American Red Cross,
has set up first aid refresher
courses for all Cook county high-
way policemen. Roy D. Day, vol-
unteer chairman of first aid for
the Chicago Chapter, announces.
Classes started the week of Ap-
ril 8, and will continue each' Mon.
day, Wednesday, and Friday from
3 to 5 p.m. until the entire corps
of the Sheriff's police in trained,
Day stated.
Classes are being held at three
of the stations of the Sheriff's po-
lice: Ballard rd. and Milwaukee
ave., Grove; 1154 Ridge
Highway Police
ave., Homewood: and 67th and Ar-
cher rd., Bedford Park.
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Verse A Day
Be WILLIAM HENRY HUFF
PICKING A MATE
Now I shall breathe a breath
or two
And make myself at ease
For it is nice to be with you
Out here beneath the trees,
Where we can make our fu-
ture plans
And seal them with a kiss _
For God made woman just for
1111111'S
Companionship and bliss.
n IRTEIDAY PARTY—Mr. and
Mrs. Levi Frazier, of 460 Fra-
ft tier st., surprised their daugh-
o ter ForestIne (second from
right cuUing cake) with a
birthday party Sunday, April
C 28 at Tony's Place from 6 to a
p. m. A delicious menu was
to.+- served Including chicken salad
SUNRISE CONFIRMATION—
: , In a beautiful sunrise Easter
nt. service at Calvary Lutheran
church, 826 Edith street, four
Mates, lemonade a a d ice
cream and cake. Forestine„
who was 11, received mane
beautiful gifts, and her guests
left saying they'd had a won-
derful time and wishing little
Forestine Frazier many more.
Guests included Ella Louise
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Kayoes Gene'
I In Fifth To
Regain Title
By RUSS J. COWANS
Sugar Ray Robinson, the Har-
lem Dandy who captured the
middleweight crown for the
fourth time in his brilliant fight-
ing career by stopping Gene Full-
mer in the fifth round of a sche-
duled 15-round bout in ' Chicago
stadium, last Wednesday night,
has another big date on his calen-
dar.
The 36-year-old Robinson, riding
the crest of a wave of popularity
by virtue of his spectacular knock-
En out of Fullmer, is slated to meet
Pope S. Williams, Joseph Carmen Basilio, king of the mid-
Pegues, Bonnie McClough, MU- dleweight division, in a title bout
ton Burtchfield 11, Eula Jean in New York, in July.
Rivers, James Otis Williams, By stopping Fullmer Sugar re-
Eleanor Banks, Frances Mit-
chell, James Johnson III, Mary
Neil Ransom and Levi Frazier
Jr. (Newson Photo)
young people were confirmed.
With the minister Rev. J. T.
Skinner, they are (from left)
Bernice Beverly Nichol s,
Ralph Anderson, Marcell
Caldwell and Clifton B e 5 I..
(McChrtston Photo)










gained the middleweight crown he
lost to Gene in New York last
January. By his victory Robinson
becomes the first fighter to hold
the middleweight crown four
times. He's also the only fighter
to regain it three times.
CARMEN STOPPED SAXTON
Basilio stopped Johnny Saxton
last fall to retain the welterweight
he had regained from Saxton in
September. Saxton had won the
title from Basilio in Chicago sta-
dium in March, 1956.
Sugar had to give up $23,000 of
his $67,304 he received for his
share of the purse. The govern-
ment had placed a lien on his
purse for that amount, which w ill
clear hem of all indebtedness to
the government.
EXPLODES A LEFT
A jolting left hook that exploded
on Fullmer's jaw dropped him to
the canvas. The rugged scrapper
from West Jordan, Utah, made a
valiant but futile attempt to re-
gain his feet before the fatal ten
count. He struggled to his knees
at the count of eight, but slumped
back down as Referee Frank Si-
kora counted ten.
Fullmer struggled to his feet
shortly after the count, but fell
gainst the ropes where he
rescued by his handlers.
A stiff right to the body hadMarkets Compared By Professor' 13eaft•etdo Theo% j•ayw.for the devastating
By WINFRED 0. BRYSON
CLU, Morgan State College
•I With the 23rd annual observance
of National Insurance Week, Ne-
gro-owned life insurance compa-
nies are making every effort pos.
table to see that adequate protee.
Ilion is provided for the 15 mil-
lion or more individuals who com-
prise the Negro market.
A part of the insurance on Ne-
gro lives is carried by insurance
companies with Negro manage-
ment. The other insurance on Ne-
gro lives is carried by insurance
companies with white manage-
ment. Since many of the latter
companies do net publish records
of the amount of insurance in
force on specific racial groups,
it is impossible to determine how
much insurance is in force on Ne-
gro lives.
As America moves slowly in the
direction of integration, many
thoughtful individuals wonder how
much economic power the Negro
market would have if its funds
were concentrated in institutions
that he managed. The Negro pop-
ulation of the U. S. is a little
larger than the population of Can-
ada and the purcha,ing power pos-
sessed by the members of the Ne-
gro market is almost as great as
the purchasing power of Canada.
The similarity between both the
size and purchasing power of the
American Negro market and the
Canadian market leads one to
compare the insurance 10 force
and assets of Canadian compa-
nies managed by Negra Ameri-
cans in an effort to see how much
more Negro companies might con-
tribute to the comfort and secur-
ity of members of the Negro mar-
ket if they provide as much pro-
tection as Canadian companies
provide in their market.
OTHER LENDERS REFUSED
Negro Americans have frequent-
ly found it extremely difficult to
secure mortgage money to pur-
chase homes in neighborhoods
where Negroes have not lived pre-
viously. In many instances, insur-
ance companies with Negro man-
agement have provided the funds
at reasonable rates when other
lenders refused to accept the
mortgages from a Negro purchas-
er at any rate.
The federally registered corn-
panics in Canada had S1,811,730
in mortgage loans on Dec. 31,t
1955. This sum exceeds the corn-'
bined assets of Negro legal re- I
serve life insurance companies in
America. If the members of the
Negro market had spent a large
portion of their income with Negro
insurance companies as Canadians
spent with their companies, more
than twice as many Negroes
would have found funds available
in their insurance companies to
finance mortgages on homes in
more desirable sections of Ameri-
can cities.
Additional financial strength as
well as a number of jobs would
represent benefits in addition to
the protection which the premi-
ums would give one automatically
against the undesirable cense-,
quences of an early death, pro-
longed periods of illness, or the
loss of ,ncome because of retire-
ment. Thus, the Negro could pur-
chase a greater command over
economic goods and services while!
he is purchasing protection against
the loss of income.
•• "WE WEREN'T .1 U S T
1 LUCKY" . says Ottie Ranson.
of Howard High school, Chat
• tanooga, the only girl finalist
in the Trade and Industrial
clubs contests during the an-
nual T. & I. Convention at
Tennessee State university last
week. The cosmetology con-
test winner explained that the
competition among the more
than 150 delegates for the sev-
en areas was keen. Other in
tiers shown are (from left)
Avon Jones, Austin 11 i g h.
Knoxsille, first place in com-
mercial foods; Johnnie Other.
Bridgeforth High. Pulaski job
application; and at the et-
ti-ease right James Kidd, How-
ard High, Chattanooga, tailor-
ing winner Two interested





ident Richard M. Nixon yesterday
hailed Israel's efforts to "create
conditions of stability and pro-i
great" in the Middle East.
In a Message to a New York
celebration saluting larael on the
eve of its ninth independence day.
Nixon declared:
"United States interest in the
development of the new state has
been given tangible form through
technical cooperation' and econom-
ic measures.
We have a continuing interest
in the efforts of Israel to create
conditions of stability and pro-
gress."
Some 40.000 persons crowded the
mall of New York's Central Park
to take part in the festival.
New York Gov. Averell Ham
man declared that Israel has had
to grapple with '•life or death
problems, including the violence
of hostile neighbors."
• Harriman added. "Guided by
high ideals. Israel has made her-
self a bulwark of democracy and
a model of progressive economic
development in the Middle East.
"All of us, regardless of race
or creed, join in saluting the brave
and hard workine Israeli people
for their accomplishments and as-
pirations."
Robinson whipped over the left
as Fullmer started one of his long
looping right to the head. Before
the punch was halfway to its mark,
Robinson's left hand had landed.
Robinson, a 7 to 5 underdog, em-
ployed a different style in his sec-
ond bout with Fullmer. Instead of
boxing, Ray fought flat-footed, us-
ing damaging uppercuts as Full-
mer charged in with his rushes.
Robinson first won the middle-
weight crown by scoring a TKO
over Jake LaMotta in the same
ring on the night of Feb. 14. He
lost the following July 10 to Ran-
dy Turpin in a 15-round bout in
London, but regained it in Sep-
tember of the same year with a
10th round TKO over Turpin in the
Polo Grounds.
He retired in 1953, but came
back on Dec. 9, 1955, to stop Carl
"Bobo" Olson in two rounds in
the same ring. His victory
Wednesday night marked the third
time he has regained the title,
and the fourth time he has won
it.
EMPLOYS SAME STYLE
Fullmer, employing the same
charging style that vvOn the title
for him in the January bout in
Madison Square Garden, landed
low blows several times during
the fight.
A hard left hook caught Robin-
son in the groin in the third round.
There was an agonizing expression
on his face as he grabbed his
groin. Sikora warned Gene about
the low blows before the two box-
ers touched gloves and continued
the battle.
Robinson rushed out of his cor-
ner in the fourth and landed a
hard right on Gene's jaw, but he
came bouncing back with plenty
of fight.
The officials had Fullmer ahead
19 to 18, when Robinson delivered
the knockout punch. The two
judges — Jim McManus and
Frank Clark, gave Fullmer the
first three rounds, with Robinson
winning the fourth.
ATTY. ODELL HORTON, JR., of
Bolivar, Tenn., who is a graduate
of Howard university Reboot of
Law, Washington, D. C, recently
opened office for practice here at
Room 8, 145 Beale. Atty. Horton
Is a graduate of Morehouse col-
lege, Atlanta, Ga., and a veteran
of the U. S. Marine Corps. ROCP
he sod his wife, the former Miss
Kyle I,. Randolph, are Datives if
&diver.
MISS MYRTLE NEWELL,
sixth grader at Carnes school,
Is crowned queen of the In-
termediate Union of I. a n e
Avenue Baptist church by
Maurice Bullett, sire president
of the Youth Fellowship of the
Sunday School and Baptist
Training Union Congress of the
St. John Baptist church
(Vance). Mrs. Anita Mont-
gomery, supervisor of the in•
termediate union, looks on.
Other contestants were Miss
Ida P. Jackson and Miss Ruth
Chisom. Rotel' Taylor w a
crowned king for the day for
the Baptist Adult U is i 0 n.
fir-Ireland Wells presented
Tailor a basket of groceries.
Mrs. Bessie l. Cates is gen•




Top honors in the annual tractor
driving school held at McNeil
High school in Crawfordsville,
Ark., were garnered by Lester
Wallace, 18, of Abson Wynne com-
munity. Thomas Latham, jr., Ab-
son Wynne community tractor
leader assisted Wallace in his con-
test preparation.
Some 150 were on hand to set
the 13 boys compete in the con-
test.
Contestants included Willie B.
Harrison, of Gammonville; Luke
Steward, of Marion; George Hill,
of Buck Lake; Harry Valentine, of
Crawfordsville; Henry L. Davis,
of West Memphis; Issac Frazier,
of Proctor; Anthony Stevins, of
Banks; James Wilson, of Lansing;
Clarence Balton Bell, Pal Shackle-
ford, James Mill, Lester Wallace,
of Abson Wynne, and Joe Smith,
of Hulbert.
Willie B. Harrison came In sec-
ond in the contest and Henry L
Davis was third.
The implement dealers of West
Memphis supports the contest by
furnishing a tractor and donating
prize money. The prize money is
divided among the top three win-
ners so that the first place win-
ner gets an expense-paid trip to
State Camp at Pine Bluff to com-
MARINE PFC. Willie J. Minor,
son of Mrs. Senoria Minor of tfi(tt
Sunset st., Memphis, Tenn., look
part in a five-day training exer•
else on the Hawaiian island of
Molokai March 26-30 Ile is a main-
her of "F" company, 4th Regi
ment, a unit of the 1st Marine
Brigade based at the Kaneohe Bay





COLUMBIA, S. t — ,ANP) —
Effective pitching by Leroy Hicks
(6-0) of Brooklyn, N. Y. and a 11'
hit barrage by his teammates en-
abled the Allen University Yellow
Jackets to defeat the Florida A
and M Rattlers, 9-7 and sweep a
2-game series with the Rattlers in
Hurst Alumni Stadium here last
weekend. The Jackets had wallop-
ed the Rattler, 9-5, in the initial
game.
The win clinched a first place
tie for the Jackets in the race for
the Southern Intercollegiate Ath-
letic Conference title,
pete in the state tractor driving
contest.
James Stevins is county tractor
leader. Thomas F. Vaugbns is
assistant county agent for Negro
work.
Mrs. R. Beverly Ray, president
of the Memphis and Shelby coun-
ty Mental Hygiene society an-
nounced earlier that a grant-in-
aid had been presented WKNO-
TV for. the .telecast. The first in
the series was Thursday, May 2.






POSTER WINNER — Kather-
ine A. Mitchell, fourth grader
at T. W. Patterson school in
White Station, wts presented
a trophy April 29 by Inspec-
tor Norman F. Harris, of the
Memphis Fire Department
first place winner in Group 1
of the Poster contest r u n
; f
during Fire Prevention Week.
last Oct. 7-13. The award was
made during activities of the
Cu-Fu-Pu Week. Mrs. Bobbie
W. Walker is fourth grade
teacher and Chastene Thomp-
son is principal of Patterson
school.
Mental Health Films
Running On Channel 100
The third in a series of nine for Thursday nights at 0 45.
films on mental health will be The May 9 program is "Why
seen over WKNO, the educational Tommy Won't Eat".
TV station, this Thursday, May Others are:
9 at 8:45 p.m. May 16, "In Time of Trouble";
May 23, "How Our Personality
Grows"; May 30, "Growing
Up"; June 6, "Age or Turmoil—.
Your Growing Child";. -.1tme•tt,,
"Children's Emotions"; June 20.
"What Makes A Child Happy",
and June 27 "Answering T h •
Child's Why".
•




"You can't blame us. When
Mommy and I take our grocery list and go
to NATIONAL we get lots of nice things.
I specially like the cookies because there are
so many different kinds. And then they have
lots of real good orange juice and ice cream
and pop and candy ... and lots of other stuff
like that that my brother and I eat all the time.
"I guess Mommy likes
NATIONAL, too, because she says it's real
easy to get everything 'on our grocery list and
get all through with our grocery shopping.
Oh yes, there's one other thing I forgot to
mention. We know the manager at our
NATIONAL Food Store and he is real nice and
he always says 'hello' to us and he always says
'good-bye' when we leave. When I grow up and
have a big grocery list like my Mommy's, and
I have a house of my own, I am going to go to
NATIONAL, too, because I think they're real
nice." (Right you are little lady, right you are
... and that's why every NATIONAL Store
has lots of Mommies like yours ... and
Daddies, too . .. shopping with their

































































































































The Whole Robinson Family Goes Wild When Sugar Wins Sot Moy 1 1, 1957
IT WAS A FAMILY celebra•
tion after the senational fifth
round knockout of champion
Gene Fullmer by Ray "Sugar"
Robinson at Chicago stadium
Wednesday night. Helping the
Sugarbey celebrate his third
recapture of the middleweight
Court Clears 4
In Bias Cafe Row
The Appellate Court of Illinois in a
down this week reversed the convictions
convicted of disorderly conduct arising o
tempt to obtain service at Jennie's Cafe,
Street on May 11 1956.
Willoughby Abner, president of
the Chicago Branch of the NA-
ACP hailed the decision of the
Appellate Court as "upholding the
right to orderly and peacefully
protest refusal by restaurants or
other places of public accommoda-
tions to serve Negroes or mixed
groups.''
Abner also commended Atty.
Howard Savage for his able handl-
ing of the legal defense and car-
rying the appeal to the Appellate
Court on behalf of the NAACP.
The four persons were part of
a mixed racial group, members
of the Committee of Racist Equali-
ty who went to Jennies cafe aft-
er receiving reports that the res-
taurant refused to serve Negroes.
Upon arrival and being refused
service the group announced their
intentions to remain until they
were served or until the place
was' closed. Employees of the res-
taurant called the police and the
group was arrested and charged
with disorderly conduct.
In a bench trial before Munici-
pal Court Judge Alexauder J ha-
poll, they were found guilty of dis-
orderly conduct and fined $100
each. Judge Napoli in his opinion
contended that the actions of the
group in remaining in the restau-
rant, knowing that they would not
be served, "was such that may
have caused other individuals tit
the place to become violent
against these particular individu-
als . . . their action was not such
that one would have said they
were in the peace of the people."
The group refused to pay the
fines levied against them and ap-
pealed their convictions to the
court in Illinois, contending that
they were convicted of disorder!y
conduct for the sole reason that
ple from attempting to enforce
they attempted to assert their civ-
il rights, that ts the right of the
Negro persons in the group to eat
in a publicly licensed restaurant
ana the right of the white persons
of the group to be served there
in the company of their Negro
friends.
CHARGE JUDGE
They contended that the action
and opinion of Judge Napoli
amounted to a bar against-all pen-
their civil rights under penalty of
being charged with disorderly con-
duct should those violating their
civil rights become angry and dis-
orderly against them.
JuStice Grover C. Niemeyer dc.
livered the opinion of the Appel-
late Court which Was concurred
in by Justice Hugo M. Friend and
Justice Joseph Burke. The high
court in voiding the convictions
said "the defendants here, so long
as they conducted themselves in
an orderly manner, had the right
superior to the rights of the own-
DuSable Slates
Spring Festival
•DUSable High school studenLa
will present their spring festivel,
Rhythm Oqiama, on Tuesd a y,
May 14 at 8:15 p.m, in the school
auditorium.
-The-band,-under the direction of
Captain Walter Dyett and .t h e
girls' chOir led by Mrs. Portia
Bailey have arranged an enchant-
ius prOgram :for that evening. The
modern dance gr otlf sr under Mrs.
Eseltan Henderson's direction
will give some charming interpre-
tations.
'The girls' rope-jumping exhibi-
tion which made such a hit at
the Chicago Stadium between the
halves of the High School Basket-
ball Finals will be an added at-
traction.
"Praise to DuSable", anew
school song written by Mrs. Bail-
ey-and arranged by Captain Dyett
for tho hand, will he presented
for the tirat time to the public.
decision handed
of four persons
u t of their at-
658 East 79th
W: ABNER
ers and employers of the tavern
and restaurant persons, to enter
the premises and watt for service.
so long as the place was open and
occupied by others enjoying the
accommodations of the business
being conducted these.
The owners and employees could
not by violating the law and re-
fusipg service on account of the
race or color of scime members
of the group, deprive them of that
right."
RIGHTS OF ALL -
The high court also said that
the principal question in the case
is the right of all persons conduct-
ing themselves in a peaceable and
orderly manner to remain in the
restaurant after service hat been
denied them on account of race
or color and to insist upon such
service.
The four persons whose convic-
tions and fines were vcided are
Fred Fields, John Corney, Mrs.
Jeanne Wesson and John Forbes.
The Appellate Court upheld the
conviction and fine for Mrs. Kath-
ryn Fields and Dale Drews on a
technical point, but pointed out
that this in no way denied them
the, right to participate in the pro-
test-egaihst being served and that
the „conviction on that basis by
Judge. NepOli,. was on the wrong
basis
"The •principal involved in the
case. was far reaching and the dt•
cisirm of the Appellate Court firm-
ly. .upholds the right of members
ef,'-ednority groups to be- treated
iniPArtially And fairly as all other
Arh,ér1ean," said Wiiloughhy Ab-
ntos",eresident taf"- the Chicago. NA-
ACP-in commenting on the vii:torY.
AFTER HE WAS -regaphired.
ex-convict Louis Hulsey ((wa-
ter), 27, of 4431 Prairie ave.,
told police officers how he
need a pier, of wire to free
himself from his handcuffs.
Arreeted by Patrolman Jesse
Glass for tampering with
parking meters, Hulsey leap.
ham Parker, her bodyguard,
sought to restrain her. As for
Ray himself, he was mobbed in
ring by handlers and fans in.
meeting, attended by 7,000 per-
sons, was at Olitet Baptist
church.
ish' Klansmen.
Laborite member Fenner Hock.
way charged that the Klan has
agents in seven British towns and
a membership of several hundred.
He said the Klansmen are plan-
ning "guerrilla" action against
Negroes, Jews and certain Chris-
tian communities.
Butler told the House:
"I am informed by the Com-
missioner of Police he is aware of
the existence of Ku Klux Klan
Thousands Urg e Action Give Bags hi
On Civil Rights Bills Litter Drive
title was his father, Walker
Smith, Si. (Ray's real name
is Walker Smith). But the re•
action of Sugar's glamorous
LED BY DR. J. H. JACKSON
(left) president of the Nation•
at Baptist Convention, U. K. A.,
Inc., and pastor of Olivet Rap-
Over a thousand telegrams were
wired to Illinois Congressman
Monday night following a mass
Milting at Olivet Baptist church
which was called by Dr. J. If.
The rally, which drew 3.000 citi-
zens was one of a number staged
across the country in response to
Dr. Jackson's plea for a national
"Urge Congress Movement'' to
support President Eisenhower's
civil rights program which is un
Packing House Workers and the
Reverend 0. D. Pelt of the Shi-
loh Baptist church. Miss Mahalia
Jackson stirred the rally with her
songs while Dr. Jackson acted as
Jackson to urge Congress to act chairman of the meeting.
now on civil rights. Telegrams pledging support to
the objectives of the "Urge Con-
gress movement Caine from many
eminent figures across the nation.
Governor Stratton of Illinois wired
Dr. Jackson as follows: "I extend
my best wishes, to your meeting
today and assure you of my back-
ing of the President Eisenhower's
civil rights program." Wires also
came from Congressman Barrett
O'Hara add Senator Dirksen.
The "Urge Congress Movement"
which was launched two weeks ago
by Dr. Jackson who is president
of the Nationai Baptist Conventien,
US4 Inc., has a ten-point program
demanding action by the Congress
on civil rights now.
Miss Petroleum of 195/ and Phil
lip R. Crippen, president of the
Chicago Gasoline Jobbers associa-
tion, will present Mayor Daley
the first of 500,000 anti-litter bags-
Friday, April 26.
The bags will be used as an aid
to keeping Chicago area streets
cleaner.
They are for use by motorists
for the deposit of cigaret packages,
candy and gum wrappers and the
kind of trash commonly thrown
out to litter highways and streets.
der Dixiecrat fire in the Congress.
"We have not called you here to
create your interest in civil rights,
for we know every normal citizen ackson Mutual IS Symbol
Dr. Jackson told the audience: '
is interested in these rights. But
we have called you in order to
Progressiveness, (areseek to harness all of our forcesin our attempt to secure theserights by asking the Eighty-Sixth Of 
p
Congress to pass them now.
-The civil rights program in
question may not include as much
as all of us would desire, but we
feel it is a worthy and workable
program.
Other speakers who called for
action included Mrs. Irene McCoy
Gaines, president of the National
Association of Colored Women's
Clubs; Willoughby Abner, local
NAACP president; Sam Stratton,
professor of history at Dunbar.
High School; Atty. Willie Whiting
of the local NAACP: Russell R.
Lasky, vice president of the United
-J
ed from the squad car and
fled handcuffed into the tog.
The Houdiel-Ilke Hulsey is be-
ing held for investigation of
burglary, robbing parking me'
ters and escape. Officers in
photo are Glass (left) and An.
drew Downey.
Mae, to her husband's unpre.
dicted victory took the form of
and now blonde wife, Edna
hysterical joy as Officer Wit.
list church, citizens send more
than 1,000 telegrams to Illi-
nois congressmen urging ac-
tion now on Civil Rights. Mass
Twenty-five years ago, the eco-
nomic picture in Chicago was just
the opposite of what it is today,
Things were bad and getting
worse day by day. They called
time condition "depression", and it
was severe enough to depress all
but the most determined. Fortu-
nately there were some people
around Chicago who were not only
determined, they were dedicat-
ed.
One of the crying needs of the
community was insurance protec-
lion, and they got together, these
dedicated determined people, and
dzdded to do something about it.
The company they formed is
known today as Jackson Mutual
Life Insurance Co., a thriving,
sound enterprise which does busi•
nese from an imposing building
at 4638 So. Parkway, at the cross
roads of the Southside.
The first president was Charles
S. Jackson, who brought tremen-
dous know-how, and a fine old
family name to the businesi. As-
sociated with him were Leonard
J. Livingston, J. Joseph Johns,
Mrs. Olive Crosthwait and Louis
J. Ferguson.
Jackson is chairman of t h e
board today, and Livingston is
president. Mrs. Crosthwait is sec-
retary and Johns is treasurer.
Ferguson served as general man-
ager before his death.
The company grew. It was in-
corporated as an old line legal re-
serve company in late 1944, and
in 1950 it took over the business
of the Protective Mutual Life In-
surance CO.
Jackson Mutual has been pro-
gressive. It has expanded its op-
erations through branches in Pe-
oria, East St. Louis, Springfield
and Mt. Vernon, Ill. It was also
of its size to install electronic
equipment for handling records
and statistics.
Jackson has been careful too.
As a mutual company, its offi-
cers are responsible to all policy-
holders, and from the beginning,
the firm has followed a course of
selecting only excellent insurance
risks and making only sound in-
vestments.
LEONARD J. LIVINGSTON
At one time, the firm made
much of its slogan, "Not as large
as the largest, but as strong as the
strongest."
Progressiveness and care have
paid off. Jackson is one of the
leading firms of its kind, and is
fully prepared to take advantage
of the, economic and population
expansion into which Chicago is
moving.
The company employs 120 per-
sons, including two who have been
with it since 1932, and the young-
est staff member in point of serv-
ice has two years on the job.
Jackson Mutual personnel is ac-
tive in community life, Jackson
is president of the Jackson Funer-
al Home, Marshall F. Bynum, vice
president and assistant secretary
of the company is secretary and
CHARLES S. JACKSON
' MRS. OLIVE CROS'EHWAIT
director of the funeral home and
a director of Service Federal Say.
ings and loan association.
President Livingston is also
president of the South Parkway
Safe Deposit Corp., and has head-
ed the South East Division of the
Treasury Department Bond Sales
drive since 1941.
Johns is one of the leading fi-
nancial consultants in the com-
munity.
Harris B. Gaines, general coun-
sel is a former state legisla-
tor, and tuthor of many of the in-
surance reform bills that have
been passed by the general as-
sembly. He is a member of the
National Association of Insurance
Attorneys,
Dr. Dale E. Beverly, medical
director, was one of the original
founders. He is a fellow of the
International Congress of Pedia-
tricians, and an associate of the
Academy of Pediatrics of t h
American Board of Pediatrics.
Other key personnel include Ste-
phen K. Kinnard, comptroller;
Bennett M. Stewart, agency direc-
tor, and author of many of the in-
statistician.
The same dedication and deter-
mination that marked the found-
ing of the company are present
many times over as Jackson Mu-
tual reaches its 25th birthday, and
a future of continued sound growth
is in prospect.
eluding Dr. Bob Benton, De-
troit, his physician; Tom Jen-
kins, his secretary; dethron-
ed champ Gene Fullmer and
Chicago sportsman Harold
"Killer" Johnson. In picture at
right, Rubble's sister, Marie
Brewster, flings herself from
British Pledge
Klan Crackdown
LONDON—(INS) — The British government prom-
ised "appropriate action" to thwart attempted disturban-
ces by Ku Klux Klan members now organized in some
British cities.
Home Secretary R. A. Butler told the House of Com-
mons that police are keeping a sympathizers. Their activate; are
close watch on activities of Brit- on a ver
y small scale:
"Appropriate action will be
taken if the activities seem like-
ly to lead to a breach of the
peace "
seat in joyous ecstacy as her
brother scores knockout that
restored him to top of the mid-
dleweight heap.
MRS. LOUISE K QUARLES
Tell Promotion
For Mrs. Quarles
The appointment of Mrs Louise
K. Quarles as assistant secretary
and assistant manager of Illinois
Federal Savings and Loan Assce
nation was announced this week
by Dr. John A. Feaman, presi-
ddelintleiNtiistes 83 chief loan officeri
Quarles assumed the new
in addition to her respon-
sibi es
the federally chartered associ-
ation at 70 E. 47th st.
Her elevation is part of a con-
tinuing expansion at Illinois Fed-
eral, which now has more than
$9 million in assets, and is the
principal mortgage lender on the
Central Southside.
Dr. Feaman said Mrs. Quarles
appointment is in "acknowledge-
ment of her own outstanding abil-
ity, and the tremendous job that
women have done in making Il-
linois Federal grow."
Mrs. Quarles has been with Il-
linois Federal since 1945. Before
thit she taught school and was
at the Tuskegee Air base and as
Wa wage analyst for the ar Labor
a wage analyst for the War Labor
board. She is a graduate of Alcorn
A and M college, and has studied
law in addition to special courses
offered by the Savings and Loan
institute.
A trustee of the Congregation-
al Church of Park Manor, Mrs.
Quarles is married to Anthony T.
Quarles, a real estate broker.
Illinois Federal is one of the
first federally chartered savings
and loan associations in the state.
It has offered savings and mort
gage lending service since 1934
and has financed some 3,000 homes
and paid nearly $1 million in divi-
It is a member of the Federal
dends.
Savings and Loan Insurance cor
poration. This permanent agenc:
of the U. S. government insure
each saving account in membel-
association, up to $10,000.
In addition to Dr. Feaman, 11
linois Federal directors are Rev.-
erend Archibald J. Carey, jr.i, vice-
president; George L. Walker, sec
retary; Dr. James A. Megahey.
treasurer; Sydney P. Brown, get
eral counsel; A. W. Williams, Job- -
H. Sengstacke, Euclid Louis Tay
lor, C. W. Hadnott and Richer





SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — (INS) -
- A man who spent four and a ha
years in an Illinois prison befoi
it was discovered the woman
accused him of the rape for whit
he was convicted was aufferii
from a "schiziophrenic perso
ally" was voted $22,500 Thursdr..-
by the Illinois House.
, The bill appropriating the monc
to Harold Miller, of Chicago, no '
goes to the senate for consider: -
lion.
The bill by Rep. Abner Milo
(D) of Chicago, sets out that aft!
Miller had spent his 54 montl
in prison, it was belatedly di
covered that "no crime had bei
committed."
But it was not until the woman
husband had her committed to
mental institution that Miller
C8Se was reopened, and "the mi
carriage of justice" proven.
Realtors To Hear
Philippine Envoy
Gen. Carlos P. Romulo will be
guest speaker at the Chicago
Real Estate Board's 74th annual
banquet on May 22 in the Grand
ballroom of the Conrad Hilton ho-
tel, it was announced by Frank
C. Wells, general chairman.
"America's Stake in Asia".
General Romulo, internationally
Prize winner, is the special and
personal envoy of the president of
the Philippines to the U. S.
In 1954, he headed the Philippine
delegation to the U. N.
Having participated in the Afro-
Asian Conference at Bandung in
Indonesia, Romulo is familiar with
J. JOSEPH JOHNS —
the current Asian situation. F.
lowing the Conference, he c o
eluded that "Asia and Africa ha
come of age." He added, "th,
have the poise and self-confiden
that go with strength." He f.
that at this Conference, the A
ian and African peoples w e r




"Every person who contribut,
to the 1957 Cancer Crusade
the AnleCIC811 Cancer society h.
a stake in the continuing reseals
that will lead to the control .
cancer," said Jesse Owens, cal
paign chairman of the South Ce.
tral Branch of the ACS.
The society announced t h i
week that six grants totaling VC
100 have been made in Illinois
continue this fight.
Additional funds for resear.
grants will be announced later
the year. Reports on contrib
tions to date for the Americi
Cancer Society's programs of r
search, education and service
the cancer patient will be ma(
at luncheon meeting on April :
at the LaSalle hotel in Chicag•
TM—STATE DEFENDER
Sat., May 11, 1957
The line-up of stellar social ac-
tivities has been terrific, as the
Spring social season reached its
zenith recently. Never has there
been so many lovely affairs, each
en outstanding portent of the ex-
citing social scene here in the
Bluff City.
THE DEBUTANTE TEA
As a prelude to the spectacular
Kappa Debutante Ball of last Fri-
day night, members of the Sil-
houettes, the auxiliary of the fra-
ternity, entertained with a beau-
tiful Pink Tea, honoring the 22
charming debs who made their
formal bow to society later that
week. The beautiful affair was
held Sunday, preceding the deb-
utante ball, at the Universal
Lodge at 5 p.m. There the twenty-
two young ladies displayed their
varied talents to their parents and
the members of the Kappa frater-
nity.
Beautiful decorations featuring
pink were used throughout the
spacious rooms of the lounge. The
refreshment table was overlaid
with an exquisite ecru lace cloth,
centered with pink-tinted carna-
tions in a crystal epergne flank-
ed with pink tampers, sterling
candelbra and large clusters of
pink satin ribbon decorating the
taplecloth. Garlands of greenery
surrounded the mass of pink
blooms at the table's center.
Members of the Silhouettes, who
are responsible for the selection
and training of the debutantes,
have carved a unique niche in the
Memphis social scene for their
contributions to the cultural, aes-
thetic and social climate of the
community.
Mrs. Ernest Abron served as
mistress of ceremonies and pre-
sented the debs for their contribu-
tion to the lovely program. Per-
-terming were the Misses Jacque-
line Washburn, Sadie Harris, Ger-
aldine Shaw, Alva Jamison, Sher-
if Crump, Patricia Lynn Walker,
Darbara Motley, Bobbie Nelson.
irley Brancy, Doris Smith, Eu-
iice Alston, Arnetha Van Pelt,
rays Davis who rendered solos,
readings, a ballet number, in-
Mrumental solos, all denoting the
iareful training that has gone into
Me development of outstanding
young ladies.
. Present were Silhouettes Mes-
games Floyd Campbell, president,
6. W. Willis, jr., Ernest Abron.
Thomas Willis, W. N. Moore, J.
V. Porter, W. Wynn, R. J. Roddy,
Thomas Bethel, E. W. Weed and
Miss Ann Strozier, a Kappa Sweet-
heart, Atty. A. W. Willis, jr. Pole-
'march of the local chapter, Mr.
C. Stockton and William Roach,
the latter who accompanied Miss
Stozier. Mrs. Mace° Walker was
the chairman of decorations; Miss
Aaaie L. Willis, chairman of the
Tea; Miss Mary Ann Stozier,
Chairman of invitations, Mrs. R
J t Roddy, chairman of publicity,
Ws. Bernice Abron, chairman of
debutante selections, Mrs. Ruth
Weed chairman of refreshments.
GILCHRLST-MULLINS NUPTIALS
The wedding of Miss Alice Gil-
christ and Jesse F. Mullins, Fri.]
day. May 3, at 6 p.m. at the resi-
dence of the bride's parents, Mr
and Mrs. George Gilchrist, or.,
1133 North Leath, was the incen-
tive for two outstanding social
*vents prior to the wedding day.
-The former Miss Gilchrist is
Will known in social and civic cir-
cles,. a former teacher of home ec-
Imismics at Manassas high school
1191 formerly president of the grad.
nate chapter of Delta Sigma The.
sorority. In honor of their life-
long friend, the Misses Maggie
McDowell and Rosa Robinson were
hostesses at a lovely bricial show-
er last Monday week at the home
of Miss McDowell on Riverside
blvd Roses, Dogwood blooms and
issorted spring blooms decorated
,the lovely home, where many of
-the bride's friends gathered to
hower her with gifts.
• Another event in her honor was
lihe cocktail party given by Mrs.
panic Williams and Mrs. Othello
'Shannon at the home of Mrs. Wit-
lams on Melrose Cove Thursday
• Following the marriage of Nli,s
--.ilchrist and Mr. Mullins, a Im
,y reception honored the newly
weds, who are residing in Chico-
;Igo. ATLANTA, Ga. - Finley Cattle-.
sUNA VOCAL CLUB bell of Detroit. and Betty Jones,'
: The Una Vocal club met at the the daughter of Mrs. Evelyn .1
'some of Mrs. Mattie Rendtr on. Allen of Snow Hill, Md. graduate
-South Mansfield to discuss their students at Atlanta university.
insl plans for their annual formsl have been chosen to receive the
Zo be held Friday ;.ight, My to' two $3.000 scholarships given the
vEll the Flamino Club. There will University by an anonymous don -
a cocktail hour from 11 to 12. or for study abroad.
Vilembera of the club include Mes• Miss Jones a graduate of Mor
(dames Miles Watkins, Eugenia gan State college, will be a can
:Smith, Mrs. Finnie, Miss Earline didate for the degree of Master
vBegrest. and Mesdames Gwen-. of Business Administration in Au
,:dolyn Marshall, Millie Render: gust. Campbell, who is working
"Cabe Gardner, Sr.rah Fitzgerald toward the degree of Master of
send Mary Jones. Arts in English, is a graduate of
:ALPHA GAMMA CHI'S SPRING Morehouse college
"FEA •
. The Alpha Beta Chapter No. 96
:et Alpha Gamma Chi S(,rority
:heir', a lovely tea at the home of
efts% Willa Monroe. 519 Vance ave
Sunday week. The downstairs hall
was decorated in the colors of the
sorority green and gold, which
was also featured in the frappe
served as refreshments. The table
was overlaid with a beautiful im-
ported cloth, an heirloom of Mrs.
Thelma Davidson, and was cen-
tered with yellow noses and car-
nations. Miss Lynda Allen of Uti-
ca, Miss., won the pair of I. Mil-
ler shoes that was given away
Miss Allen is a student at Griggs
Business college.
Guests included Mrs. Susie
Smith, Mrs. Frances Merriweath-
er, Mrs. Marie P. Smith, Mi611
Juanita Allen, Miss Ernestine
Campbell, Dashie Jones, Mrs. Ilan.
nah Hunt, Mrs. Esther Brown,
Mrs. Lizzie Spinks, Miss Bernice
Strong, Miss Bernice Armstrong,
Mrs. Sara Reed Dixon, Mrs. Tin-
ey Cahmbliss, Miss Ida Page, Mrs.
Clara Parks, Mr. S. S. Smith, Mrs.
Gladys Washington, Mrs. Edwina i
Hurson, Miss Ella Pope, Mrs. Cla-
ra Becton, Miss Bennie Strong,'
Miss Bernice Turner, Joseph I
James, Mrs. Ethel Hill, Miss Lula l
Adams. Miss Elisabeth J. Virse,
Miss Kid Walker, Mrs. Levenia
Matthews, Mrs. Bernadette,
Charles Brownlee, Buster Mack-
lin and Mrs. Carrie Webhei.
OUR MEANDERING
MEMPHIANS
Mrs. Bernice A. E. Callaway
was delegate to the national Pan
Hellenic Council's 25th annual
meeting in Indianapolis, April 26
and 27, at Indiana War Memorial
Building. Of interest to Memphis
Greeks is the fact that the Mem-
phis Pan Hellenic Council will
serve as the 1958 host. Plans are
already underway to make this
the finest and best attended meet•
big of all time. Among those who
shared the happiness of the ac-
ceptance of the Memphis invita-
tion were Nell Roulhac, former
Memphian and president of the
Jack and Jill of America, Inc.,
and Grand Secretary ef Delta Sig-
ma Theta, and Allene Oliver,
Southern Regional director of Lit•
tle Rock, Ark.
Mrs. Julian Kelso is away, hav-
ing attended the otislanding nup
tials of Julian Dawson, nephew of
Congressman William Dawson And
Mieslois Miller, the daughter of
Robert Miller, prominent civic
Leader and mortician of Chicago.
From the Windy City she moved





NEW YORK CITY - Lorene
Ann Smith and her mother, Mrs.
Francis Smith, 4263 E. Garfield
ave. St. Louis, Mo. are in New
York for an all-expense paid week
end of sightseeing and entertain-
ment. The 11-year-old girl won;
first prize in a national contest
sponsored by Lane Bryant, Inc.
for the relief of overseas war or-
phans.
Members of the Lane Bryant
Chubby Clubs throughout the na-
tion competed in the contest to
raise fends which they contri-
buted to CARE. Inc. The girls
were judged on essays about -Why
I Want to Help Ovgrseas Or-
phans", originality in the manner
in which they collected the mon-
ey and the amount of money col-
lected.
Plans for Lorene's and h e r
mother's entertainment call for
visits to the Statue of Liberty,
Empire State Building, the Unit-
ed Nations. China Town and other
places of interest. They will at-
tend the Ringling Brothers and
Barnum and Bailey Circus at Mad-
ison Square Garden and a concert
by Metropolitan Opera Star from





Words of the Wits
That which is everybody's





The twenty-two members of
the 1957 Debutante Club of
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity are
shown following their presen•
tation to the more than 400 as-
sembled guests at the annual
KAPPA SERENADE:-Mem•
bers of the Memphis Alumni
chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi
fraterni:y are shown with their
Silhouettes, sweethearts and
wives during intermission pro-
MRS WALTER BANKHEAD
















Phone JA S 2382
Debutantes presented were the
phis Alumni chapter of Kappa
Alpha Pal fraternity, Friday
night, May 3, at Club Ebony.
Debutante presented were the
the Misses Eunice Carol Al-
ston, Geraldine Shaw, Doris
ceedings following the presen•
tation of 22 debutantes present
ed at their annual Debutante
Ball, Friday, May 3, at Club
Ebony. Members presented




Of widespread interest is the an-
nouncement by Mrs. Myrtle E.
Collins-Burwell of the marriage of
her daughter, the former Miss An-
nette J. Collins, to Walter C. Bank-
head. The couple exchanged vows
March 4, 1957.
Mr. Bankhead is the son of Mrs.
Ethel P. Bankhead of this city.
Smith, Juawice Tucker, Faye
Louise Davis, Francine Woods,
Arnetha Van Pelt, Sadie Har-
ris, Jacqueline Washburn, Nor-
ma Tailspin, Shirley Finnic De.
borah Thomas, Ada C. Lee,
Patricia Lyng Walker, Alva
fair, io the form of distinctive
Kappa crested compacts that
featured perfume and lipstick
holders; and sang the Kappa
Pin and Sweetheart songs.
Roth the bride and groom a r e
graduates of Booker T. Washing.!
ton High school. Mrs. Bankhead !
also attended Tennessee A &
State university.
A reception honoring the young
couple will be held May 12. from
4-7 p.m. at 173 W. Holland, the
home of the bride's mother, Mrs.
Myrtle E. Collins-Burwell.
Duluth - Lake Superior has an
area of 31.820 square miles and
It is believed to he the largest
body of fresh water to be found
any place in the world.
REAL ESTATE LOANS
CASH FOR ANY PURPOSI
iR•peirs—Rernedeling--Ilefinanclog--Etc)
3 To 15 Years To Pay We U111 fist Meekly Peynients
HOME OWNER LOAN & INV. CO.
BR 6 6339 36 H. Cleveland FA. 7-6390
Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Finds Healing Substance That Does Both-
Relieves Pain-Shrinks Henierrhoids
New York, N. Y. (Spirts!) -
For the first time science has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain-without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid ease after
another, "very striking improve-
ment" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all-this
improvement was maintained in
eases where doctors' observations
were continued over • period of
many months!
In feet, results were so thor-
ough that stiff  were able to
makesuch RIltonishin 1( tpmenta
es "Piles have ceased to he II
problem!" And among than .f.
  were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, some of
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the nee of
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret le
• new healing substance (Die-
Dyne• I -the discovery of a world-
famous research institution. Al-
ready, Bio-Dyne is In wide use
for healing injured tissue on ell
parts of the body.
This new healing substanee In
offered in suppository or ointraese
form called Preparatlose H.• Ask
for Individually sealed emivenieell
Preparation H suppositories err
Preparation H ointnsenj with,l*.
dal applicator. Preparation HIn
sold stall drugeteresliatisfaellso
guaranteed or money refunded.
*eft C & Pa OR.
Jean Jamison, Bobbie Lee Nel
son, Patricia Ann Wadkins,
Sherry Crump, Barbara Jean
Motley, Shirley Branch, Car.
lean Moor and Herma Jean







Radios - Record Players
featured lavish decorations, the
formal bows of each of debu-
tantes, and the cotillian dance
executed by the debs and their
escorts. This annual event has
taken a unique place in the so-
cial life of Memphis, a n d is
considered to be one of the
major highlights of the yearly
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Cane Cole Club Cane C•le
Niew• - Swart. Sion Off
KEEPSAKE DIAMONDS - BULOVA WATCHES
No Interest No Carrying Charges
HARRY LEVITCH CREDIT JEWELERS
176 S. MAIN
WE OWN OUR FINANCE CO.
HURRY! HURRY! HURRY!




$ 2 3 8 0
$2.80 DOWN!
Notes $68.90 Per Month
4-DOOR ONLY
INCLUDES:
Oil filter — Air-Foam Cushions






Deluxe Chrome Trim around front
and Rear Windows
1957 PLYMOUTH
$ 1 7 8 2
$182 DOWN!














AUTOMOBILE SALES CO. Inc.
"South's Largest DeSoto-Plymouth Dealer"








































































PTA Tea held Sunday, April
28, was a brilliantly decorative
affair with the Memphis City
Beautiful Poster Contest en.
tries in the background of the
Cafeteria. Tea chairman and
MR. AND MRS.
executive members shown
left to right are: Mrs. Geral-
dine Joy, hostess; Miss C. I
Somerville, refreshment chair-
man; Mrs. V. M. Hancock,
hostess chairmen; Mrs. Ruby
Lindsey and Mrs. Lola Deener.
JAMES FORD
Miss Anderson Becomes
Bride Of James Ford
Miss Vera Y. Anderson, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ezell Ander-
son, of Mound Bayou, Miss., re-
cently became the bride of James
S. Ford in a ceremony at the
First Baptist church. Rev. Thom-
as Phillips officiated.




NEW YORK — The United Ne-
gro College Fund has received a
grant of $75,000 from the General
Education Board to open new cam-
paign territory during the next
three years, W. J. Trent jr., Fund
executive director, announced on
Saturday.
' Thirty of the Fund's 31 mem-
ber colleges and universities are
located in the South. "With re-
quirements raised by the Southern
Education Association, the Fund
must secure increased support to
enable its member institutions to
maintain their accreditation,"
Trent said.
dent at Meharry Medical school
was matron of honor. Brides-
maids were Misses Almira Dan-
iel, Helen Moore: Almottv'Thomis
son, Dorothy Blair and Mrs. Bar-
bara J. Lockett.
' Larry Strong was ring bearer
and Elva Jeanne Smith was Row-
er girl.
About 409 people attended the
wedding.
OUT-OF.TOWN GUESTS
Guests from out-of-town were
Mrs. Marie L. Howard, Mrs, Myr-
tle E. Sneed, of Chicago; Mrs.
Mable Kelly, of Jones, La.; Prof.
and Mrs. J. Mosley, of Memphis,
uncle and aunt of the bride, and
many others from various places.
Some 200 attended the -eception.
Gifts were arranged by Mrs. Lula
Covngton, of Canton, Miss. Mrs.
Irene Ishanon, Mrs. Z. A. Bar-
ron and Miss Earline M. Ander.
son, Mrs. Rosie Carter and Mrs
Attie Crowe served at the recep-
tion.
The new bride is a graduate
of Jackson college, Jackson, Miss.,
and has done some graduate work
at Columbia university, New York
City. Mr. Ford is a graduate of
Alcorn college, Alcorn, Miss.
They will make their home In
Los Angeles, Calif.
executive members: Mrs. M.
L. Cox, finance co-chairman:
Mrs. 0 S. Shannon, assistant
principal; Mr. R. B. Thomp-
son, principal; Mrs Dante
Strong, PTA president; M r s.




HAMPTON, Va. — Joseph W.
Gilliard, assistant professor of art
at Hampton Institute, is one of
three artists, whose work will be
shown at the 15th Virginia Art-
ists' Rotating Exhibition. which
Millard graduated HI in 1941,
having won the HI Art Award in
Ceramic Sculpture the year be-
fore, while studying under Dr.
Viktor Lowenfeld. He obtained
further training at the New York
State College of Ceramics at Al-
fred, N. Y., and after special
service with the Navy during
World War II, he received h i s





At an election meeting at the
Abe Scharff YMCA, members of
Tau Iota Sigma graduate chap-
ter here of Phi Beta Sigma frater-
nity elected J. D. Springer, prin-
cipal of Douglass high school, as
president for the 1957-58 year.
Springer succeeds Lester high
principal A. B. Bland as president.
J. D. SPRINGER
Other chapter officers elected:
Dr. B. F. McCleave, vice presi-
dent; Omar Robinson, recording
secretary; S. W. Robinson, corres-
ponding serretary; I. S. Bodden,
treasurer; Dr. Cooper E. Taylor,
chaplain; Cecil D. Goodlow, par-
liamentarian, and Raymond F.
Tisby, reporter.
chairman; Mrs.„ Erma Jones,
tea co-chairman; Mrs. E. M
Wynne, program chairman;
Mrs. B. A. E. Callawa), pub•
licity chairman; Mrs. Essie
Adair, Mrs Eva M. Arnett and
Mrs. Magnolia Bates, evecu-
tiNe members;„ Mrs. Philistine
Green, PTA secretary; Mr. L.
V. Johnson, souvenir program
co-chairman; and Mrs. E.
Lewis, hostess. The proceeds
of over $2000 from this annual
fund-raising event will be used
Memphis Musicians In
Regional Session Here
The Memphis Musicians Ass°.
citation was host to the Southern
Regional division of the National
Association of Negro Musicians,
Inc., Saturday, April 27.
There were delegates from Lou-
isiana, Mississippi and Tennessee
present, as well as the National
president, Dr. Roscoe Polin of In-
dianapolis, Ind., and Theodore
Charles Stone, president of the
Chicago branch and guest artist
at the public concert given that
night Mrs. Marie Brooks-Strange,
pianist of Tenn. State university
was his accompanist.
I Miss Natalie Doxey, of Rust
college, brought her entire choir
of thirty singers which added
greatly to the enjoyment of the
audience at the "Opera Gale."
They sang the Sextette from "Lu-
cia" and a beautiful Chorale.
There was a well rendered piano.
duo by two pianists from Colum-
bus, Miss., students of Mrs. Hun-
ter.
The session opened with wel-
come greetings from LeMoyne
college by J. W. Whittaker; Owen
college, by Dean Thomas Willard;
Fine Artil Club by Mrs. Buelah
Williams; Womens' Federated
Clubs by Mrs. L. E. Brown; and
the Musicians' Association by
Omar Robinson.
Mrs. Edna Redmond-Lovelace,
THE CHARMARETFES had a
gala affair April 27 at the home
of Mrs. Lou Alice Moore where
the socialites presented their
club sweetheart, Robert (Hon-
ey Boy) Thomas, a gift. Among
the friends and well-wishers
present were the Gladiators
Supreme club and members
of the La Rita Homemakers.
Reading from left are Mrs.
Ruth Halfacre, Mrs. Gloria Ir-
vin, secretary; Mrs. Lou Alice





There Is a ritatail why people
like •• do business with us. It
is our prompt, friendly service,
courteous treatment and desire
to help you.
Open Thursday and Friday Nights.
Until 8 P. M.





Herne Owned Hems Operated
Ism McKenny, Howsy Hoy, Mrs.
Velma Jerry, business manag-
er; Mrs. Bessie Lewis, sires'.





The Senior Ushers of Mt Car-
mel CME church, 6159 S. Ada, will
present their second 'annual ser-
mon on Friday at 8 p.m. Members
of various usher boards through-
out the city will be special guests.
Those expected to attend are
ushers from:
St. John Temple, St. Mary's
AME, Carter's Temple, Shiloh
M. B. church, Zion Temple, Mer-
cy Seat Baptist, St. John AME,
West Point Baptist, Monumental
Baptist, Jubilee Temple, New
Haven, and Quinn Chapel AME
churches.
Ushers from Antioch will be in
charge of the program. Music will
be furnished by the Gospel choir
of Mt. Carmel and Gospel chorus
of the Unit Ushers League of the
Chicago lone.
Harry J. Carter, jr., 1st vice
president of the Chicago zone, will
be master of ceremonies, and Rev.
T. C. Lightfoot, pastor of Mt. Car-








1070 on your dial Amm
Amman
t Buy U. S. Savings Bonds 
regional director, of Jackson,
Miss., presided at the meeting;
and Mrs. Berenice Hunter of Co-
lumbus, Miss., was moderator of
the panel discussion on "The ChaL
lenge of Music of' our Time," in
which many points were brought
out by the Panelists, Miss Ger-
aldine Burke of St Augustine high
school, Mr. Stone and Mrs.
Strange and others present. The
consensus of opinion resulted in
the fact that the challenge for the
future was "preparation."
CONTEST WINNERS
The afternoon session began
with an organ recital by Frank
See MUSICIANS, page 14
NEWARK, Del. — Pilot produc-
tion of Plymouth cars hap started
at Chrysler Corporation's Eastern
assembly plant here. The first
shipmeht of four cars left the
plant last week.
Out put of cars,is to be of nom-




to purchase so m e current
school needs. The pupils of the
Elementary and Junior -high
departments rendered a very
delightful program continu.
ously, from 4-6 P. M.
MEMPHIS MUSICIANS AS-
SOCIATION: — The Memphis
Musicians' Association w a s
host to Southern Regional di.
vision of the National Assoc'''.
lion of Negro Musicians, Sat-
urday, April 27, at Bruce Hall
at LeMoyne College. Seen
left to right are Mrs. Edna
Redmond • Lovelace, regional
director, of Jackson, Miss.;
Theodore C. Stone, president
of the Chicago branch and ly-
ric baritone guest artist at the
public concert; Mme. Florence
McCleave, president of t h e
Memphis branch, who present-
ed national officers and guests
at the convention; Dr. Roscoe
Polin of Indianapolis, Ind., na-
tional president; and Mrs. ,Ma-
rie Brooks-Strange, pianist of
Tenn. Slate U., who accompan.












Green, black, red 'Or
• gold.
Sat., May 11,1S7
eral months, aid is dedgned to
test out productIon equivalent and
train supervisory personnel, Nel-
son E. McLeod, plant major,
said.
-.-
The path of an ordinary- Air
nado is about one city blockan
width. ist
HOUSE FURNISHING cOMPANY




With any purchase of $5.00 or more. You
get 4 cups, 4 plates, 4 knives, 4 forks, 4
spoons, salt and pepper.
Circle Chairs
7.95
Sturdy cones of can-







Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every


















The mother of Mn. Sarah Lan-
drum of Gainesville, Ala. was a
weeks guest here. Sunday School
of the AME church was called
to order at 9.30 a.m. April 28,
with Percy Black, supt. in charge.
Subject of lesson: "God's Great-
est Creation", Genesis 2:4-9 verse
15-22 verse, Memory Selection.
The Lord God formed man of
dust from tde ground, and breath-
ed into his nostrils the breath of
life, and man became a living
being. Genesis 2:7, vs. class (1)
lead the banner, lesson review by
the Supt.
Glee club singers of Anniston,
Ala., rendered a musical at' the
Union Baptist church, April 28.
Rev. B. T. Wilson pastor. The
district conference of the Tusca-
loosa and Greensboro districts was
in session at Marion, Ala. April
24-26. Rev. J. W. Henry, P. E. in
charge.
Telephone tervice is now in all
the colored peoples homes at Mt.
Olive and Banks Chale and Rig
Springs communities.
Mrs. Alberta Black, Mrs. Sallie
War, David Banks, were guests of
relatives and friends of Tuscaloosa,
Ala. April 25. The membership of
the AME church worshipped at
the Liberty Baptist church Sun-
day. Rev. N. Studymire pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Parker
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Per-
cy Black.
Johnie Kelson is a new s u 
scriber of the Chicago Defender.
Mrs. I. Hudson has returned to
Detroit, Mich. after spending 90
days with her parents, Mr. and





The Allen Temple AME church,
922 22nd st., No. and the home
of Mr. Asbury Howard, 1930 Ex-
eter ave., So. were dynamited Sun-
day night shortly after 8:00 p.m.
There were about two hundred
people worshipping at the church,
when the dynamite exploded. No
one was hurt. Mr. Howard is an
international representative of the
International Union of Mine. Mill
and Smelter Workers. Mr. Howard
was out of the city at the time of
the dynamiting, which only des-
troyed one window in his front
bedroom.
' Larry Tillman, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Buck Tillman. 2909 Carolina
ave., was born Monday April 22
and died Thursday April 25. He
was buried at Muscadia.
' Miss Arvester Berufield of New
York City is visiting her sick
mother, Mrs. Lillie Mixon, 917 -
6th ave., No.
' Program for the unveiling of the
likeness of the late Rev. J. L. Mil-
ler, founder of the St. John Inde-
pendent church will be held at the
church, Wednesday night, May 8
at 7:00 p.m.
' Sermon will be delivered by
Rev. J. W. Wills, pastor of the
Pettus Metropolitan AME Zion
church. Rev. R. G. Williams, pas-
tor.
The Big Three night worship
was held at the First Baptist
church So., Bessemer. Rev. Jo-
seph Croom delivered a wonderful
message. Music Was delivered by
the Big Three choir. Rev. L. C.
Walker, pastor.
The pastor, officers and mem-
bers of the St. John Independent
Methodist church, worshipped with
pastor and members of the St.
James Independent Methodist
church in their ground breaking
service, Sunday. April 28, 1957.
Rev. J. W. Michaels, pastor.
• • •
Brownell Hits Claim 'All's Right' 
Cites Shocking'
Rights Curbs
NEW YORK — The claims of
Gov. J. P. Coleman of Mississippi
and of other southerner that "tran-
quility" prevails in that region
are refuted by the Department of
Justice annual report, Roy Wilk-
ins, executive secretary of the
National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People, said
here.
The government report, issued
in Washington recently cited sev-
eral "shocking" violations of civil
rights during the period covered.
Among the incidents which arous-
ed greatest indignation, Atty. Gen.
Herbert Brownell's report indicat-
ed were the assassination of the
Rev. George W. Lee and the at-
tempt to kill Gus Courts, both
local NAACP leaders, and the
widely-publicized kidnap-murder
of 14-year-old Emmett Louis Till.
INDUSTRY NO SAFE
"All these crimes occurred in
Mississippi whose Gov. Coleman
only a few days ago made a na-
tionwide television appeal for in-
dustry to locate in that state,"
Wilkins asserted.
"Industy is not safe if it locates
in a state where "shocking' crimes
can be committed and no redress
secured, either under states or
TRUSSVfLLE
By L. R. MEYERS
Charlie Cross left Saturday for
an indefinite visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Edwards of Detroit.
Mrs. Annie Mae Hammond was
called to Detroit Saturday to be
with her brother, Ben Aldridge,
who is ill.
Funeral rites for Mr. Robert Lee
who died from a prolonged ill-
ness last week, were held from
the Corinth Baptist church Sun-
day at 11 o'clock. Rev. I. H. Hen-
derson n'..;iciated. Interment at Al-
ton, with Poole Funeral Directors
in charge'.
Mrs. Lizzie Hall's funeral was
held Sunday at the First Ran'ist
church in Alton, Rev. J. E. West
officiated. Poole Funeral Directors
in charge.
The Mt. Canaan Baptist church.
Rev. T. C. Williams. pai-tnr, O as
host to visitors from the MI 7100
Baptist church of which he is also
pastor. Rey. Williams and a croup
of members from both churches
moored to Alton Sunday after-
noon, where he preached on the
program of the pre-anniversary
services for the Rev. J. E. West
at the First Baptist church.
The fourth anniversary service
Of the Rev. H. R. Pierson, which
beean Wednesday and reached its
culmination Sunday. was a suc-
cess. Ministers who preached thru•
out the meeting were, Revs.
S. I Green, (-vitae Booker, H.
F. Gunn and Sewell of Birming-
ham who brought the final mes-
sage Rev. M. L. Robinson and
ex-pastor C. L. Vincent were also
In attendance and paid homage to
the minister's anniversary.
Providence — Palladium is be-
ing used in some types of new
tewelry to replace platinum. It is
saki to cost one-fourth as niuch
.dhai has the quality of being strong,
IN* easily workable.
Delta Sigma Theta sorors went
"over the top" in this year's Jab-
berwock. Aside from the pleasure.
of the large audience over t Ii e
interesting performance and the
decorations typical of each scene
— the plays, music. arrangement
and precision throughout the pro-
gram made the large audience
proud: not only of the performance
but of the talent displayed by our
girls and boys.
Their Baton Rouge and South-
ern university friends were glad
to share with Dean A. A. Lenoir
of the law school in welcoming
his parents, Prof. and Mrs. Y. A.
Lenoir of St. Louis, Mo., while
they visited in the home of Dean
Lenoir. These two never fail to
help make one's stay in St. Louis
pleasant. They received cordial
welcoming -in Houston, T e a,
where they visited a daughter.
who is a teacher there. In New
Orleans with Mrs. Lenoir's rela-
tives and we are tempted to say
"all over Mississippi" where Dr.
Lenoir did his first job es teacher.
We get so much pleasure, as their
federal laws," the NAACP leader
observed. "Justice which is
whim-tailored for citizens can easi-
ly become whim-tailered for in-
dustry."
DOUBLE STANDARD
Wilkins further called attention
to the double standard of justice
prevailing in the South.
"A Birmingham court has sent-
enced a Negro to death for bur-
glary. A Texas court has given
a white man a five-year sentence
for the senseless and unprovoked
murder of a Negro teen-ager.
Despite overwhelming testimony,
a Magnolia Miss., court has per-
milted a white man to peed a les-
ser charge than rape against a
Negro (minor) girl.
"This state of affairs is not
the tranquility or stability that
industry requires. If the sub-
stantial Negro population of the
South does not have justice and
security, there can be no steadily
productive work force and no de-
pendable consumer market.
"Industry would do well to be-
wat-e of investment in such com-
munities unless it is willing to
gamble on capricious legislatures
and law enforcement machinery."
Baton Rouge
By amS, M. N. IMIGGOLD 
family, through their visit. Hope
they will return soon.
We were physically unable to
attend the Kiddies Review last
week, but have learned that it
was unusually good and interest-
ing. We hope for better health
next time. Our children do need
a variety of pleasing experiences
to keep their hearts and minds
correctly tuned for happy liv-
ing.
A very unusual occurrence in
our family caused sadness to many
of us this past week. First, Mrs.
Mattie Wright, daughter of our
cousin, A. J. Lawson, died. Then,
in the same week, her sister, Mrs.
Hazel Logan, was found dead in
her bed We realize that God does
things in mysterious ways, b u t
sometimes it is not easy to under-
stand.
We regretted that Atty. and Mrs.
Jesse Stone did not have time to
allow Baton Rougeans to show
them some courtesy while Pass-
ing through our city, hut we hope
for better luck next time.
Mississippi
STARK VILLE
By MRS. FANNIE MOORE
Mr. Braxton Montgomery. long
time resident of Starkville passed
Sunday, April 21, aiter a long ill-
ness. He was a member of the
Methodist church and served on
the Trustee Board until his health
failed. His funeral was held at
Griffin Methodist church Thursday
morning at 10 a.m, with the pas-
tor, Rev. C. T. Allen officiating.
Interment followed in Greenwood,
his former home. He leaves his
wife, Mary, several brothers and
sisters and a host of other rela-
tives and friends.
Mr. Fred Gandy, life long rev-
dent of Oktihaieha County and the
city of Starkville, passed Sunday.
April 21. after a brief illness. Re
was a member of Griffin Meth-
odist church and served on the
Trustee Board until his death.
Service for Mr. Gandy was held
Wednesday afternoon at 3 p. m. at
Griffin with the pastor officiating.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Geneva
Gandy. four children, Ben Eva,
Rebecca, Marcia and Fred Gandy,
jr.: one married daughter by a
former marriage, two sisters and




By C. A. HAWKINS, JR.
The baccalaureate exercise al
Davidson High was delivered by •
the Rev. R. E. Burley, pastor of
Everdale MB church of Nashville.
Prof. E. C. Davidson has been
the principal of the Davidson High
,chool for 32 years. He has done
much to promote his race during
these years.
There will be a Mothers Day pro-
gram at the Oak Grove C. M. E.
church. May 12. Everyone is invit-
ed.
C. A. Hawkins, sr returned
home from the VA hospital April
26 after almost four weeks and is
doing fine.
S. T. Hawkins and Sebastian
Hawkins of Memphis visited their
mother last week end.
Arthur D. Hawkins was dismiss-
ed from the Water Valley hos-
pital April 25
Mrs. Mabel Lustir visited her
cousin who is very ill, in Mem-
phis April 28.
Rev. W. H. Foster, P. C. of
Miles Memorial and Oak Grove.
left today for lint Springs. Ark.
to attend the General boarci;of
the Christian Methodist churN
This writer has been asked to
preach at the Chapel Hill M. B.
church in the near future. Exact
date will be given later.
• • •
TIPTON
By MRS. CURTIS HILL
Funeral of the late Mr. James
Alex Wooten was held at St. Mark,
Mumford, April 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Dunn's
son was cut on his nose by one
of his playmates.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyde Dunn'.
baby swallowed a penny which
was removed by the doctor. She
is better at this writing.
Mr. Borkin is on our sick list
at this writing.
Dock Tarable is better and is
having his teeth removed.
St. Mark AME church of Mun-.
ford wants to thank all who help-
ed in the Sunday school drive. It




liarvey Gordon's brother, Mr.
William Gordon. died in Gary,
Ind. last week. His body was sis;o-
perl here for burial. The funeral
Was held last Wednesday at Mc-
Donald ME church, with the pas-
tor, Rev. Wiggins officiating.
Georgia
DR. JOHN LEMBACH, art
department. University of
Maryland; Miss Sarah C. Joy-
ner, supervisor, art education,
•
Virginia State Department of
Educatiou, a n d H. Peter
Kahn, head, art department,
Hampton Institute, examine a
painting by Hale Woodruff,
professor of art at New York
university, and the exhibiting
artist at the 4th annual art
Festival-Conference. present-
ed by the Virginia State Board




Nancy Marie Bowen and Henry
Leonard Carney, both 17 and jun-
iors of Burt High school, were kill-
ed in an automobile accident early
Friday morning April 26. Mary K.
Gilliam, Milan S. Lewis, juniors
and Robert L. Kay, senior of Burt
were injured, though it is not be-
lieved to be serious. Carney was
driving the car, a 1957 Chevrolet
owned by his parents. The acci-
dent occurred on Highway 4 1-A,
about 139 a. m., near Masonville,
Ky., five miles south of Hopkins.
yule.
The car went off the road run-
ning at a speed of 100 miles an
hour, overturned six times, and
at one time bounced 40 feet in the
air. The steel top of the car was
completely torn off. The studen'd
were part of .a grotto returning
from a Hopkinsville night club fol-
lowing a Burt prom. Nancy Bow-
en was one of the all-time great
performers in State Negro high
school basketball circles. She set
a state record during the past sea-
son with a total of 1,288 points
Her funeral was held Monday
at the St. Sohn Baptist church,
Rev. W. N. Daniel, pastor officiat-
ing. Funeral services for Carney
were held Sunday at Mt. Zion
church, Port Royal, Rev. J. A.
Long officiating.
Other recent deaths: Houston




By DAVID E. WASHINGTON
Services conducted at St. Mat-
thew AME :Methodist church by
the Rev. J. W. Johnson spared no
pain in preaching the gospel in
spite of the busy week coming up
to Easter Sunday.
The members are thankful to
their sister churches for their co-
operation and donations sent in
and were grateful to have with




kuneral serv,ces for the Rey.
E. A. Moss, one of the city's lead-
ing ministers anu gospel singers
was conducted Friday from Tab-
ernacle Baptist church. The Au-
gusta Ministerial Union was in
charge of the program, with tit!
Rev. L. A. Pinkston of Atlanta
officiating.
At the time of his death he
was pastor of Mt Calvary Bap-
tist church, this city, Carpenters-
ville Baptist church. Hamburg, E.
C. and Friendship B a pt ist
church, Leesville. S. C.
Survivors are one son. Eugene
Mpss: three daughters, Mrs. Re-
ba/coca Burrus, Mrs. Lillie Mae Da-
vis and Mrs. Corine Strother,
three brother, t h e Rev. S. M
Moss. Alvin Moss and George
Cook. 10 grandchildren, nieces,




By SADIE E. BLAKELY I
Funeral rites of the late Sister
Lula Holder were held at First
Baptist church Sunday. She is sur-
vived by a host of relatives and
friends to mourn her loss.
Mrs. Willie Batts of Chicago has
returned home after visiting rela-
tives and friends in this city.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Smith of
Eldorado, Ark. ha v e returned
home after spending a few days
with Mrs. Smith's mother and fa-
ther of this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd B. Brinkley
are the proud parents of A fine
baby boy.
Mrs. Lois Gaines of St. Louis
was here visiting her grandmoth-
er, Mrs. Estelle Butler of this city.
She also visited other relatives and
friends.
There was a big baptizing at
the First Baptist church Sunday
May 5.
Rev. H. R. Jelks of Chicago was
here visiting his many friends, but
has now returned to his home.
The Beautifying club will meet
Tuesday night at Mr. and Mrs.
W. M. Lewis at 7:30 p.m. Every-
one is asked to come and help
make it a big one, for we are
trying to beautify our church.
James Brizell of this city is still
On the sick list. Also Ray Suggs.





Last Sunday at 3:00 o'clock in
the afternoon the Evergreen Bap-
tist church, on South Jackson rd.,
honored its pastor, Rev. L. D.
Champion with his 8th anniver-
sary program. The Rev. I. R.
Dunn, pastor of St. Paul Baptist
church, Camden, was the guest
minister.
The Elks elimination oratorical
contest was held at Washington
high school last Sunday after-
noon. Mr Chester 'A itliani. dir(-
tor of education of Gusher Lodge,
this city was in charge. State di-
rector Dr. T. 0. McJunkins ap-
pointed as judges for the contest,
Mr. R. S. Sc ott, Daughter Mrs.
Julia Franklin, Daughter Mrs.
Olivia Barnes.
Rev. L. H. Highshaw. who has
been on the sick list for the past
week or so, is now up and getting
about. Rev. Highshaw, is prest-
dent of the Inter-denominational
Ministerial Alliance of the city.
Rev. T. P. Johnson, and Rev.
L. D. Champion of this city joined
the Rev. I. R. Dunn of Camden
and motored to Marshall, Texas
for the Lacey Kirk William, in-
stitute which is being held in Bish-
op college.
Rev. F. D. Adams, pastor, St.
Vestal Christian Methodist church
is attending a regional meeting
in Hot Springs this week.
Dr. J. F. Kelley, pastor of
Greater New Bethel Baptist
church, chairman of the trustee
board of Arkansas Baptist college
Little Rock, attended the trustee
board meeting at the college Tues-
day. He reports conditions as fa-
vorable at the college.
Mr. William Kelley, 913 Quachi-
ta aye World War II veteran, is





Mrs. Katie B. Middleton of Chi-
cago and Mrs. Alberta Ferrel! of
the city, honored their mother
Mrs. Anna Hill, with a wonderful
Easter dinner. Other guests were
her sisters, Mrs. Minnie Kennedy
and Mrs. Katie Johnson, tr.th of
the city; Mr. and Mrs B. T. Ter-
ry; Mrs. Mae Ella Lovejoy and
Mrs. Lena Scott.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie G. Law
of Little Rock were guests of
Mrs. Georgie Morris wh le here.
They also visited relatives and
friends in El Dorach, Ark.
Mrs. Vergia Murphy, Mrs. Hen-
rietta Armstrong Miss Ruby Par-
chia, and Miss Bessie Neal, will
attend the Beauticians Conven-
tion in Pine Bluff which will.con•
vene April 28 through April 30.
RECEIVING A 19TH rester,'
Bible owned by Lord William
Wilberforce, British abolition-
ist and man for whom Wither•
force Univemity was named
is Bishop F:. C. Hatcher
(right) chairman of the Wil-
berforce Usiversity board of
trustees. C F Wrangbant
deft) great great grandson of
the famed abolitionist pre
seated the Bible which was
owned by Lord William Wtt-
berforce in 1522. The occasion
was a erperlal Commemora-
tive l'oevocation' Is honor of
Lord Wilberforce and marked
the end of tbs. official Wilber
force unisersity Centennial
year Ta, Bible, a prized Item
is the Collection of the Wrong.
.fiam family, will be placed In
the archives of the Wilber.
force university library.
S. Carolina
By MM. E. M. SHUMAKE
Panama City services were
grand at Greater Bethel church.
Dr. E. Holly held his second
quarterly conference Friday. We
had a lovely meeting. He finish-
ed the meeting Sunday. Sunday
night we had a wonderful meeting.
The P. E. preached wonderfully
at each service and the spirit Was
high We are working wonderfully
under the leadership of our pastor
and his lovely wife, The Rev. Hale
Long, jr. preached an after serv-
Harper, Bobbie Ilarper of Fair.ice sermon for some of the clubs,
fax brothers of the bride; EddieHe spoke very well.
Phillips of Columbia, S. C. and
Henry Parks of Florence.
The groom's father was best
man.
Miss Mary Ruth Carter of Flor-
Cotton and his wife were admitted once, sister of the groom, wasto the hospital, but were released. d. maid of honor. She wore a wai
They are doing fine at this writing. length dress of aqua nylon chiffSOF
over net and taffeta, featuring a
torso, waistline and a bouffant
skirt. She wore a headpiece of net
and chiffer with tiny flowers. Her
bouquet was of pink flowers.
The bride, given in marriage byB. C. Also at Rev. Bowers church, her father, was attired in a wed.When you are in our city, please ding gown of ours' silk and ins-visit these churches. You are al- ' ported Chantilly lace over taf-ways welcome. 
feta. The torso bodice of lace
• • • Was fashioned with a Sabrina neck-
line and fastened down the back
with tiny self-covered buttons, The
long sleerea ending in points over
the hands. The apron skirt of pore
silk WAS enhanced by a deep bor-
der of scalloped lace and caiteht
up high in the hack revealing al-
ternating tiers of pleated nylon
tulle and lace extending in a chap-
el train. Her finger tip veil of im-
ported bridal illusion was atta
Mrs. Mande Harris and Dartha ed to a small hat of pure silk AI
Jean Deen or (Muchiel have re- lined in tiny seed pearls. She car-
turned from Jacksonville where ried a white satin prayer book
Mrs. Harris attended her sister's topped with white carnaticns andfuneral, streamers of satin ribbon.
MONCKS CORNER
By JULANIE LAMPKIN
Three persons were killed and
three others were injured in a two
car collision near here, Friday
night, April 26.
The dead were identified as Mrs.
Aline T. Leitner, 48, of Irmo; and
Mrs. Susie T. Miles, 51, and Mrs.
Emma M. Ritter, 6.5, both of
Moncks Corner.
Injured were: Geor_ge Patterson
Kade, 20, a WO at' 
MineECtreevBase in Charleston!
Gene Rydberg, 20, also a Mine
Force Base sailor and Mrs. Miller
Boykin of Moncks Corner.
County officers said they haven,
not as yet been able to determine/
how the accident happened.
• • •
EDGEFIELD
By JULANIE LAM PKIN
Edgefield County officers are in-
vestigating the death of Willie Mo-
ton, 15, who was reportedly struck
by a truck and drpgged about 20
feet Wednesday, April 24.
Neighbors said three other boys
were walking along with Moton
when the accident happened
The truck driver was identified
as William W. Johnson. The truck
belonged to Gaines Construction




Miss Josephine P. Harper, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
Harper of Fairfax and Mr. Mar-
ion
•
 J. Carter, jr., son of Mr. a
Mrs. M. J. Carter,, Sr. of
ence. S. C. were united in mar-
riage on April 27 in the First
Baptist church of Fairfax.
The Rev. Wyman Garnett, offic-
iated, using the double-ring cere-
mony.
Palms and other greenery, white
lighted candles in candelabra and
floor baskets of white gladioli and
chrysanthemums decorated t h e
church.
Mrs. T. L. Harper, jr. of Fair-
fax, organist, and Mrs. Mattie
Luke of Kingstree, S. C. soloist
presented the wedding music.
Usher groomsmen were James
Rev. Theda Cotton, his wife and
two others met with an accident
enroute to his church in Mariana,
Fla. One man was killed. Rev.
Mrs. Lola Cooper has returned
from her trip after visiting in
New York and Chicago.
Services were grand at the Rev.
J. C. Woods church, Mt. Oliver
PAMOKEE
By R. C. DURR
Mrs. Sallie Mae Pringle has re-
turned to the city after spending
her Easter vacation in Liberty
Hill, S. C. with her family. Mrs.
Pringle spent a few days in some
of the larger cities in Georgia on
her way back.
Mr. and Mrs. Rubin Morris have
returned to NPW York where they
will resume their duties at King
Ferry.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Booker have
also returned to New York.
The fourth Sunday in April was
a big day at Shilo Baptist church.
Morning service was conducted by
the pastor, Rev. A. L. Jarden
and at 3 p.m. ceremonies were
held for the cornerstone laying.
The Masons from Lodge No. 450
at Okeechobee, Fla. w er e in
charge. The' pastor, Rev. A. L.
Jarden preached the sermon.
Mrs. Dolethar Booms was the
week end guest of Mrs. Pearl Wit-
son. Mrs. Booms lives in Home-
stead, Fla,
Elder A. A. INT-Lams held his
second quarterly conference with
St. James AME where the Rev,
Lewis Myers, jr. is pastor. This
was a fine quarter. The Elder
was very much impressed with
the improvements being done on
the building.
Rev. Lewis Myers, jr, and con-
gregation rendered Services f or
Rev. Williams at New Bethel Wed-
nesday night, May 1.
Oklahoma
FORT GIBSON
By MRS. J. W. EPTON
The farmers of the vicinity are
behind with their farm work on
account of the rain.
T Buffing. teacher of the school
has lost some days on account
of high waters
Mrs Allie B. Ross was weak
end visitor of Mr and Mrs George
soles.
Mrs. Dewey Soles is yet on the
sick list, but is improving.
The bride's mother wore a beige
dress of lace over taffeta with
matching accessories and a cor-
sage of yellow carnations. T h e
mother of the groom wore 3 mature
dress of lace over taffeta wiih
matching accessories and a white
carnation corsage.
Immediately following the cere-
mony the bride's parents enter-
tained with a reception at their
home which was decorated with
arrangements of spring flowers.
The bride's table was covered with
a pink cloth and centered by a
three-therm-I wedding vire flank-
ed with silver candelabra.
For traveling the bride chose
a lavender linen sheath w It /EL
matching accessories and the caw
nations from her prayer book.
After a wedding trip to an un-
announced destination, the newly-
weds will make their home its




Negro Y-Teens held a county-
wide conference at Josephine Lake
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p M.
The program emphasized the
mental, Physical and spirtual
sides of life as emphasized by
the YWCA triangle. Mr. Josie Ha-
zel, a leader in the Aiken County
YWCA, wan in charge of the pro-
gram
Mrs. Richard L. Lewis, chair.
man of the YWCA committee fnr
teen-age program, conducted
workshop on arts and crafts; Ron-
ald Smith was in charge of the
recreation department and MiAN
Mary R. Crook conducted the clos-
ing worship services
The program was arranged
the planning committee compose
of Y-Teen club presidents. They
are Miss Annette Mance. M r a.
Alma Washington, Mrs. Shirlef
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'Induct 10 Into Phi Beta Kappa At Howard
Includes Three
Foreign Students
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Ten'
College of Li6eral Arts students!
at Howard university were induct-
ed into Phi Beta Kappa, the na-
tional scholastic honor fraternity,
during installation ceremonies at
the University Wednesday.
The ceremonies were held in the
auditorium of the School of En-
gineering and Architecture. Dr.
Randall Jarrell, poetry consultant
at the Library of Congress, was
the principal speaker.
This year's inductees bring the
number a members installed by
Gamma chapter since its found-
ing in 1953 to 67. The group has
included 66 students and one teach-
er. Prof. E. Franklin Frazier,
noted sociologist, is the lone teach-
er.
Two juniors and eight seniors
make up the 1957 inductees. The
juniors are:
Theodore R. Horne, a philoso-
phy student from Washington, D.
C. and Leo D. Stuart, zoology, Ni-
geria, W. Africa;
Seniors are:
Miss Audrey E. Anderson, his-
tory student from Houston; Rob-
ert L. Baldwin, botany, Memphis;
Renville S. Clarke, chemistry,
Trinidad, B.W.I.; Miss Shirley Y.
Freeland, English, Winston, N. C.
Also Mrs. Eleanor G. Harmon,
sociology and Mrs. Euna S. Pal-
mer, economics, both of Wash-
ington; Claudius Thomas, chem-
istry, Grenada, B.W.I., and Miss




By MRS. MABEL CRAWFORD
The 4-If clubs of Lafayette Co.
had its annual rally Saturday Ap-
ril 27 at Oxford. It was highlight-
ed by a parade with a band from
Itta Bena. The majorettes were
beautiful and performed their
stunts very gracefully. They had
progdams both afternoons and
evenings. The officers are, presi-
dent of county council. Mds. Rosa
Talbert, home demonstration
agent, Mrs. Sarah Towns.. The 4-H
club leaders are Mesdames Annie
Mae Thompson, Cora Thompson
and Mrs. Nannie Trompson.
The Salem WSCS met at the
home of Mrs. Minnie Campbell
last Friday. A very progressive
meeting and a delicious luncheon
were enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Burt,
are the proud parents of a daugh-
ter born Sunday, April 21. They
have named her Delores.
A shower was given for Fred.
crick Roscoe Thompson, baby of
Mr. and Mrs. Wilber Roscoe
Thompson by the United Order of
Friendship of America, Taylor
Chapter, April 20. He received
many lovely gifts, also money do-
nations.
' Mrs. Kitty Brown and Miss Te-
resa Buford from Memphis visited
relatives and friends over the week
end.
Mrs. Molly Smith, who is yet
very ill, had a son and brother
visit her from New Albany and
St. Louis for the past two weeks.
Those enjoying a delicious din-
ner at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Blake Sunday were Rev. and
Mrs. R. B. Crawford and Mrs. U.
S. Talbert, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Goodal and Mrs. Onetha Martin.
The District meeting of the 1A'SC
met at Grenada Saturday. A very
interesting meeting was highlight-
ed by a play presented by the
women of the district. Subject of
play, "She Married the Minister".
Ladies taking part in the play
from our community were Mes-





The Sharkey County 4-H clubs
participated in the Northwest Dis-
trict Talent Show held at Missis-
sippi Vocational college, lite Rena,
Miss. The following members at-
tended: Charles Branch, Victoria
Collins, Dorothy Fox, Mae Rose
Simon, Lettie Gregory, Sarah
Jones, Edith and Janice Leggette,
Archie Pinkins, Robert Polk and
Fred Robinson.
In the individual instrumental
division, Janice Leggette won first
place, in the individual dramtatic
reading division, Charles Branch
won second place. The first Place
winner will compete in the State
Talent Show at the Negro State
Fair to be held in Jackson, Miss.
in October. Mrs. Genevieve Ward,
home demonstration agent; C. J.
Johnson, Negro county agent.
The Sharkey County SS Sz BTU
Congress convened with the Un-
ion Chapel MB church, Anguilla,
Miss., Thursday and Friday. Rev,
G. H. Hankins,- pastor; Brother
Richard Turner, supt. Theme:
"Christian Fellowship". 1st Cor-
inthians 6:1; St. Matthew 18; St.
John 13:35; 15:12. The following
ministers preached:
Rev. F. B. Brown, introductory
sermon; Rev. H. F. Richardson,
educational aermon. Rev R. L.
Jenkins, Missionary sermon.
The devotional periods were
co ducted each da b Rev Ty y . • .
C. Clay. Officers: Rev T. E. Wil-
son, president; Rev. C. B. Smith,
vice president; Sister Vera Coop-
er, recording secretary; Sister At-
leada Williams, assietent secre-
tary; Brother V. B. Watts, cor-
responding secretary; Bro. Rich-
ard Turner, treasurer: Rev. E. J.
Threaded], dean (deceased) and
C. J. Johnson, director.
The Sharkey County Training
school of Anguilla, held its 11th
annual baccalaureate service on
Sunday at 4 p.m. in the high
school auditorium. Sermon by Rev
L. P. Camper. Jackson, Miss. The
choir under the direction of Miss
Bessie A. Johnson, rendered twc
beautiful numbers, "Come Into My
W. C. Armstrong was the principal
speaker. Mrs. Harper is preaident.
Scout Troop 58 under the leader-
ship of Prof. Eddie Smith, jr.
spent Friday night at the Sardis
Dam. The Troop was second place.
Arkansas
BATESVILLE
By REV. MATTIE WATKINS
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Milon of
Fort Smith were weekend guests
of Mr. Milon's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Milon,
Mrs. Florence Brown of La.
Cross was guest of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Kennard.
Herbert Milon has returned to
Little Rock after a visit with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Milon.
Miss Josephine Henning of
Stockton, Calif., is guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Allen Hen,
nine.
Miss Minnie Lee Neal and Sanu-
el Brandon and T. Warrent of
Newport were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. McKinley Williams Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Ray Mur-
kerson and sons of Little Rock
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
S. Kennedy Sunday.
Mrs. Esther Washington of New-
port was a guest of her sister,
Mrs. Bennie Dood Sunday.
Cpl. Charles Shaver, jr. has re-
turned from Peoria, Ill. to spend
his furlough with his wile and
children.
Rev. Burnside and family and
Mrs. Maggie Henderson were
Heart, Lord Jesus" by Wison and guests of Mr. and Mrs. McKinley
"Holy Is The Lord" by Halton. Williams Sunday.
There are 31 young people in the Rev. It. C. Scribner and wife
graduating class. Prof. J. D. Leg- attended Easter services in New
gette, supt.; l'rof. W. H. Brazil, Ark. He is the pastor of the Bap-
principal. lilt church there.
Miss Bessie Strong was an Eas-
ter guest of her mother, Mrs.
Strong in New Ark. Sunday.
Nils and Mrs. Alfred Magness
• • •
HOLLY SPRINGS
The Missionary Society of An-
derson Chapel rendered a fine Sister Annie and Mrs. Jonnie Pellprogram Sunday evening. Mrs. of New Ark. attended the Easter
services at Bethel ANTE church
Sunday morning.
The Missionary Society of Beth-
el AME church met Friday at
the church.
• • •
Byhalia Troop won first place. By MRS. MAME M. BARNETTThe Union Usher Board met atH As is the custom, last week endAnderson Chapel Sunday evening, was observed by Christian of the
world as the important period of
the resurrection of Christ. Many
churches were overflowed. Some
will not return until next year's
observance of Easter. Go to the
church of your choice this week.
Neles E. Smith of Eldorado,
Ark, and formerly of Warren was
honored guest on Monday at the
elementary school, West Warren.
Mr. Smith is a faculty mem-
ber of the Eld‘rado school, lie en-
joyed his visit very much.
Union Hill Baptist of West War-
ren worshipped with St. James
AME church Sunday afternoon
which was highly enjoyed by all.
We would like to say to the NHA
Girls in the neighborhood, that
Mr. E. Banks, president.
Miss Florestine Walton won first
place in the Essay contest spon-
sored by the state on the subject,
"Why Should the Rural People
Have Running Water and Lights."
Jessye Lee Davis motored to
Oklahoma Thursday. Among some
of those attended this meeting
were, Annie R. Hearn, Elizabeth
Walton, Patricia Davis, Irestine
Anderson, Ella Mae McGowan,
Carole Jean Shipp, Mammie Pearl
Raiford, Florestine Walton, Pau-
line'Scales, Levan Miller, Frazier
Wilson, Doris Bell, Joseph Green,
Mrs. Alberta Stewart and Earn-
estine Jordon. The above served
on the program. A group of blind
and crippled children from %lona
we received the invitation to theappeared at Rosenwald Monday.
program at Mt. Zion Bpt. churchTwenty-three dollars and fifty
Sunday afternoon, April 14, Indcents was raised.
• . • preSious appointments prevented
us from attending. We sincerely
hope your program was a great
success and will be looking for
other invitations from your or-
ganization. Miss A. L. Cowan is
president.
Mrs. Esther Jones was a recent
visitor in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Walker Sunday after-
noon. Mrs. Walker is on the sick
list. We hope for her a speedy
recovery.
It was with much sadness when
we received the news of the re-
cent death of my sister, Mrs. Wil-
lie Embrey of Alton, Ill, last week
end. Her death was due to a lin-
gering illness that kept her in-
capacitated for the past year. ItHandsboro spent the weekend with was so shocking to us. We willMrs. R. V. Prichard.
never get over it. The sad partThe funeral of the late Mrs. is that we were unable to attendVelma Ware Jackson was held
from the Asbury M. E. church
Tuesday April 23 of which she was
a member. She was Jeans-Super-
CANTON
By R. H. VARNADO
Dr. and Mrs. T. E. Bowman, Dr.
and Mrs. G. A. Carmichael at-
tended the State Medical Meeting
at Jackson last week.
Dr. and Mrs. J. L. Allen and
Mrs. Flora Stringer of Columbus,
enroute to Jackson to the State
Medical meeting, stopped in Can.
ton and visited with the L. M.
Tollivers.
Mrs. Julia Thurman spent last
weekend with friends in McComb,
Miss. and New Orleans, La.
Prof. and Mrs. L. A. Prichard,
their daughter Yosiko and a
friend, Mr. Willie Bell all of
her funeral due to circumstances
beyond control. Her survivors
aside from myself are her hus-
band John; son, James of Alton;visor of Madison County for sever- two other sisters, Mrs. Rubie Clarkal years and very active in church of Warren and Mrs. Almettieand civic affairs. Burial was in
Forest, Miss., her home town.




By CLEF W. JOINER
The service at the New Enon
MB church was very fine with the
pastor Rev. K. Mickens bringing
the message.
The Mt. Gillion MB had a very
nice service the fourth Sunday
with the pastor present and Rev.
G. W. Middleton bringing the
morning message.
The Cotton Plant AME church
held its service the fourth Sunday
with the pastor Jornmie Lealand
at his post of duty.
Mrs. Mary Ellen Morgan has
been ill for a week - not able to
go to her job. We are hoping she
soon gets better.
Mr. Cassie Jones had an ac-
cident when he fell off a tractor
he was drlivng and it rolled over
him. We was not seriously hurt.
Illinois
Briggs of Oklalfama City and three
brothers, Moree Lewis of Warren;
Earnest Lewis and Rodgers Lewis
of Milwaukee and a host of other
ROCKFORD
By ANNA LEROY
Rev, E. B. Allen of 724 Harri-
son ave., pastor of Bethel Bap-
tist chtitch is improving. He WA
rushed to the hospital last Sun-
day with i heart ailment. All the
members and friends are wishing
him a speedy recovery
Mrs. Anna Leory of 1208 Island
ave., is spending the week end
with her brother and sistei in law,
Mr and Mrs. Willie King, in Chi-
cago. ,
MBC WHO'S WHO—Here are
the Morris Brown students
' elected to the Who's Who
among American colleges
group. Left to right and seat-
ed are: Mary McKelvey, a
junior from Greenville, S. C.,
Millie Fletcher, junior of At.
tante, Alice K. Bass of Colum-
bus, Ga., Janice Perry, a sew
lor from Brunswick, Ga. Stand-
ing left to right: George Davis
(senior) Atlanta, Minnie
Rhodes, Jacksonville, Fla.
(senior). Carolyn Few, (gen.
lor) from Eatonton, Ga,, Mary
Harper (junior) of Columbus,
Ga., and Louie Bailey, ma-




scene recently of the beautiful
ceremony uniting in marriage
Miss Joan A. Scott, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Martrice M. Scott
and Sgt. Ralph A. Ruff, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Ruff.
The double-ring ceremony was
performed by the Rev. L. C. Jones,
pastor of the bride.
The church was decorated with
an arch of palms and smilax, bas-
kets of white lilies, pompom chry-
senthemums and pink gladioli
used against a background of
smilax and palms. Candelabra
with white tapers were also used.
Miss Evelyn Starks, supervisor
of music in the • public schools,
presented a program of nuptial
music. Among the selections were
"0 Promise Me". "Because" and
"I Love You Truly".
Best man was David Mack, the
brother-in-law of the groom. Ma-
tron of honor was Mrs. Ella Mor-
gan. She wore a princess style
dress, street length, of deep pink
nylonized cotton with a portrait
neckline, and a matching hat. She
carried a bouquet of summer flow-
ers centered with A purple-throat-
ed orchid.
The bride, given in marriage by
her father, made an appearance
in la streetlength dress of pink
nylonized cotton fashioned on prin-
cess lines, an original model fea-
turig tiny tucks from the should.
era to the hem, a scooped neck
line in front ending in a deep V
cut in the back, She wore a match-
ing bandeau of pink flowers, ac-
relatives and friends. We solicit
your sincere prayers for our fam-
ily in our hour of bereavement
The Old Fashioned Garden
club met in the home of Mrs.
Ever Lean Little, Wednesday aft-
ernoon, with the president, Mrs.
Renna Collins presiding. After fin-
ishing the business routine, the
gracious hostess, Mrs. Little serv-
ed her guests and members a de-
licious repast.
By JULANIE LAMPHIN
church was t h e cented with seed pearls and pink
shoes.
She carried a nosegay of sum-
mer flowers centered with a pur-
ple-throated orchid.
Following the ceremony, t h e
bride's parents entertained with a
reception in the educational build-
ing of the church. The bride's ta-
ble was overlaid with a lace cloth
and centered with a three tiered
wedding cake topped with a min..
iature bride and groom. The din-
ing room was decorated with
palms, and arrangements of spring
flowers and candelabra.
Assisting at the reception were
Miss Margaret Beard, Mrs. Ruth
W. Pickens, Mrs. Willie Mae Polk,
Mrs. Nlyrtis Bennett, Mrs. Wil-
loughby Robinson and Mrs. Mar-
garet Pickett.
After a brief honeymoon, the
groom left for Camp Irwin, Calif.,
where he Is stationed with the
U. S. Army. The bride resumed
her duty as a teacher at the
Charles T. Walker Elementary
school in Augusta.
Small Christian colleges like
Paine college must erect "S g n-
posts" to clear a "cultural and
spiritual maze," Dr. R. Wright
Spears said Monday night at the
inauguration of Dr. Eugene Clay-
ton Calhoun as the August insti-
tution's eighth president.
Dr. Spears, who is president of
Columbia college, Columbia, S. C.
said this country "is caught up in
so many baffling avenues of prog-
ress and activity it presents an
intricate maze for the individu-
al."
Relating that Americans seem
"more interested in going some-
where than having something to
say when they get there," Dr.
Spears pointed out that the U. S.
government "plans to spend much
more money on roads in the near
future than it does on education."
Dr. Channing H. Tobias. a sec-
ond principal speaker scheduled
for the Randall Albert Carter Aud-
itorium program, was unable to
attend because of illness.
Mississippi 
BROOKHAVEN
By ALICE BROWN SMITH
Spring has definitely come to the
Magnolia State. Folks a-plowing;
earth all turned heavenward ready
for spring planting. On the sub-
ject of spring's lovliness the flow-
er yards of the people down Tyler-
town way are aglow with buds
and blooms of every hue. Growing
flowers must be the hobby of
every housewife in Tylertown. The
annual meeting of the WSCS claim-
ed our attention in that town
Saturday April 27. The one day
session was held at Pratts Chapel
Methodist Church. On May 15, 16,
and 17. The annual meeting of the
Mississippi Conference WSCS will
convene at St. Marks Methodist
Church in Gulfport.
Educational circles were sad-
dened by the death of Mrs. Velma
Ware Jackson of Canton. Mrs.
Jackson, 111 native of Forest was BREWTON
serving as Jeanes Supervisor in By ALEX AUTREY
Madison County. She had been ill
for quite some time, but in spite
of her illness she worked until the
end. Velma will be greatly missed
in supervisory affairs in the state.
Last week over four hundred,
NHA girls and their advisors
gathered at Alcorn A & M College
for their annual state convention.
The week was filled with demon-
strations; talent programs and in-
teresting discussions. National and
state officers served as consul-
tants.
Comes June and pretty Elms
Clansell Vines of Hazelhurst will
wing Nashvillewards for hubby,
J. W. Vines, jr., graduation from
McHarry Medical college, ditto
Dr. A. L. Lott who will also wit-
ness commencement activities at ,
MeHarry. Orchids to Frank Jones
of Port Gibson who is graduating
with honors from the famed medi-
cal school.
Saturday May 25, will be Alumni
Day at Jackson State College. ,
President Lee Williams is busy Mississippi to return a new am-
making last minute checks with bulance of Warther's Funeral
state chapters. Plans call for this home.
Rev. Bryant is preaching at Rev.tyeesatr.'s celebration to be the mos-
W. Jones' anniversary at Atmore.
All members are taking part in
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By MRS. GEORGIA MCVEIGH
The Birthday club entertained
Willie Han at his home, at ,442 S.
Church at. All the members. sang
"Happy Birthday" to him, and a
beautiful gift was presented to
him by the president, Mrs. Davis.
Many games were played and the
prize went to Wesley Hunt and
Dan Frye. A delectable luncheon
was served containing a potato
salad, olives, cherries, ice cream,
cake and punch. Mrs. Louise An-
derson, president and Mrs. Bertha
Hall, secretary.
The funeral service of Mrs. Bir•
die Blair were held at Liberty „
CME cher! arimaiowledgement of
condolences. M r s. Flacelia
Dunlap; resolutions, Mrs. M. A. i.,
Jennings, Remarks, Rev. J. H.
Morrow; obituary, Mrs. Lola
Bryant; Rev C D McKelvey of.
Belated. Stephenson-Shaw Funeral
Home in charge.
The Rose Dream, an operetta
in two acts was presented by
the pupils of the Alcorn College
Laboratory School Monday night
May 6. The children in all of their
costumed splendor performed be-
fore a large audience of parents
and college students. PTA moth-
ers honored the cast with a re-
ception at the laboratory school
following the program.
The Claiborne County Teachers
Association held its last meeting
of the year at Claiborne County
Training School in Port Gibson
Friday night. The annual banquet
followed the business session. Pro.
fessor T. T. Robinson, principal
of Russum Vocational School is
president of the association.
Alabama
THE TALENT RUNT is the
top feature of the annual meet-
ing of the Sixth District meet-
ing ii tie Ousga 141 PM
Fraternity. These young la-
dies took top prizes in the
event. In the group are: Dr.
Dewey M. Duckett, Rock 11111,
.6
•
S , chairman of the project,
Ruth Fennell, Goldaboro. N. C.,
first winner; Edward Leonard,
Winthrop college, Rock Hill.
S. C. critii judge: Jeraldise
Dykes, Charlotte, N. C., third
prize and Cecile V. Garrett,
Charleston, second prize.
Mr. Tom Hardy of Atmore, Ala.
passed away. Funeral was held
Thursday. He was the uncle oj
Mr. Andrew Hardy of Brewton.
„These. who attended the funeral
from Brewton were Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Hardy, Miss Esther N.
Hardy, Robert S. Hardy, Mary
Cheathan and Myrtis Bowers, Also
Alice Allen, Pearl Harris, Mable
Harris, Julia Sernes, Willie Stan-
ley and Mr. McClaim,
Miss Esther Mae Hardy, Mrs.
E. Lewis, Mr. Joe Foster and Mr.
Robert S. Hardy motored to
Lanett, Ala., to visit Miss Hardy's
brother, James A. Hardy. They
brought little Tony Hardy back to
spend a few weeks with them.
Mr. John Williams of Jackson,
Mich., is guest of his mother, of
East Street and a friend of Pen-
sacola, Fla,
Mrs. Allen Maldon Is attending
a meeting in Montgomery, Ala.
Mr. J. L. Simmie motored to
the program there.
Youth confreence is being held
at Southern Normal school. Th
leaders are from Iowa.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Poe are
happy to entertain their nephew
who is visiting here from De-
troit.
Mrs. Joe Jackson In on the sick
list. Also Miss Edies of St.
Joseph street.
Mrs. Jonas Murphy has return-
ed from Mobile after spending a
couple of weeks there.
Miss Guss Burns of Springhill
Is on the sick list.
Mrs. Clarence Richeson-Thomas
motored to Mobile to visit her
husband, who is ill.
Mr. John Williams of Jackson,
Mich., .spent many days visiting
in the city with old friends. Be-




By CHARLIE M. SIMPSON
Easter Sunday services were
postponed because of bad weath-
er.
T. Medcalf of Dallas visited his
wife and family.
Mrs. Cora Medcalf and S a m
Smith of Dallas visited in the home
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hen-
ry Smith.
Mrs. Naomi McHenry is home
to stay. _
The Union Protective Assurance
Company observed their 21st an-
niversary at Berean Baptist church
Sunday. The program was excel.
lent. Lewis E Twigs, president
of the company made such an in-
spiring address that we cannot
forget soon. He is quite an effi,
cient leader and to know him is
to love him. A large crowd came
up with him from Memphis, Tenn.;
some from Nashville and various
places. The church auditorium
was packed to overflow and the
program was carried out scientif-
ically. Plenty music by choir of ,
Borean; solos, Merry High Glee
club. Interesting remarks were
made by the pastor, Rev, A. L.
Campbell. We hope they will soon I
Conte and be with its again.
A surprise birthday party wag
given for Will Tatum who was
the recipient. The party win giv•
en by his wife, Mrs. Corrinthia I
Tatum. The party was celebrated
in the home of his daughter and
her husband, Mr. and Met; Isiah
Savage, jr., at 440 S. Chttr.ch St•
After an evening of fun the .guests
were served a delicious Menu of
southern fried chicken, hot, putter.
ed rolls, pickles, mint potato sal.
ad, cold drinks, ice cream and
cake.
The guests were Mr. anal Mr*.
Massey, Mrs. Cunningham, Mr.
and Mrs. Townsend, Mra., Helen
Porter, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hall, ,
Rev. Rivers, Mr. and Mrs. Lewil
Shell, Mrs. Thelma Price, Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Collins, Dr. and Mrs.
W. D. Holder, Mr. and Mrs. John.
son, Mr. and Mrs. Walter. Hays.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie HalYnlima
Mrs. Mandl. Trotter, Mrs. Lelia
Thomas, Mrs. Bessie Gordon, Mr.
and Mrs. Countee Bond, John IN
ledge, Mr. and Mrs. Ivory Weddle,'
Rev. and Mrs. Terry, Linda Terei
ry, Mr. and Mrs. Otis Price, Miss
Mary E. Taylor, Mrs. Nora Tyler,
Mrs. Mary Whitlow, Mr. and Mrs.
James Glenn, Mrs. Jessie Savage,
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Bentley, Mrs,
Loucille Bentley, Mrs. Dora Wit.






By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Rev. and Mrs. Thomas Hendrick$
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Vaught, attended the funeral of
Mrs. Dora Campbell in Surgaines.
ville, Tenn., recently. Mrs. Dora
Campbell was an aunt of Mrs. T.
Hendricks, and Mrs. C. Vaught.
Mrs. Dora Campbell was a former
resident of this city.
Dr. and Mrs. E. S. Kilgore
spent the Easter holidays In WaSh•
ington, D .C., with Rev. and Mrs.
Frank Thomas Roberts, parent/
of Mrs, Kilgore. Also attending
this family re-union was Mrs. Vie.
tons Kilgore Adams, mother of
Dr, Kilgore.
Mrs. Ruth Prather spent the
Easter holidays in Goldsboro, N. G.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Carson,
jr., spent the Easter holidays isi
the city with his parents, Mr,
and Mrs. Edward W. Carson, it,
He has returned to Washington,
D. C., where he is a student at
Howard university.
Miss Wilhelmena Bundy, bag
returned to Greensboro, N.
, where she is a student at BennettC 
college, after spending the Elutes
holidays with her parents,. Mr. end
Mrs. W. S. Bundy and family.
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Owens, from
Greenville, S. C., spent the EasteS
holidays in the city with relatives,
Mr. Leroy Beason, has returned
to Flint, Mich., after spending the
Easter holidays in the city with
his family.
Mr. Wm. E. Cope, or., IS On the
sick list, tie is a patient' in Mei
morial hospital.
Mrs. Elizabeth Mayberry, hat
gone to Philadelphia. Pa.; where
she is pursuing a Course in Beauty
Culture.
The faculty of Langston High
school presented the 1957 lento,
class in a mystery comedy- enti•
(led, "Terror at Black Oak," in
the school auditorium on the night
of April 26th, which was directed
by Miss Jaunita K. Thomas,
Johnson City was host to the
one-day Post-Easter cheek-up
Conference of the East Tennessee
and Virginia AME Zion CANN
ence, which met with St Paul
ANTE Zion church on Aprj1 21,
Bishop It, L. Jones, of Salisbury,
N. C., presided. Rev. W. W.-Bob.
den was host pastor.
Ankara — An 15,000 mile real
construction program is underway
in Turkey, aided largely by Amer‘
can capital as wall as Americag
men an machinery. *
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Cubs Trades Baker
To The Pirates
ETTSBURGH — Gene Baker, aar on the Chicago Cubs' in-since the tailend of the 1953
Season, was traded, along with
Dee Fondy, first baseman, to the
Pittsburgh Pirates.
For Baker and Fondy, the Cubs
teceived Dale Long, hard-hitting
first baseman, and Lee Walls, a
young outfielder.
Baker and Fondy made their
first appearances in Pittsburgh
uniforms Thursday, and it was
Bakers error in the 10th that pav-
ed the way for the Milwaukee
Braves to min, 8 to 5, in 10 inn-
ings.
SHIFTED TO SHORT
Manager Bobby Bragan used
Baker at shortstop, the position
he van playing for the Kansas
City Monarchs before he was
bought by the Cubs and sent to
Springfield, Mass., in 1950. He
was brought up from the Los
Angeles club in 1953, and was as-
signed the job at second base. -
Because Manager Bob Scheffing
was unable to find a third base-
man this season, Baker was shift-
ed to that post during the spring
training period at Mesa, Ariz. He
had been doing a commendable
job at the new post.
The Cubs offered Baker to the
Philadelphia Phillies last winter
for Ric-hie Ashburn, but the deal
was not consummated.
The trading of Baker to the
Pirates breaks up what was con-
sidered to be the best second
base combination in the National
league in 1955. Ernie Banks, an-
other product of the Kansas City
Monarchs of the Negro American
league, was at shortstop.
BANKS IS ALONE
With Baker traded, Manager
Scheffing has transferred Banks
to third base, a position the
young Texan has never played.'
Banks hit well during the spring
exhibition games, but his hitting
has been awfully weak since the
opening of the 1957 campaign. His
poor hitting has hurt his efforts
afield,
The Cubs traded Sad Sam Jones
to the St. Louis Cardinals last
winter, and during the spring
training season sent Solly Drake
back to the minors. Banks i,s now




Central State college, Wilber-
force, Ohio, will be the host in-
stitution for the 20th annual Mid.
Western Athletic Association Track
and Field meet Friday and Satur-
day. May 10 and It. Although little
Is known about the records of the
Six member colleges during the
*ses'ent campaign, it is expected
that each member institution will
Inter strong teams for the cinder
path and field event. Central State
iscon the meet in 1955 when they
boated the 18th annual running of
the Association's track and field
'meet. Coach Gaston F. Lewis has
two outstanding entries for the up-
toming meet in Eugene Beard. 6
foot 4 inch junior from Chicago,
Whose specialty is the high jump
and John Rush, a sophomore from
Michigan City. Ind.. who h a s
traveled the 100 yards in 0.9.9.
DEFENDING CHAMPS
Defending champs will be Coach
Dwight Reed's Lincoln university
Tigers who last season collected
49.5 points as they set a sizzling
pace to out-distance Tennessee
State university. "Big R a y"
Kemp, director of athletics at the
,Tennessee institution, is back in
harness and his team will be out
to avenge last year's defeat. Win-
hung .11W.4.A track meets is "old
bat" with Kemp whose Lincoln
University track learns annexed
'six Mid-Western conference cham-
pionships. He will depend heavily
Ion Co-Captain Richard Caffey of,
LaGrange, Ill., who last year won
JIFFY PEANUT COOKIES




Recipe of the Week •••
,4(hz4e,orptc4,45, ••
_ •
ET MK HOME ECONOMIST •
Sr
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; In peanuts, Drop 2 inches apart,
I by teaspoons onto greased cooky
pan. Bake on rack slightly above
center in 350 oven (moderate)
about 15 minutes, or until light






Sunday, April 28, the Morning
Star Baptist church gave a pro-
gram for the Rev. R. G. Murray
and his members of Ridgley Chap-
el Baptist church. It was a high
evening there and was enjoyed by
the many, many present.
It was a "Hell and Heaven"
play and was a lesson within it-
self. Mrs. Ellie Rucker, one of
our good Christian Mothers of
Morning Star, is founder of the
play. The members of Morning
Star wish to thank everyone pres-
ent. Rev. J. R. Ilalliburton, pas-
tor, Mrs. Gladys Wright, assist-
ant director.
Mrs. Alice Temple is visiting her
ill daughter in Monsia, I. Mrs,
Osie B. Wallace assisted her on
the trip.
It was a high evening with Mrs.
N'irgie Barbee, Mrs. Maggie Hal-
liburton and Mrs. Willie Kate Coe
YOUNG H O.0 S E GUEST
HONORED—Little Brenda Ma-
rle Hughes, six from I e f t,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Her-
vey Hughes, of Newport, Ark.,
was guest of honor last week
at a party given by Madam
A. Price, of 1325 Horace. Bren-
da has been a houseguest at
Madam's Price's home and
the religious leader decided to
give her a party to which oth-
er youngsters could come and
enjoy an afternoon of fun. Seen
In photo, reading from left,
are: Barbara Nelms, Reatha
Kay Conley, Carl Lewis Den-
t o n, Raymond Conley, Jr.,
Sandra Kay Nelms, Miss
Hughes, Doris Jean Fox, Lewis
Brown Jr., Madam Price and
Eddie Earl Hughes Jr., of
Newport, brother of the hon-





The famous Dale Carnegie ments initiated by The Memphi-
Course is being made available ans, Inc.
to the Negro men and women of It was announced this week by
going fishing. They had very good Memphis, as a result of arrange-
luck.
Members of Morning Star Bap-
tist church wish to extend an in-
vitation to everyone of Ripley to
visit their Sunday school a n d
services. Prof. D. Johnson, Sr., is
Sunday School superintendent and
Rev. Halliburton, minister.
Friday, April 17, scan a high
night at Morning Star Baptist
church. The program was around
'The Last Seven Sayings From
The Cross."
The "Sayings" were:
I. Father forgive them for they
know not what they do. — Rev.
R. G. Murray.
II. Today thou salt he with me
in Paradise. — Res-. W. E. Mor-
gan.
III. Woman behold thy son —
Rev. J. J. Cox.
IV, Why hast Thy forsaken Me?
— Res*. B. F. Ilairis,
VI. It is finished. — Rev. S.
Huddlerson.
VII. Into Thy Hands command
My Spirit. — Rev. J. R. Hallibur-
ton.
Music was provided by the sen-
ior choir of Morning Star church.
Sunday, April 22 was another
big day at Morning Star Baptist
church with children from every-
where showing their new frocks
and saying their Easter speeches.
Sponsors of this great event
were Mrs. Jessie Burnes and Mrs.
Lula Brown,
Rev. J. R. Halliburton Is church
minister.
to for Clarinet" by Haydn-Deca-
prico, ''Legende Pastorale" by
Godard-Waln, "Concerto Op. 64"
by Mendelssohn-Davis and "Etude
Vie 220 in 0:21.3 and the 220 low , the cooky jar I thought was al- Op. 10 by Chopin-Langenus
hurdles in 023.8: Thomas Torian most full has been mysteriously On Concert Dr. Gatlin, who also served asof Hopkinsville, Ky., and Co-Capt.
Willie Stevens of Chicago.
OTHER TEAMS
' The fans attending thil year's'
meet, however, will he in for a
treat since a battle royal is ex-
• pected as all of the colleges are
4,x,pected to enter much-improved
teams, Grambling college, under
Coach Mack Sanders: Jackson
State college's cinder path team
osehed by B. A. Blackburn: and
Kentucky State college, are all
expected to make the goings rough
for this year's "would-be" cham-
pions.
The Jackson Slate team recent-,
ly won its first meet as they roll-
ed up 61 points. Blackburn will
depend on Leon Fuller, William
Conner, Willie Neal, Willie D i s-
1 inuke and William Spencer in
field events, Wade Sutton in the
880, Henry Cotton in the 220-yard
dash, a crack mile relay team,




REPEAT REPORT NO. 2
' LONDON — .INS) — The Rome
correspondent for the London Sun.
day Dispatch says that Princess
Grace of Monaco is expecting
-wither baby around Christmas
time.
He said he understood that dur-
ing their visit to the Vatican last
week the royal couple asked Pope
Pius XII for a blessing for their




FRI - SAT SUN
"ROCK PRETTY BABY"
11,1 Mince & Johnny Saxon
"JIM ON FRISCO BAY"




Gory Cooper & Ralph Bellamy
"CRY IN THE NIGHT"




James Stewart & Dons Owl
"SILVER CHALICE"
leek Relent* & Mayo
Do cookies disappear at your
house almost as soon as you've
finished baking them? I know
they do at our house — and that's
why my Pet Milk recipe for good,
quick, easy JIFFY PEANUT
COOKIES is one of my favorites:
These golden-brown. crunchy lit-
tle cookies are popular with every- •
one, both children and grownups. t4oted Gary
yet they take so little time and •
work to mix, and bake in just 15 Artist Hearlminutes. So, even if I finch that
emptied, I can always bake Jiffy
Peanut Cookies in a hurry. And GARY— A capacity audience
there's another reason why 1 es-: heard Dr. F'. Nathaniel Gatlin,
penally like them. Made w it h i clarinetist, in concert in Knoxville
Pet Evaporated Milk, they contain. college a Fine. Arts auditorium
an extra amount of important milk April 25, Pianist Charles Payne.
nourishment. You see, Pet Milk of the Knoxville faculty, aecom-
is double-rich, so the amount you Partied hint. I
use in these cookies is equal to Dr. Gatlin, an alumnus of Gary .
twice as much bottled milk. Roosevelt High school, Is head of
Of course the most important i the Virginia Salt' college mu-
thing about these cookies to my
family — and to yours — is the
taste. and I'll guarantee that Pet
Milk makes them more delicious
than they'd ever been made with
other forms of milk. Here's the
recipe . .1 hope you'll try it soon'
JIFFY PEANUT COOKIES
2.cups sifted all-purpose flour
1 cup sugar
IA cup soft shortening
2 unbeaten eggs
14 cup Pet Evaporated Milk
teasoon vanilla
V. cups small, salted peanuts
sic department, conductor of the
College Concert Bsnd and direc-
tor of Instrumental Music Educa-
tion.
His program included "Concer-
a music consultant at Knoxville
college, April 25-27, presided
over a conference of band direc-
tors April 27 in the Fine Arts
Building at Knoxville college.
Words of the Wise
The art of conversation is to
be prompt without being stub-
born, to refute without argu-
ment, and to clothe great mat-
ters; in motley garb
—(Benjamin Disraeli
Musicians
(Coninued (ions page 11)
Lockart, student of LeMoyne col-
lege, followed by a vocal and pi-
ano contest by winners of the local
branches. LaVerne Knelland, pi-
anist and student of Omar Robin-
son, was chosen to represent the
pianists and Miss Symiria Peters
of Jackson college, Lyric so-
prano, was the winning vocalist.
Willie Dempsey, baritone of New
Orleans and Anna Lee Monger of
Memphis were close seconds In
their fine renditions. The winners
, will have a chance to win the
scholarship at the national meet-
ling in August at Illinois Univer-
sity at Champaign, Illinois,
The Junior. Youth and Senior
divisions of the Memphis branch
made a very creditable showing
of well-trained talent in their op-
eratic numbers.
The guest artist, Theodore
Stone, who has a lyric baritone
voice, sang with superb artistry
and excellent diction. It is ex-
pected that the nation will be
hearing more from him in the
near future.
The Prison Scene from "II
Travatore" sung by Mertis Ewell,
; dramatic soprano and winner of
the national scholarship in 1956
at Detroit, and Leroy Vann John-
son, lyric tenor with a chorale
ensemble of voice students who
sang the Nun's Prayer in the
background - Misses Lanetha Col-
lins, Johnella Wells, Barbara Wil-
son and Debris Macklin - was
AsontOOK WHAT'S HERE!!moN,
• Homes Repaired That Will Meet City Requirements 111
•
• 
' AWNINGS ° ROOFING and SIDING ° YARD III
•
• /t FENCES WIRE ° CONCRETE PORCHES
' ORNAMENTAL IRON GARAGE-CARPORTS I
• ° GENERAL REPAIRS ° ROOMS BUILT
• ° PLUMBING WIRING ° GAS PIPING •• PAINTING and PAPERING ° WATER HEATERS 
▪ FLOOR FURNACES ° FHA Terms To 60 Months. •Turn on oven and set et 350
(moderate). Sift together into a mi. No Down Payment—Easy Terms—Free Estimate •
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the shortening, eggs, milk and N Er
nilla. Mix until well blended. Stu
The gin favorite of all the world!
Try it and see why... 4.
Gilbey's Gin is the one
gin distilled in 11 countries





In Brazil, as in ten other
nations, first rail
is for"GILBErb, please."
"The is arid agrees on
.GILBLPS please'!"
•
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Dale Carnegie methods in effec-
tive speaking, human relations,
and leadership training. A special
feature of the evening will be a
demonstration of the remarkable
memory-training technique devel-
oped by Dale Carnegie.
DEVELOPS SELF-CONFIDENCE
"We believe that The Memphi,
J. L. Nelson, president of T h e ans' sponsorship of this Adult Ed-
Memphians, that the first meeting
will be a free demonstration ses-
sion. It will be held in the As-
sembly Room of Universal Life
Insurance company, 480 Linden at
Wellington, Wednesday, May 8, at
7:30 p.m. The public is invited, a new enthusiasm, develop self-
The purpose of the demonstra- confidence, create a new under-
lion meeting, according to Mr. standing among the citizens of our
Nelson, is to acquaint visitors with community."
Mr. Nelson added that civic !
clubs in other areas report that
the classes have had an important
influence on human relations in
their communities.
The Dale Carnegie Courses be-
gan in 1912 in New York City.*
Today, Dale Carnegie classes are.
taught in 75 cities in America,
and in 51 foreign cities.
Anyone desiring further infor-
mation may contact Mr. Nelson
at JA. 5-2715, or any member of
The Memphians,
Bishop Oxnam
To Talk At A&T
GREENSBORO, N. C.—Princi-
pal speakers to appear on the A&T
College 59th annual commence.
ment exercises in early June were
announced this week.
Dr. Warmoth T. Gibbs. president
of the college, stated that Mrs. M.
Elizabeth Carnegie, associate ed-
itor of Nursing Outlook, a profes-
sional joureal, published in New
, York City, will deliver the final
address and Dr. G. Bromley
Oxnam, Washington, D. C., Bishop
of the Methodist Church will speak
at the baccalaureate services.
The number of farms in the
United States is more than one
a million less than about 25 years
ago,
the highlight of the operatic con-
cert directed by Mme. Florence
McCleave, assisted by Mrs. Doro-
they Graham of Owen College and
Omar Robinson of Hyde Park
School,
ucation program is a genuine COM-
munity service," says Mr. Nelson.
"Businessmen, sales people, home
makers, club women, office per-
sonnel — every adult will benefit














4 Big Days 4
IT'S HERE' THE BIG
BASEBALL CONTEST
For Newsboys
BOYS! BOYS! BOYS! BOYS!
Win a Trip to St. Louis for a Major League Baseball Game
10 Newsboys with the highest increase in sales will make the thrilling trip
10 other prizes for boys showing an average of 10 or more newspapers.
YOU CAN BE A WINNER EASY
Contest Dates: May 4th thru July 6th
The Rules Are Simple:
1,. This contest will be based on your average increase for the ten
week period.
2. Your base will be the number of papers you sold April 20th.
3. Your complete report must be made every week. Any back balance
must be paid by the end of this contest. Non—payment of your bill
will disqualify you.
4. You must sell papers every week.
5. You must turn in the list of your regular customers.
Tell your mother and father about it. They will be glad to help you.
If you are going to enter let your mother or father fill out the blank be—
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By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke 
Charru and personality are woe-
derful traits to develop in those
approaching adulthood and if you
ask me you are never too young
to start.
FIRST CHARM CLINIC HELD
Washington-Douglas elementary
school held its first Charm clinic
for the sixth, seventh and eighth
grade pupils on April 22-23 and it
was a raving success. You could
never dream of the enjoyment and
enthusiasm of those youngsters un-
less you could have seen their
main highlights of the clinic were!
Lecture to all students from Mrs.
V. F. Walker, former English in-
structor at Merry High school who•
has a wide variety of travel ex-
periences; a heart to heart talk
to the girls from Miss Cline
Wade, of Lane college; Miss Dar-
lene Hutson, city supervisor, and
Mrs. Shirley Meeks, city teacher;
and a heart to heart talk with
the boys by Profs. T. R. White
and W. Newbern, from Mcrry
High school, and Prof. 0. W. He-
witt, from Lane college. The talks
consisted of grooming and clean-
liness, behavior and personality
and charm make up.
Another most interesting feature
on the program was a panel on
'Why Charm and Grooming ' by
students at Merry High school.
The members of the panel were
Misses Marquita Bolden, Patricia
Cunningham, Sandra Neilson Con-
nie Lee and Allan Merry and The-
odore 'Trice. A demonstration on
the importance of food was given.
by Mrs: Bernice Lucas home
economics instructor at Merry1. High.
Climaxing the clinic on Tuesday
evening was the crowning of Mr
and Mn- Personality. Those SO
honored were Miss Cleo Thomas
and Willie Ed Pot.
OFF TO MEETING
Attending the 12th annual con-
vention of the original Greek let-
ter organization of beauticians, the
Alpha Chi Pi Omega sorority and
fraternity are Mesdames Maggie
R. Massey, Etta grown, Georgia
Adkins, Mattie S. Byrd and Thel-
ma Hannah from Beta Delta chap-
ter in Jackson, Term. The head-
quarters for the convention, which
convened April 28 through May 4,
are the Belleview hotel in San
Francisco, Calif. and the Alexan-
der hotel in Los Angeles. We are
very fortunate to have these Jack-
son cosmetologists attending the
convention for they will get a
chance to see some of the na•
tion's outstanding teachers, hair
11111 stylists and make-up artists in ac-
tion.
Other highlights on the program
include a three-day seminar of
teachers of various vocational
high schools and private schools
of beauty culture and the presen-
tation of the organization's an-
nual gift of $5,000 to Bethune-Cook-
man college. Receiving the eift
was President Richard V. Moore,
who was also the guest speaker
at the meeting. The gift is in mem-
ory of the late Or, Mary McLeod
Bethune for her outstanding work
and her assistance to the beau-
ticians of the nation.
A visit to Tia Juan,, Mexico
was included in the program Mrs.
Maggie R. Massey is basileus of
Beta Delta chapter in Jackson and
Mrs. Hattie Byrd is Epistolean.
In the city for several days last
week were the parents of Mrs.
Mable Hess Davis, who resides
on First at. Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Hess, of Chicago, were the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Davis
and their charming little daugh-
ter, Gwen. While in this section
Mr. and Mrs Hess visited the
home town of Mr. Hess, Browns-
ville, Tenn, and the Hess School
where many of his relatives still
reside. Mrs. Clara Scott of Now-
bern, Tenn., sister of Mr. Davis,
was also visited. The trip was a
most enjoyable one for an old





The Tennessee Methodist S t
dent Movement met at Bethany
Hill Christian Conference grounds
for their annual spring retreat.
One hundred thirty-seven students
coming from institutions of high-
er education throughout the state
were present to represent t h e
Methodist students on their respec-
tive campuses. The schools :epre-
sented with predominantly Negro
student bodies were Tennessee A
& I State university and Lane col-
lege; and the total number of dele-
gates from both schools was sev-
en.
Lane college of Jackson, Tenn.
is especially proud that two of the
nine officers on the state execu-
tive ouncil are Lane students. The
officers from Lane are Arthur L.
Davis, a sophomore from Chicago,
state treasurer; and William J.
Walker, a junior from Detroit,
World Christian Community chair-
man. There are only three Ne-
groes on the State Executive Coun-
cil. Other Lanites in the delega-
tion were Freddie Lois Clark, a
freshman from Jackson. Tenn. and
May Hoye, a freshman from Phil-
adelphia. Misses Clark and lloye
were active participants in the
devotional services, Miss Clark .
serving as pianist for the retreat. received notice that he has pass-
ed the Early Entrant Collegiate
Examination which is given an-
nually to high school students
sponsored by the Ford Founda-
tion. He has also received his ap-
plication blank to attend More-
- house college in Atlanta, Ga., one
of the colleges which participates
in the program of early entrant
college students. Ross is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ross Cheairs who
reside at 541 N. Cumberland at.
LOOKING FORWARD
Don't forget the annual minstrel
at Merry High school on May 10.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. On May
15 the Merry High school band
will appear in a concert at the
school. This program will also be-
gin at 8 p.m.
The City Federation of Wom-
en's Clubs is having a Mother's
Day Tea in the Merry High school
auditorium on Sunday, May 12 at 4
p.m. This tea Is in the interest
of the Merry High school band
drive. They are asking for your
support.
who like to admire the work of
the gardeners.
The roses seem to be trying to
outdo themselves for all the other
years, and just about everybody is
planting or transplanting flowers
Dean Marie Penn served as re-
treat advisor to the Lane dele-
gation.
Ross Bruce Cheairs, a sopho-
more at Merry High school, has
KIRBY
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First requirement when you
buy food and drink for your
family is quality: quality you
can trust ...quality without
question. That's why you—end
careful shoppers like yourself—
invariably bring home cartons
of Coca-Cola. For seventy
years, Coke has been quality
Seeder in the beverage industry.
it merits your confidence, and
that of your family.
110ffUllt04011 AUTUOILilT OP ritt COCA-COLA OOTTLINO COMPASS IT
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS. TENN
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Gavin Had Big Day
Against Ft. Valley
TALLAHASSEE — Roman Ga-
vin of Lake Wales carried the ball
five times for the Florida A and
M university Rattlers against Fort
Valley State and had a net gain
of 58 yards. Gavin is now the
property of the Pittsburgh Steel-
ern of the National Football
league.
IN ?BE SPOTLIGHT at Lo-
therm Cooperative
when the PTA presented a Fa•
shim. Revue and program it
the school andkorinm, were
these personalities, most of
the. etadeuts. Faskiona were
LESTER SCHOOL'S ANNUAL
SPRING MUSICAL FESTIVAL
was held last Sunday afternoon
and a highlight of the occasion
was the crowning of the school
of every period aroitad the
clock, bedtime Is formal Stu
dents from all grades partici-
pated. Among guest models
were Mrs. R. W. Sneed, Miss
BlekicY, first grade teacher.
Miss I. N. Ramsey. LaRose
school teacher; The major-
ettes rendered a beautiful
drill. First place prise In the
ticket selling competition went
is Mrs. Sated. First, second
queen for 1957. The queen.
Miss Unice Trotter, is being
crowned here by R. R. Jack-
son. Other members of the
court, reading from left are:
and third grades w o n second
prise. Music was provided by
three Thomas Owens, M r s.
Williams and Miss Watson •
were narrators, Mrs. Geor-
gette W. Barnett is PTA prezy.
Barbara Bowie. Curt 1.ou WI!.
llama, Geerge HennIne‘. Eli-a.
aer Faye Williams, Dora Rob-
bins and Mary Meeks.
DYER, TENNESSIT
Blossom Time is really being of some sort. Have you tried it
enjoyed by the gardeners and those yet? You had better get in the
mood, and incidentally, have you
picked that quart of berries yet?
Come on out, the weather is fine.
Rev. W. R. McClain tops the
news this week for he really in-
fluenced a lot of people to share
with him and the St Paul CME
church in Bolivar, Tenn., their
seventh annual homecoming and
memorial services on Sunday last.
Who went?
Mrs. Cornelia O'Daniel, M r s.
Willie Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Ed-
die Ball, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Ov-
erall, Mr. and Mrs. James Wil-
liams, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Jam-
ison and daughter, John Etta, Mrs.
La Pearl Burns, Mrs. Virginia
O'Daniel, Mrs. Missie Partee, Mrs..
Elizabeth Holland and daughter,
Jacqueline, and of course, Mrs.
W. R. McClain. It uas quite a
unique program and it was enjoy-
ed by all.
• • •
My apologies to Billie Williams,
whom I reported as being station-
ed in Maryland. He is in New
York
Mr. and Mrs. Clone Ellington
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Ellington and other friends and
ielatives. Mr. and Mrs. Coley
Ramsey and daughter of Toledo,
Ohio, were visitors in the home of
Mr and Mrs. Johnnie Jamison and
of Mrs. Lena Blake on Tuesday
last. Walter West and sister, Mrs.
Semonia Harris. of Chicago, were
at the bedside of their father, John
West, for a few hours over the
weekend.
Miss Margaret Nell Harper of
Chicago and Humboldt visited Mr.
and Mrs. John West on Wednesday
last.
• • •
Clyde Suggs, of Evanston, Ill.,
visited with Miss Hollis Skinner
this week. Mr. Suggs was the
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA. 4-5557
C. C. Johnson
Accepts Race
houseguest of Johnnie Janiison.
Rev. and Mrs. V. C. Smith and
Mrs. Mary Ann Thompson visited
Professor and Mrs. E. W. Casey
in Union City on Monday last. Rev.
and Mrs. F. M. Dickey of St.
I ouis, Mo., made a brief stop with
their relatives this week as they
passed through en route to Hot
Springs, Ark., to attend the Gen-
eral Board meeting of the CME
church. Various clubs of the Fair-
view Baptist church sponsored pro-
grams this week.
Your scribe does not have the
details of this. We'll tell about it
next week.
Mrs. Lena Blake is doing nice-
ly, only fretting about the cast that
the "doc" won't take off. John
West isn't feeling too well at this
writing. Glenn Fisher has been on
the sick list but he is better now
Mrs. Carrie Harris and Mrs. Mary
Harris are back at work. Mrs.
Erma Wynn was a visitor in Mem-
phis on Sunday last.
With this bit of information I
will leave you until next week.
See you then.
ADIOS
Color expects claim yellow has
the highest rating for general
visibility.
• • •
A million tons of California
grapes are used each year tor wine
or brandy.
Housing• Post
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Colonel
Campbell C. Johnson, assistant Its
the director of the National Selec-
tive Service System. has accepted
membership on the Commission
on Race and Housing, it was an-
nounced last week by Commission
Chairman Earl B. Schwulst, pres-
ident and chairman of the board
of the Bowery Savings Bank of
New York City.
The Commission Was establish-
ed in February 1955 to conduct a
nationwide survey of the housing
needs of minority groups, par-
ticularly those of Negroes and
is.




The Hulbert-West Memphis dis-
trict held its seventh and eighth
grade spelling bee at Wonder High
school last Tuesday afternoon with
these schools participating.
Mary Mack, R. G. Wedlock,
Riceville and Wonder High.
Winners were Patricia Whitak-
er, seventh grade of Wonder High
and Lillie B. Fall, eighth grads.
of Wonder High. Two students
from the Hulbert school Were in
the district spelling at Wonder
High last Wednesday afternoon.
Principal L. R. Jackson presided.
Judges were Mr. South, of Won-
der Iligh; Mrs. Clayton, of Wed-
lock and Mrs. Mack, of niceyille.
• • •
A musical festival is being spon-
sored by the band parents club
• Sunday, May 12 at 12 noon, last-
ing until a p.m in the Wonder
High gymnasium.
Dinner will be served free with
your ticket. To get tickets, see
Mrs. H. Steele, Mrs. M. Ter-
roll and Mr. Cole. All are Wonder
High teachers.
The athletic department of Won-
der High school had the annual
banquet Wednesday night, May 1
in the school ailditorium. Lonnie
Rrisen of Memphis was guest
speaker.
Miss Jurline McKenny, an eighth
grader at Phelix High school at
Marion won first place in the
spelling bee timer lost Friday. aft-
ernoon In October she will repre-
sent Crittenden County at the rri-
State Fair and if she wins there
the dirt-cut-in of Mrs. l' Dneley•
appeared Sunday, April a, at the
New St. Paul Missionary Baptist
church on S. 8th at. Mrs. E. Grans
dison is president and Rev. Enir-
man is church minister. !.!
The 10th grade defeated the 11th
grade in a softball game at Won-
der High last Friday. It was their
fourth victory.
The Busy Bee club of Mt. Olive
Missionary Baptist chinch h e,l d
their regular meeting Friday night
May 3 at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Watkins. All members' Were
asked to be present. 0. C. Gilbert
is vice president; Mrs. AnteriOn
Sanders, secretary and it e v.
Charles Burgs, pastor.
Mrs. Hate B. Wright, of N.alith
st., was the guest of Mother...13tY-
lori,heSuwndoaiL.raftweranh ooii.
hand and PTA
are having a joint program -ray
10 with the Annual PTA Darter
and Band Concert. Slated fir the
Wonder High auditorium at 8 pin.
Public invited.
The senior class of Wonder MA
school will present a :oinudy,
"Pleased To Meet Cha", Friday
night, May 3.
Mr. !Maxfield, of 504 N. 10th it..
suffered a stroke at his home.




she and her instructor will re- Labor Unions
•
ceive a two-week trip to Washing- _
ton.
— INS) — 'theThe funeral for the late Mr. WASHLATUTON 
Puerto Ricans in metropolitan Henry Stallion, of Memphis, was 
Supreme Court ruled Monday that
,
areas. It is financed with appro. held April 29 Ile died on April 
labor unions are subject to the
priations totaling $305,000 from 23. R. S. Lewis Funeral home was 
Taft-Hartley act in their relations
the Fund for the Republic, an in- in charge. 
with their own employes.
dependent corporation founded to Ile leaves a wife, Mrs. Grace 
The high court decision struck
promote the principles of the Stallion. Other survivors include 
down a labor relations board rmItng
Declaration of Independence and Augusta Stallion, Mr. and Mrs. itzhaattiounisnc 
are 
snions, Iiukbeie ncot ont-prNofLitRoais 
mg-
Colonel 
Constitution. A. W. Graham, Mr. and M r s.
Johnson, a native of Jerry Palmer, Mr. and Mrs. Ray 
ulatices only when they are 
e
en-
James stallion. a ll of West m m. gaging in a commercial
The battle began in 1953, when 
venittre.
23 Portland, Ore., employea,oi the
teamsters union joined the (Alice
West Memphis presented a fish- employes international union.,Zhe
ion show April 25 at the Harlem teamsters union wanted thelert0
theatre which was a great sue-. Join A teamster local. • ,•4
eess and the club wishes to thank The office workers charged ghat
all who attended. First place went the teamsters were "guilty gitdiv..
to Miss Carletta Jackson: second cry unfair labor practice hijihe
to Miss Joyce Caradine, and third law," including rePrisals st
to Miss Betty Frazier. These priz- those called as witnesses "oyes
es will be awarded on May 6. before they testified."
Mrs. Victoria Day, of 137 S.
17th st., who received injuries sev-
eral weeks ago when she and her
huebanci were in an automobile
accident, has returned home from
Crittenden Memorial hospital. Her
husband is still there. They are
members of the Church of God in
Christ on S. 15th, Elder Smith,
pastor.
Washington, D. C is a graduate
of Howard University and of the
Law School of Howard University.
He is on the national board of the
YMCA; a member of the National
Capital Housing Authority; mem-
ber and former president of the
Board of the Washington Housing
Association; Director of the Indus-
trial Bank of Washington; and a
member of the Board and Chair-




BESSEMER, Ala. — ANP)
Racial violence flared and tenit on I
rose anew last week here as a
dynamite explosion ripped an-
other Negro house of worship caus-
ing undetermined damages. No
injuries have been reported.
The blast tore into the Allen
Temple AME church and the
home of Asbury Howard, interna-
tional vice president of the Inde-
pendent United Mine, Mill, and ,
Smelter Workers.
Howard is also president of the





554 SCOTT PH, CL. 2-9463
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she ii
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you los- t faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your Job or business is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at oece.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home Is 2 blocks below
where she use to day right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an office In West Memphis )
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
elf at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily, Open on Sundays
1 doe't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.
110110•
a
phis. Also Mr. and Mrs. Willie B.
Bolton.
The South Side Civic club of
• • •











100 PROOF ALSO AVAltAllt AT 80 PROVE
DISTILLED FROM 10091 GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT OF tl E. Ili
CLEAR SPRING DISTILLING CO , division of JAMES B. BEAM DISTIUJNC •-••••• *
CLERMONT. KENTUCKY ••
4
.16 TR1-2TATME y Of F1 9ENDER
SOME OF THE YWCA BUILD-
ING1CAMPAIGN workers are
seen in these photos at a re-
cent report meeting. It was at
this session that workers were
Informed of an $8,000 gift from
the estate of the late Mrs. An-
nie B. Love. The Vance Ave-
nue share of the oversell drive
Is being led by A. Mace° Wal-
ker and Rev. S. A. Owen, Mr.
Walker shows progress of
drive on chart in first picture.
Others seen, from left, are:
Mrs. Gerome Hill, Mrs. Mar-
tha Dulaney, Mrs. P. F. Car-
ruthers, Mrs. Minnie Douglas.
and Miss Rosa Robinson,
chairman of women's section
Vance Avenue division. In cen-
ter photo is Mrs. Willie Pee-
gues. Left to right in third shot
are: unidentified man, Mrs.
Georgia Atkins, W. A. Atkins,
A. W. Willis, chairman initial
gifts; Mrs. Maceo Stegall,
Mrs. Myrtle Crawford, Mrs.
Debris Thompson, A. Maceo
Walker, T. L. Mel.emore,
ham F. Owen, William Nabors,
chairman business and profes-
sional section; M r s. Isabelle
Bridgeforth, M r s. Effie Wil-
liams, Mrs. Addle 0 w e n,
branch executive director:
Mrs. Jerome Hill, and seated,
same order: Miss Cornelia
Sanders, co-chairman club and
organizations; Mrs. R u th
Reeves , Mrs. Martha Dulan•
ey, Mrs. P. F. Carruthers,
Mrs. Minnie Douglas, Miss Ro-
sa Robinson, Mrs. Geneva




Mrs. Mary Lou Taylor, Mrs.
M a ry Murphy and Rev.
Hunt . Co 6NBe
Blair T. Hunt, chairman of
the educational section. Not
seen are Miss Dora Todd, Mrs.




BORN AT JOHN GASTON
HOSPITAL:
April 27-57
A son, Emanuel Ross, to Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Ross, 2242 Henriet-
ta.
A son, Darnell Green, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe W. Green, 1412 Gold.
April 28.57
A daughter, Elizabeth Robin-
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Commodore
P. Robinson, 744 Tate.
. Twin daughters to Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie Johnson, 18 W. Virginia.
A son, James Key, Jr.. to Mr.
and Mrs. James Key, 1095 South
Fourth.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
W. Price, 433 S. Lauderdale .
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. J.
C. Patterson, 539 Dutro (10
A daughter, Billie Jean Jones.
to Mr. and Mrs. Milton V. Jones,
A daughter, Sharon Ann Bob-
bitt, to Mr. and Mrs. Benson Bob-
bitt 30 W. Fields.
A daughter, Wanda Lynn Lock-
hart, to Mr. and Mrs. Reddie
Lockhart, 2112 Farrington.
A daughter, Carolyn Ann Jones,
to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Jones, 871
LeMoyne Mall.
A son, Stanley Stinson, to Mr.
and Mrs. Bennie Stinson. 3733
Frisco.
A daughter, Jacquelyn McNary,
to Mr. and Mrs. Mose MeNary,
617 Marble.
A son, James Albert Smith, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper, 3033 Alta
Road.
April 29-57
A son. Kenneth Wayne Brown,
to Mr. and Mrs. McKinley Brown
2552 Supreme.
A daughter, Maxine Denise Wil-
liams, to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Williams. 663 Roberson.
A daughter, Linda Fay Robert-
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Robertson, 392 Lipford.
A daughter, Jo Ann Lee. to Mr.
and Mrs. Lorenzo Lee. 246 Rhode
Island.
A son, Kenneth Wayne Burton,
to Mr. and Mrs. Otto Burton.
1532 Rayburn.
A son. Steve Conley, to Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Conley, 1478 Eloise.
April 30-57
. A daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel C. Lee, 148 Spring.
A daughter, Audrey Denise
Washington, to Mr. and Mrs.
Reittien Washington, 683 Handley.
A daughter, Glenda Fay Reid,
to Mr. and Mrs. Roy L. Reid, 215
Driver.
A . son, David Charles Hender-
son, to Mr. and Mrs. James L.
Henderson, 585 Lauderdale.
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to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Jones, 274
Walker.
A daughter, Phyllis Elaine
Hunt, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe W.
Hunt, 1236 Firestone.
A daughter, Vernita Jackson, to
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Jackson, 1413
Ragan.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. James
White, 1221 N. Manassas.
A daughter, Sharon Renee Ro-
binson, to Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius
Robinson, 132 Rayburn..
May 1-57
A son, Darnell Cole, to Mr. and
Mrs. John E. Cole, 1348 Sardis.
A son, Alvin Gene Williams, to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe M. Williams,
1066 Delmar.
A daughter, Lee Ester Bailey,
to Mr. and Mrs Albert L. Bailey,
1755 Hicks.
A daughter, Melva Ann Givin,
to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Givin, 606
Handy Mall.
A daughter. Lucette Winfield,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Winfield,
2680 Spottswood.
May 2-57;
A son, Anthony Been Hall. to
Mr. and Mrs. Albert E. Hall,
1238 Brown.
A son, Calvin Edwards, to Mr.
and Mrs. Spencer Edwards, 610
E. Georgia.
A son, Leroy Crawford, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Crawford, 225
Linden.
A daughter Glenda lanne Holt,
to Mr. and Mrs. Alexander, 1336
Kennedy
A daughter, Gwendolyn Denice
Butler, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Butler. 733 Glandker.
A son, Andre' Williams, to Mr.
and Mrs. John Williams, 373 Gas-
ton.
A son, Robert D. Anderson Jr.,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ander-
son. 2987 Autumn.
A daughter. Jacklyn
Richmond, to Mr. and Mrs. George
Richmond, 593 Handy Mall.
A daughter, Adrienne Austin.
is mr. and Mrs. Douglas Alisti.n
997 Peach.
A daughter, Cody Fenan Ardd,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ardd, 912
Louisiana.
A daughter. Patricia Matthews,
to Mr. and Mrs. Sampson Mat.
thews 570 Boston.
A daughter, Janet Bland. to Mr.
and Mrs. John C. Bland, 1547
Warford,
May 3-57
A son. Mark Nickleberry, to
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Nickle-
berry, 1696 Orr.
A son, Gary Watkins, to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie Watkins, 752
Como.
A daughter, Brenda Ann Har-
din, to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Har-
din, 983 S. Fourth.
A son, Marvin Leon Short, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie J. Short. 927
Ford Pl.
A son, James Wesley Harris,
to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Harris, 759
Marshall.
A daughter, Bernice Cecelia
Lewis, to Mr. and Mrs. Ashton C.
Lewis, 700 Ayers.
A daughter, Joyce Coleman, to
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Coleman, 1453
Washington.
A daughter, Linda Faye Jack-
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Essie Jack-
son, 249 Caldwell.
A daughter, Ruth Loraine





from the southern states were
invited to Jackson, Miss. April 22
for the organization of the Na-
tional Home Demonstration
Agents' Association,
There were representatives pre-
sent from Mississippi, Arkansas
and Texas. Mrs. Lillian 0. Palm-
er, Natchez, Miss., was appoint-
ed chairman of the group. Miss
Mary F. Flowers, Quitman, Miss.,
was appointed secretary of the
group. There were twenty-six
delegates from Miss., four from
Arkansas, and one from Texas.
Communications were read from
many of the southern states
which gave sanction and approv-
al to the formation of the organi-
zation.
The following officers were
Illinois Geologists
URBANA-CHAMPAIGN, Ill. —
Of 767 living graduates of the
University of Illinois department
of geology, 540 are actively prac-
ticing in the profession. Prof.
George NV. White, head of the de-
partment, reports.
Amnog non-geologists are 4 at-
torneys, 3 clergymen. 8 career of-
ficers in the armed forces, 3
chemists, 47 homemakers. an FBI
agent, a rlissician, and an assort-







It you are faced with a serious operation or an illness you will
need espert Medical care
When sou enter the hospital there is always the question:.
CAN THE BILL BE PAID?
Your Southern Standard Ins. Agency has the answer. We make
a career of pros iding Health Insurance Protection for I. ace!
folks. Our service for you begins when the siren blows r- THIS
IS IMPORTANT TO YOU!
You don't have to write to far off cities and distant points when
you has, a claim for your benefits: Your Southern Standard
Agent gives You: FAST LOCAL SERVICE.
Mail This Coupon For Information




City   Stet*  . 
elected; President, Mrs. Lillian 0.
Palmer, Natchez, Miss., 1st vice-
pres., Mrs. Bernice McKay ,Ath-
ens, Texas, 2nd vice- pres., Mrs.
Marguerite P. Williams, Eldora-
do, Ark.; 3rd vice-pres., Miss Ger-
i trude Pollard, Mound Bayou,
Miss.; recording secretary,. Mrs.
Carreather F. Banks, Forrest
City, Arkansas; Corresponding,
Miss Juanita Williams, F or t
Texas; Miss Allice I. Little,
Tupelo, Mississippi; Parliamen-
tarian, Mrs. Iola B. Rhone,
Texarkana, Arkansasa; Histori•
an, Mrs. Wealthea R. Cox, Can-
ton, Miss.; Reporter, Miss Vera
S. Dial, Houston, Texas, Chap-
lain, Mrs. Jennie B. Wright, Lake
Village, Ark,
Mrs. Daisy M. Lewis, Mrs.
Florence D. Allen,' Miss Esther
cAntorrA sremmar-.
Musing: 1
Social Characteristics of Adoles-
cents from 13 to 15. These lads
and lasses show drastic behavior:
daring, aggressive, critical, bois.
terous, argumentative, rough and
ready, defiant, leave home, less
obedient rebellious or docile to
family. In other words, be pre-
pared for anything. They like to
participate in rituals. . .try many
new experiences. . .act ashamed
of home and family. . .withdraw
from family. . .camouflage feel-
ings toward family. More of these
characteristics next week.
Dear Carlotta:
W. Reed and W. E. Ammons, all
of the State Extension stall of
Miss, served in an advisory ca-
pacity to the group.
Special music was rendered
by Mrs. Wealthea R. Cox, Mrs.
Dorothy B. Washington and Mrs
Jennie B. Wright, with Mrs. Sadye
W. Garrett of Kosciusko, Miss, as
accompanist.
The agents were complimented
with a luncheon during the noon '
hour and a dinner at the end of
the day's activities. Everyone left
the meeting greatly inspired and
overjoyed over the rich Miss.,
hospitality.
Words of the Wise
Art Is a jealous mistress, and
If a man has a. genius for
painting, poetry, music, archi-
tecture or philosophy, he
makes a bad husband and an
al provider. —(Emerson)
I am 12 and have a boy's
bracelet. I think I am too young
to be going steady and would like
to give it back to him. But he
will not take it. I do not care
for him because he is not my
type. He does not go to church
and just does things I don't like.
I like one boy especially at church.
But all the boys think 1 am"going
steady and Mill not have anything
to do with me, even though I don't
wear the bracelet. Even the boy
will not speak, who owns the
bracelet. He is angry because I
don't wear it. What can I do? B.
B.
Dear H. B.
You certainly have got yourself
in a jam. And I would say your
letter is a very good argument
against "going steady." See what
has happened to you. Now that
your one "friend" has decided to
drop you, you are "out of circu-
lation." I would suggest mailing
the bracelet back to him, cultivate
your friends at the church, and
profit by your bitter lesson.
Dear Carlotta:
We are two 13-year-old girls.
We both like boys the same age.
Girls always tease us about lik-
ing these boys when we are
around other people. What should
we do?
Just give them as good as they
send. Favor them a light, but not
unkind answer and they will soon
get bored with their sport. There
is nothing wrong in liking the:di
boys, if you conduct yourselvelov
properly, and this teasing by your




Thomas A. Dorsey, nationally
known Gospel song writer and
president of the National Conven-
tion of Gospel Choirs and Chorus-
es, Inc., is convalescing at his
home, 7921 South Indiana 'ave.,




















10 Thrilling Races Nightly
Open 6 Nights - Closed Sundays
Excellent Facilities for Colored Patrons
MEZZANINE TABLES AVAILABLE
"The Newest and The Nation's Finest"
ADMISSION
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